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Mandate of Scrubber:

Statutory References:

“The owner shall install and have operational scrubber technology to control mercury emissions

at Merrimack Units 1 and 2 no later than July 1, 2013.” RSA 125-0:13, 1 (emphasis added).

“To accomplish this objective, the best known commercially available technology shall be
installed at Merrimack Station no later than July 1,2013.” RSA 125-0:11,1 (emphasis added).

Legislative History References:

“This bill provides for an 80 percent reduction of mercury emissions from coal-burning power

plants by July 1, 2013 by requiring installation of scrubber technology.” N.H. S. Journal 20, 935

(Apr. 2006) (statement of Sen. Bob Odell) (emphasis added).

“It also provides economic incentives for earlier installation and greater reductions in

emissions.” N.H. S. Journal 20. 935 (Apr. 2006) (statement of Sen. Bob Odell).

“[E]ssentially what this does is that it essentially keeps tabs on what’s going on with the progress

of this entire installation process.” Hearing on H.B. 1673 Before the S. Comm. on Energy &

Econ. Dcv., *8 (N.H. 2006) (statement of Rep. Jay Phinizy) (regarding PSNH’s senate reporting

requirement in H.B. 1673-FN).

“[0]nce we enter into this agreement, and once the plant essentially or the company starts

dealing with specific items and specific installation procedures than [sic] essentially, I don’t

think there’s any turning back.” Hearing on JIB. 1673 Before the S. Comm. on Energy & Econ.

Dev., *8 (N.H. 2006) (statement of Rep. Jay Phinizy) (regarding PSNH’s senate reporting

requirement in H.B. 1673-FN).

“By calling out scrubber technology in the bill, we’re signaling PSNH from the word go to start

to engineer, design and build scrubber technology right away. The bill has in it, within one year

of passage of the bill, they are required to have all their applications in to us, which means

there’s a lot of engineering work they have to do.” Hearing on JIB. 1673-FN Before the S.

Comm. on Energy & Econ. Dcv., *33 (N.H. 2006) (statement of Bob Scott, Director, Air

Resources Division, Dep’t. of Envir. Servs.).

“[W]e’ll look at what other states are doing and it’s so progressive, they’re requiring, for the

most part, the installation of scrubbers. That’s what we’re requiring.” Hearing on JIB. 1673-

FNBefore the S. Comm. on Energy & Econ. Dcv.., *35 (N.H. 2006) (statement of Bob Scott,

Director, Air Resources Division, Dep’t. of Envir. Servs.) (emphasis added).
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NH Supreme Court References:

“The installation of such a [scrubberj system was mandated by the legislature in 2006.” In re
Campaignfor Ratepayers’ Rights, 162 N.H. 245, 247 (2011) (emphasis added) (internal citation
omitted).

“[T]he legislation specifically requires PSNH to install ‘the best known commercially available
technology. . . at Merrimack Station,’ which the New Hampshire Department of Environmental
Services (DES) has determined is scrubber technology.” Appeal ofStonyfield Farm, 159 N.H.
227, 228 (2009) (emphasis added) (internal citation omitted).

‘To comply with the Mercury Emissions Program, PSNH must install the scrubber technology
by July 1,2012.” AppealofStonyjieldFarin, 159 N.H. 227, 229 (2009) (emphasis added) (citing
RSA 125-0:11).

“According to the legislature, installing the scrubber technology ‘is in the public interest of the
citizens of New Hampshire and the customers of [PSNH].” Appeal ofStonyfield Farm, 159
N.H. 227, 229 (2009).

“PSNH must report to the legislature annually regarding its installation of the scrubber
technology, including any updated cost information.” Appeal ofStonyjield Farm, 159 N.H.
227. 229 (2009) (emphasis added).

“Under RSA 125-0:18, PSNH ‘shall recover all prudent costs’ of installing the scrubber
technology ‘in a manner approved by the [PUC].” Appeal ofStonyfield Farm, 159 N.H. 227,
229 (2009) (emphasis added).

NH Public Utilities Commission References:

“Pursuant to the express language in RSA 125-0:11, the Legislature required that PSNH install
the Scrubber by July 1, 2013 Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire, DE-1 1-250,
Order No. 25,346, *21 (Apr. 10, 2012) (emphases added).

“RSA 125-0:11 requires PSNH to build the Scrubber to reduce mercury and state that it is in the
public interest to ‘achieve significant reductions in mercury emissions at the coal-burning
electric power plants in the state.” Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire, DE-1 1-250,
Order No. 25.346, *23 (Apr. 10, 2012) (emphasis added).

“The statute directed the construction of the specific technology PSNH installed at Merrimack
Station Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire, DE-1 1-250, Order No. 25,346, *23
(Apr. 10, 2012) (emphasis added).

‘According to RSA 125-0:13, 1, the Scrubber at Merrimack Station is to be installed no later
than July 1, 2013 and the mercury emitted from the plant is to be ‘at least 80 percent less on an
annual basis than the baseline mercury input, as defined in RSA 125-0:12, III, beginning on July
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1, 2013.” Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire, DE-ll-250, Order No. 25,346, *23 (Apr.
10, 2012) (citing RSA 125-0:13, II).

“RSA 125-0:11 et seq. requires PSNH to install the Scrubber at Merrimack Station to reduce
air pollution, including mercury emissions.” Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire, DE
08-103, 11-250, Order No. 25.332 (Feb. 6,2012) (emphasis added).

‘in the instant case, by contrast, the scrubber installation at Merrimack Station does not reflect a
utility management choice among a range of options. Instead, installation of scrubber
technology at the Merrimack Station is a legislative mandate, with a fixed deadline. The
Legislature, not PSNH, made the choice, required PSNHto use a particular pollution control
technology at Merrimack Station, and found that installation is ‘in the public interest of the
citizens of New Hampshire and the customers of the affected sources.” Re Public Service
Company ofNew Hampshire, DE 09-03 3, Order No. 24,979, * 15 (June 19, 2009) (emphases
added) (internal citations omitted) (distinguishing the scrubber financing from Seabrook).

“The Legislature has also retained oversight of the scrubber installation including periodic
reports on its cost.” Re Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire, DE 09-033, Order No.
24,979, *15 (June 19, 2009).

‘Furthermore, the Commission has only those powers delegated to it by the Legislature . . . , and.
by statute, the Commission’s regulatory oversight here is limited to after-the-fact determinations
of whether costs incurred by PSNH in complying with RSA 125-0:11-18 are prudent.” Re
Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire, DE 09-033, Order No. 24,979, *1516 (June 19,
2009) (citing RSA 125-0:18).

“As a result of these statutory mandates, we conclude that the Commission’s review of the
financing to be used for construction of the scrubber technology at Merrimack Station cannot
serve to undo the statutory purpose set out in RSA 125-0:11-18.” Re Public Service Company of
New Hampshire, DE 09-033, Order No. 24,979, *16 (June 19, 2009).

“RSA 125-0:11 et seq. requires PSNH to install the scrubber technology at Merrimack Station

in order to reduce Mercury emissions.” Re Investigation ofPSNH’s Installation ofScrubber

Technology at Merrimack Station, DE-08- 103, Order No. 24,914, * 1 (Nov. 12, 2008) (emphasis

added).

“[TJhe Legislature has made the public interest determination and required. . . PSNH. to install
and have operational scrubber technology to control mercury emissions no later than July 1.
2013.” Investigation ofPSNH’s Installation ofScrubber Technology at Merrimack Station, DE
08-103, Order No. 24,898, *10 (Sept. 19, 2008) (emphasis in original).

“A review of the Senate Journal for April 20, 2006, at p. 935 et seq., shows that the members of
the Senate Finance Committee were focused largely on the timing of installation and the prospect
that PSNH could install the scrubber technology in advance of the July 1, 2013 deadline.”
Investigation ofPSNH Installation ofScrubber Technology at Merrimack Station, DE-08- 103,
Order No. 24,898, *10 (Sept. 19, 2008).
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NHDES References:

“The [Temporary Permit] application was filed in accordance with RSA 125-0:13, I, which
requires this facility to file an initial permit application by June 8, 2007. This permit establishes
limits on mercury and sulfur dioxide emissions based on the requirements of RSA 125-0:13 and
40 CFR 51.308 respectively.” State of N.H., Dep’t of Envir. Servs., Air Resources Division,
Temporary Permit, No. TP-0008. *5 (Mar. 9. 2009) (emphases added).

Air Resources Council References:

‘As a matter of law, PSNH is required to install and operate the Scrubber system.” State of
N.H., Air Resources Council, Decision & Order on Appeals, Nos. 09-10. -11, Findings of Facts
& Conclusions of Law, No. 107 (Sept. 20, 2010) (emphasis added).

Site Evaluation Committee References:

“The statute mandates significant reductions (80%) in mercury emissions at coal burning electric
power plants in the state. The statute also requires the installation of a wet flue gas
desulfurization system (Scrubber Project) otherwise known as a ‘Scrubber at the Merrimack
Station facility no later than the year 2013.” State ofN.H., Site Evaluation Committee, No.
2009-01, Order Denying Motion For Declaratory Ruling, *2 (Aug. 10, 2009) (emphases added).

“In accordance with RSA 125-0, PSNH has begun construction of portions of the scrubber
technology at the Merrimack Station facility.” State of N.H., Site Evaluation Committee, No.
2009-0 1, Order Denying Motion For Declaratory Ruling, *2 (Aug. 10, 2009) (emphasis added).

‘Moreover, RSA 125-0, mandates the installation of the Scrubber Project at this particular
industrial site.” State ofN.H., Site Evaluation Committee, No. 2009-01, Order Denying Motion
For Declaratory Ruling, *10 (Aug. 10, 2009) (emphasis added).

“In addition, because the Legislature specifically required the installation of the scrubber, it
could not be found that the project is inconsistent with the state’s energy policy as established by
the Legislature.” State ofN.H., Site Evaluation Committee, No. 2009-0 1, Order Denying
Motion For Declaratory Ruling, *11 (Aug. 10, 2009) (emphasis added).

‘The equipment is being installed to meet an environmental mandate, and a state and federal
mandate to comply with certain requirements for air pollution emissions.” State of N.H., Site
Evaluation Committee, No. 2009-0 1, Public Meeting and Hearing Day 3, *57 (Statement of
Harry Stewart, Director, DES- Water Division).
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EPA:

In 2006, the New Hampshire legislature enacted RSA 125-0:11-18, which requires PSNI-1 to
install and operate a wet flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system at Merrimack Station to reduce
air emissions of Mercury and other pollutants.” EPA-Region 1, Determination of Technology-
Based Effluent Limits for the Flue Gas Desulfurization Wastewater at Merrimack Station in
Bow, New Hampshire, I (Sept. 2011) (emphasis added).

PSNH is required to have the FGD system fully operational by July 1, 2013, contingent upon
obtaining all necessa,y permits and approvals from federal, state, and local regulatory agencies
and bodies.” EPA-Region 1, Determination of Technology-Based Effluent Limits for the Flue
Gas Desulfurization Wastewater at Merrimack Station in Bow, New Hampshire. I (Sept. 2011)
(first emphasis added).

“The New Hampshire statute expressly requires PSNH to install a ‘wet’ FGD system at
Merrimack Station.” EPA-Region 1, Determination of Technology-Based Effluent Limits for
the Flue Gas Desulfurizat ion Wastewater at Merrimack Station in Bow, New Hampshire, 1-2
(Sept. 2011) (emphasis added).
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SUPREME COURT

No. 2008-0897

f.

_____

-

__-

4it

n Ntl fOV

Appeal of Slonyfield Farm, Inc., H & L Instruments, LLC, and
Great American Dining, Inc. Under RSA 541 :6 from Order of

Public iii jifties Commission

BRIEF FOR THE STATE OF NEW NAMPSI-flR.E,
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AS AMICUS CUR]AE

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Kelly A. Ayotte
Attorney General

Date: May 6, 2009

K. A lien Brooks
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Department of )uslice
Environmental Prolec.lion Bureau
33 Capitol Street
Concord, N.H. 03301-6397
(603) 271-3679
NI-I. Bar No. 16424

Oral argument requested
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QUESTION PRESENTED

Whether the Public Utilities Commission (“PUC”) correctly ruled that ii did not have the
authorily 10 overturn the explicit finding made by the legislature in RSA chapter 1 25-0
thai the instal]ation of scrubber iechno)ogy at the PSNH Merrimack Station was in the
public interest.
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Q
BTEMENT OF THE FACTS AND OF THE CASE

In 2006. the legislature enacted RSA 125-0:11 through RSA 125-0:18. These sections

are collectively referred to as the “Mercury Emissions” subdivision, The legislature enacted this

subdivision after receiving significant public comment and testimony. cc RSA 125-0:11-18

(Supp. 2008). The purpose of the subdivision is to reduce mercury emissions from the

Merrimack Station in Bow, New Hampshire. RSA 125-0:11 (Supp. 2008). To achieve this

goal, the legislature required PSNH to inslal] “scrubber technology” at the Merrimack Station no

later than .luly 1,2013. RSA 125-0:13,] (Supp. 2008). The legislature specifically found that:

“The installation of [scrubber] technology is in the public interest of the citizens of New

Hampshire and the customers of the affected sources.” RSA 125-0:11, VI (Supp. 2008).

On August 22, 2008, the PUC, by Secretarial Letter, opened an investigation into the

issue of increased costs related to the scrubber project at Merrimack Station. SLqytield Notice Q
of App., p. 14.’ As part of this process, the PUC examined whether it was necessary for the PUC

to make a detennination with respect to the public interest of scrubber technology installation.

Id. at 14-15. To assist in its examination, the PUC requested legal argument from PSNH and the

Office of the Consumer Advocate. Id. at 15. On September 19, 2008, the PUC issued a decision

in which ii stated that the PLC lacked the authority to pre-approve installation hut retained its

authority to determine prudence. Id. at 25.

On October 17. 2008. SionyiieId Farm. Inc.. ci a]., filed a motion for rehearing with the

PUC. j. at 28. In its motion for rehearing, the petitioners claimed that the costs of installation

had increased dramatically and that this increase merited a re-examination of the legislative

References to the S,onvfwld Fa,rn. Inc. ci a).. notice ofppea1 lUed with this Court on Decembei 1. 2008. shall be
“Sioiwfie]d Notice of App p.
References to the S,onvfwld Frrn Inc. ci al. appendi, shall be “Sionvileld Apjx. p

References
to the Son field Fain. Inc eta), brief shall he “Stonvfieid Brief. p

References to the Sisie’s appendix shal] be “i’s Apix. p.

2
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a
finding regarding public interest. See id. at 28-35. PSNH had previously made its own

assertions regarding costs, staling in a leuer dated September 8, 2008, that for a project of this

magnitude, significant preparations must. he undeflal.en long prior to actual ins’tallation and that

deIayng these preparations would result iii significant cost increases. Stonyfie]d Appendix. pp.

39-40. PSNI-1 asserted that ii began significant preparations for the installation of scrubber

technology at the Merrimack Station shortly after the enactment of the Mercury Emissions

subdivision. ].. PSNN objected to the motion for rehearing for these reasons and numerous

other legal arguments. Sionvfie]d Notice of App., p. 37.

in a decision dated November 12, 2008, the PUC denied the motion for rehearing and

determined, among other things, that ii did not have the authority to overturn the finding of the

legislature that the installation of scrubber technology was in the public interest. . at 49.

Stonyfield Farm, Inc., et a]. (“Appellants”) now appeal that decision.
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Q
S.VMMARY OF THI ,RGUMENT

The PUC conecily detemiined that ii lacked authonty 10 overturn the ep1ieit lindin of

the legislature that the installation of scrubber technology at the Merrimack Station i in the

public interest. 2 This ruling not only coniporis with the plain meaning of lhc’ specific legislative

findings described in RSA 125-0:) 1, but also effectuates the purpose of the entire Mercury

Emissions subdivision which purports to greatly reduce mercury emissions in the immediate

future by mandating the insial3ation of scrubber icciniology by 2013. The ruling does not

undermine the provision in RSA 125-0:13 that requires PSNI-J to obtain all necessary iegulatojy

approvals. This provision is 1)0th necessary and valid with respect to any approval not based on

a finding of public interest. The PUC ruling also does not render meaningless RSA 369-l:3-a.

which continues to apply to certain other PSNI-l divestitures and modifications, hi addition, the

legislative history indicates that the legislature did not intend .fbr the PUC to revisit the fiudins of Q
public purpose in RSA chapter 325-0.

In this appeal. The Sine takes no posilion viih respect to heihei the insialiation ofscruhhe, tcchnoIoy at
Merrin,acl SlaTion is appropiinle as a polkv maner Thts bnef is mwnded on1 in aid in the unerpretalion of the
existine statutory lant!uae.

‘1
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AR GUM ENT

I. STANDARD OF REVIEW.

The PUC ruled as a matter of law that it Jacked authority to examine whether the

installation of scrubber technology al the Menimack Station is in the public interest. Sionyfield

Notice of App., p. 55. This Court reviews interpretations of a statute de novo. MaiI]oux v. Town

of Londonderr’y, 151 NH 555, 558 (2004).

II. THE PUC CORRECTLY RULED THAT IT MAY NOT RE-EVALUATE
WHETHER THE JNSTALLATION OF SCRUBBER TECHNOLOGY AT THE
MERRIMACK STATION IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST.

A. RSA 125-0 Makes a Clear Determination That the Installation of Scrubber
Technology at the Merrimack Station is in the Public Interest.

in matters of statutory interpretation, the New Hampshire Supreme Court is “the final

arbiter of the intent of the legislature as expressed in the words of a statute considered as a

whole.” ]nthe Matter of Baker and Winlder, 154 N.H. l, 187 (2006). When interpreting a

statute, the court first examines the language of the statute and, where possible, ascribes the plain

and ordinary meaning of the words used. Oul]ettev. Town ofKin2slon, 157 N.H. 604, 609

(2008). “if the language used is clear and unambiguous, [the court] will not look beyond the

language of the statute to discern Jegislative intent,’ Taylor v. Town of Wakefield, 358 N.H. 35,

39 (2008).

RSA chapter 325-0 contains clear and definitive language regarding scrubber

technology. In RSA 125-0:11, \11, the statute states: “The installation of [scrubber] technology

is in the public tnlcresl of the citizens of New Hampshire and the customers of the affected

sources. RSA 125-0:11, Vi (Supp. 2008). Nothing in RSA 125-0:11, or in the remainder of

RSA chapter 1 25-0, indicates that the legislature intended that its definitive statement regarding

public benefit he restricted or re-analyzed, By using this language. the legislature made a clear
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0
determination regarding the need for scrubber technology at Merrimack Statiu The PUC’, an

entity created under the auspices of the legislature and endowed with only those powers granted

to it by the legislature, may not now make a contrary i3nding. ppeal of Puhlic Service Co.. 1 22

N.H. 1062. 1066 (1982), Therefore, the PUC correctly detemined that it lacked authutity to

analyze whether the installation of scrubber technology is in the public interest.

B. The PUC’s interpretation Gives Meaning and Effect to All Statutory
Provisions.

The PUC’s decision gives effect to all relevant statutory provsions. \Vhcn construing a

statute, the court does “not consider the words or phrases in isolation, but rather within ‘the

contetl of the statute as a whole.” hes]eyyryeyjnd._In, 157 N.H. 211, 2)3 (2008). “The

legislature is not presumed to waste words or enact redundant provisions, and every word of a

statute should be given effect whenever possible” Twnf mhcr .GtjLcty, 157 N.H. 275,

279 (2008). The PUC’s interpretation gives effect and meaning to each of the statutory

provisions in RSA chapter 125-0 as well as those in RSA 369-W3-a.

1. The PUC’s Decision Gives Meaning and Effect to AD of the Findings
and Purposes Described in RSA J2-O:]J.

As noted above, 125-0:11, Vi, states: “The inst1lation of [scrubber] technology is in the

public interest of the citizens of New Hampshire and the customers of the affected sources

RSA 125-0:11, VI (Supp. 2008), Other provisions of this section either requiie or are preimsed

on the installation of scrubber technoJov at the Merrimack Station. For instunct’.RSA 125-

0:11 states:

The requirements of this subdivision will prevent, at a minimum. 0 percent of

the aggregated mercury content of the coal burned at these plants from being

emitted into the air by no later than the year 2013. To accomplish this obiective.

the best known commercially available technology shall be installed at Merrimack

Station no later than July 1.2013.
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J<SA I 25—C): 11, 1 (Supp. 2008). Similarly. RSA 125—0:1 1, lii, which begins with the phrase

“[a]fier scrubber tcchnoloy is intal]cd at Merrimack Station,” presumes the installation of

scrubber technology. RSA 125-0:11, lii (Supp. 2008). 1 he presumption of scrubber installation

appears again in RSA 125-0:11, V. Finally, RSA 125-0:11, VIII, states that the metury

ieduclior requirements achieved through the mandaied scrubber installation “represent a

thoughtful balancing of cost, benefits. and technological feasibility and therefore the

Jcquirerncnls shall be viewed as an integrated strategy of non-sevcrable components.” RSA 125-

0:11, Viii (Supp. 2008). An interpretation of the statute in a manner that mandates scrubber

installation and limits PUC review of the project best effectuates these purposes and iindings.

L The PUC’s Decision Gives Effect to All Aspects of RSA 125-0:13,
Including the Provision Requiring Necessary Regula tory Approvals.

In addition En (lie provisions of RSA 125-0:1] listed above. i] order to implement the

flndin9s ofihc lcisIature, RSA 125-013.1. directs the following: “The owner shall insta) ard

have operational scrubber technology to control mercurY emissions at Merrimack Units I and 2

no Jater than July 1, 2013.” RSA 125-0:13,1 (Supp. 2008), The paragraph continues:

The achievement of this requirement is contingent upon b1aining all necessary
permits and approvals from federal. state, and local regulatory agencies and
bodies: however, all such regulatory agencies and bodies are encouragx.l to give
due consideration to the general court’s finding that the installation and operation
ofscruhhriec1tiiology at Merriinacl. Station )S in the public interest.

3d.

The Appellants argue that this second provision trumps the previously referenced

findings regarding public need and the mandatory installation requirement at the hgiuning of

RSA 125-0:13. 1. Appellants argue that both the word “contingent” and the phrase that

encourages reoulatory agencies “to give due consideration to the general courts finding”

ndicaic that the initial inquiry reardrn the need for scrubber technology is one which the
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legislature intended to leave open for the PUC. However, in order to give effect to the initial

sentence in RSA 125-0:13, 1. the numerous other references to scrubber technology, arid the

specific legislative finding of public benefit, this contingency provision must he read in the

context of the entire statute. The decision of the PUC thai ii may not re-examine the legislative

finding of public benefit is-consistent with the overall statutory context.

The scope of the “contingency” provision in RSA 125-0:13 is necessarily quite broad.

Given the scale of the proposed project, many federal, state, and local approvals could be

needed. These could range from federal regulatory authorizations, to other state permits such as

those needed to impact wetlands, to local permissions for zoning. The legislature did not

determine what other approvals would be necessary for this project. In this case, the legislature

simply chose not to pre-enipi these as yet unidentified authorizations and made sure to specify

that any other “necessary” authorizations would still have to be obtained. The contingency

provision in RSA 125-0:13 is designed to deal with the many other regulatory auhoriza1ions

that could arise and. in fact, have arisen outside of the issue of whether the scrubber installation

is in the public interest. The specific legislative finding that the scrubber prolect is in the public

interest need not be discarded in order 10 give the contingency provision effect and meaning.

3. The PUCs Decision Does Not Undermine the Effectiveness of RSA
369-B :3-a.

The PUCs interpretation gives meaning to the RSA 125-0 Mercury Emission

subdivision while still retaining the meaning and effect of RSA 369-B:3-a. Among other things.

RSA 369:B:3-a requires the PUC to examine whether any proposed modification or i-eiirenieni of

PSNH fossil fuel or hydroelectric generation assets is in the public interest. RSA 369-B:3-a

(Supp. 2008). This section applies to all PSNE fossil fuel or hydroelectric generation assets.
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Under the PUCs decision. RSA 369-B :3-a remains effective with iespccl to all PSNH

divesti1urcs renrenlents, and nlodificaliuns related to ally of its fassil fuel and hydroelectric

2eneraflon assets other than thc installation of scrubber technology at Merrimack Station as

described in RSA 125-0:13. These requiremcnts would not apply to the scrubber project

because it is the one modification where the legislature has already made a definitive finding of

public benefit. In other words, RSA 369-13:3-a establishes a general rule with many applications

and the provisions of RSA 125-0 establish a narrow ecepIion to this general rule.

As noted by the PUC, the iel of RSA 125-0:18 further holsters the mterpr’eiation that

RSA 369-13:3-a does not apply to the installation of scrubber technology. RSA 125-0:18

specifically describes the relationship between RSA 125-0 and RSA 369-13:3-a. RSA 125-0:18

stales: “in the event of divcstiwre of affected sources by tile regulated utility, such divestiture

and recovery of costs shall be aoverned by the provisions of RSA 369-B’3-a.’ RSA 125-0:18

(Supp. 2008), The PUC correct1’ points out that the legislature’s specific inclusion of this

provisioi with respect io divestiture lends further support to the interpretation that, in genera].

the legislature did not intend RSA 369-B:3-a to apply to the scrubber project modification.

4. The PUCs Decision Recognizes the Indivisible Character of
RSA Chapter 125-0.

The PUCs interpretation of the statute is consistent with the overall statutory SCherile.

First, RSA 125-0:11 through 18, the subdh’ision entitled “Mercury Emissions,” is based solely

on the installation of scrubber wchno]oy at the Merrimack Station. The detailed and intricate

provisions of the Mercury Emissions subdivision would have no effect ifthe PUC could override

the cssential uindin of the legislature that installation of such scrubber lechno1oy is in the

public interest,

Ct
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1-urther, the Mercury Eniisrions subdivision is an integral and indivisible part of the

muhi-pollutani program beginning at section 1 ofR’SA chapter 125-0 and continuing through

sectton 18. No provision found in these sections may be implemented in a manner inconsistent

with its other paris. Specifically, RSA 125-0:10 stales:

No provision of RSA 1 25-0:1 through RSA 125-0:18 of this chapter shall be
implemented in a manner inconsistent with the integrated, multi-pollulant strategy
of RSA 125-0:1 through RSA 125-0:18 of this chapter, and to this end, the
provisions of RSA 125-0:1 through RSA 125-0:18 of this chapter are not
severable.

RSA 125-0:10 (Supp. 2008), As staled above, the Mercury Emissions subdivision can only be

implemented if scrubber technology is installed at the Merrimack Station, The effect of riot

implementing this subdivision could have serious consequences for the multi-pollutant program

as a whole - - a program thai includes detailed regulatory requirements providing for reductions in

other pollutants such as N0 and SO2. Q
III. THE LEGISLATIVE. HISTORY SUPPORTS TIlE FINDING OF THE PUC THAT

IT MAY NOT RE-EVALUATE WHEThER THE INSTAII.ATIO.N OFA
SCRUBBER AT THE MERRIMACK STATION IS IN THE PUBLIC iNTEREST.

A. The Legislative )-Iistory Indicates that the Legislature Intended Thai Its
Decision as to Public Benefit W’ould he Final.

“If a statute is ambiguous. the Supreme Court considers legislative history to aid its

analysis:’ $.ale v, \Thi1tev, 149 N.H. 463. 467 (2003), As slated previously, the State does not

believe that these provisions, read in their entirety and given their ordinary meaning, are

ambiguous. However, to ilw extent the court does believe there is an ambiguiiv the legislative

history demonstrates that the PUC’s interpretation of the statute is correct.

The legislature held extensive hearings regarding the adoption of RSA 125-0:11 through

1$. During those hearings, the legislature received testimony from many panics including

Robert Scott. Director of the Air Dit ision of the New llarnpshire Department of Environmental

10
0
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Services (“DES”). By law, DES is the agency charged with implementing the regulatory aspects

of the niuhi-pollutant program. On April 11, 2006, during a hearing before the Senate

Committee on Energy and Economic Development, Director Scott provided the following

Icstimony in support of House Bill I 673-FN. the bill that was later codified as RSA 125-0:11

through RSA 125-0:18:

It’s also been raised, why are we being prescriptive? Why are we in this regular
in this law to PSN}l to put in a scrubber? And ] have to take some persona]

responsibi]ity for that; I advocated for that myself. Why would I do that?
Everybody, including myself J think agrees that we want to see mercury
reductions, a high leve] of mercury reductions sooner than later. We know today
that the installation of scrubbers which have a wonderful benefit of SO2
reductions, a]so reduce mercury at a high percentage. That is today the best
technology, especially taking in to account the multi-pollutant benefits that we
know of. What we ii’an ted to avoid is extra time being given, another year, two
years of a se]ection process, what’s the best technology, the owner ‘.s having to go
to PUC to convince them that this is the best technologi’, and then perhaps having
some other company come in and say, “Well, I had this new alchemy and I can do
something even better.” Thai’s all fine and dandy, but what we re concerned
about is ie don ‘1 want 10 have this as a method where ii’e ‘re constant/v delaying
the installation. By calling our scrubber rechnologi; in the bill, i.e ‘re signaling
PSNH from the word go to start to engineer, design and build scrubber
rechnologt’ right away. The bill has in it. within one year of passage of the bill,
the’ are required to have all their applications in to us, which means there’s a lot
of engineering work the)’ have to do. This is starting ... this is in the ground
writing for the plan, and this is why we did that.

1onyfie1dpp. p. 112 (emphasis added). Director Scott’s leslimony indicates that the bill was

drafted in order to prevent PUC review of the installation of scrubber technology. No contrary

testimony appears in the record. Therefore, to the extent the court finds any ambiguity in the

statute, the legislative history further supports the PUC’s refusal to revisit the legislature’s

finding of public need.

II
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B. The Legislative Hision’ Does No indicate that the Lcishiinre Intended the
Issue of Public 1nerest to be Re-examined by the P1JC it Tech nologv Costs
Changed.

The Appellants claim that the legislative histor flivors an interpretation that the

legislature intended the PUC to review the cost of the scrubber and use this infonnation to

determine whether installation was in the public interest, The legislative history does not support

this conclusion for several reasons.

First, it is clear from the testimony that the original price quotation was an sumate only.

The Fiscal Note for House Bill I 673-FN stales: “PSNH esiimates that the installation will be at

a cost not to exceed $250 million in 2013 dollars or $197 million in 2005 dollars.” ic

ppendix, p. 24 (emphasis added). During the legislative hearing, representative Gene Anderson

discussed the size of the project and noted the “estimated cost at about $270 million dollars.”

Stonvfield Appendix, p. 94 (emphasis added). Nothing indicates that PSNI 1 ever mdicated that Q
this estimate was a firm price that could never be exceeded regardless of overall market

conditions.

Second, neither the language of the statute, nor the testimony before the’ legislature

indicates that the Mercury Emissions subdivision was created to he contingent on a certain pncc.

fri the legislature, there was significant discussion about price and a recognition that delay could

iesuli in further cost increases. During the hearing before the Senaie Committee on Energy and

Economic Development, for example, Representative .lav Phinizy stated: “And one of the things

that COflCCTflS me about extending the time line entirely too far out is whether or not we really

come mb compliance in a reasonable amount of time and whether or nob we will come into far

reaier costs Iwilier down the line.” SIonvfieldmwm1jx, p. SS. This was one reason hv it

‘as imperatr e to begin construction as soon as possille. However, no one offered any

12
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testimony suggesting that (he statute would be contingent on the cost of the project at the time of

physical construction.

Finalh’, and most important, although legislative history may he used as an interpretive

aid with respect to ambiguous language, it should not l)e used to inseil language into a statute

that the le2islature chose not to add. urcN,HDeppfTrans.. 144 Ni-I. 555. 558 (1999)

(court will took to legislative history as a guide to meaning of statute only if ambiguity requires

choice); Town oL sy.jQv, 157 N.H. 275, 277-78 (200). Here Appellants do not

argue that the legislative history regarding cost estimates should be used to inteJprt a specific

term. vlf pp. 10-13. Instead, the Appellarns treat the legislative history as jut

were itself a stat ulory provision that requires interpretation and implementation. Id. The court

should reject this analysis.

The crux of the Appellants’ argument does not pertain to the interpretation of the statute

regarding the PUC’s authority. Rather, the Appellants appear to suggest that when the

legislature deiennincd that the scrubber was in the public inieresi, the legislature acted wrongly

or based its decision on misinfoation. Thether or not the legislature coectly decided that the

scrubber was in the public interest, however, is not at issue. As the P1JQ correctly concluded, the

legislature did in fact decide thai the installation of this technology was in the public interest and,

therefore, the statute must he implemented according to its terms. Only the legislature may alter

this finding, and to date. ii has not done so.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, the State resj)eclful]v requests this Court io affirm the

decision of the PLTC.

The Stale requests oral argument to he presented by K. A] ten Brooks (15 minutes).

13
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-
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HB i 673-FN - AS J NTI ODUGED

2i)06 SESSION
06-2816
06/03

l101SE mu 1678-FN

.N A velatjvc to the reduction oh njrrcurV eirnssion.

PONS(RS Rep. Ro.r. HiI1 3: Rep. S)ocum. HiJJ 6; Rep }aen. Straf 7; Rep. Phinizy, SuIl 5:
lep. Mx13ld. Merr 6: Sen. Green. Diet 6: Sen. Johnson. Diet 2: Sen. Burlang,
Diet 5: Sen. Odell. Diet 8; Sen. Natsan. Diet 23

COMMITTEE: Science. Technology and Energy

ANALYSIS

This hi)] provides for an 80 percent reduction of mercury emissions from coal-burning power
planie by requiring the installabon of scrubber technology no later than July 1, W13 and .provides
economic incentives for earlier installation and greater reductions in emissions.

ip)rnaioii: Mairor dd’d to current hw ppeer in bold italics.
iiter rimoved from cunent law appears un
!\lr,nrr which is ithr (n) nil nw or Ib) ieiwald ond rennetid ppars in irgu1r tvym.
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FIB 1673-FN -. AS INTRODUCED

06/(13

STATE OF NEW HAM PSI-I IRE

In flip Yem cf’Otdr Lord The ‘Jiwuso,id Six

AN ACT relative to the reduction of mercury emissions

Bc ii Erutcted by the Sewie on.d House of Reprcsenfatires ía Geiteml Coor cinrcnrd:

I New Subdivision: Mercury Emissions. Amend RSA i2-O by inserting nRc’s section 10 the

2 following new subdivision:

3 Mercury Emissions

4 125-0:13 Stawmczit of Purpose and Findings. The general coiirtfrrids thtit:

1. it is in the public interest to achieve significant reductions in mercury emissions at the

coal-burning electric power p1ant in the state as soon as possible. The requirements of this

7 subdivicion will prc’venL at a miniu)ttm. 80 percent of the aggiegoted mercury content. of the cool

8 burned at these plants from being emitted into the air by no later than the :ar Oi3. rru ace iy.ilish

9 this oh)ectn’e, the best known conimereisllv ovailable technology shall be installed ot Merrimack

10 Station no later than July 1, 2013.

11 iT. The clepartnwnt of environmental services has det.crmincid that the best known

12 commercially available tEchnology is a wet flue gas desuipbunization systrni, hereafter “scrubber

13 ic’chrio]ogy,” or it best balances the procurement, ntallatn, operation and plant fflcienev cost,’

14 with the projected reductions in mercury ind other pollutants from the flue gas streams of

15 Merriinac]t Units I and 2. Scrubber technology achieves signilkant emissions reduction benefits.

16 including but nOt limited to, cost effective reductions in sulfur dioxide, sulfur trioxide. small

17 particulate niatter, and improved visibility (regionqi haze).

IS Ill. After scrubber technology is installed at Merrimack Station. and after a period of

19 operation has reliably established a consistent level of mercury removal at or greater than

20 80 percent. the department will ensure through monitoring that that level of mercury removal is

21 sustained, consistent with the proven operutiorial capability of the system at Merriroacic Station.

22 IV. To ensure that an ongoing and st.cadfast. effort is made to implement practicable

23 technological or operational solutions to achieve significant mercury reductions prior to the

24 coristvucton and operation of the scrubber technology at Merrimack Station. the owner of the

25 iffected coal-burning sources shall work to bring about such early reductions arid shall be provided

26 incentives to do o.

21’ V. The installation of scrubber technology will not only reduce nierciirv emissions

28 significantly hut will do so without jeopardizing electric reliability and with rscnah]r costs to

29 consumers.

30 VI. The inatallr,tion of such technology is in the public intorct of the citizens ‘f

31 New Hsrnpshire arid the customers of tJ offeot sourc’s
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- Page 2.

\9J. Notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 125.C.l. VI, the purchase of mercury credits or

2 allowances to comply with the mercury reduction requirements of this subdivision or the sale of

3 mercury credits or allowances earned under this subdivision i not, in the public interest.

VITI. The mercur reduction requirLlnents set forth in this subdivision represent a careful,

thoughtful balancing of cost, benefits, and technological feasibility and therefore the requirements

ii shell be viewed a on integrated strategy of non-severable components.

7 i2-O:12 1)cfinitions, In ibis subdivirton:

S 1. ‘,Affectsd sources’ nieans existing coal-burning power plant units in this state, specifically

9 Merrimack Units I and 2 in Bow and Schiller Units 4. 5, and 6 in Portsmouth.

10 1!. l3acchne mercm’v entiesions” means the total annual mercury emissions from all of the

i afjbcted sources. caleuiated in accordance with RSA 125-0:14. II.

12 111. ‘l3asclinc mercury inpu( means the total annual mercury input found in the coal used

13 by all of the affected sources, calculated in accordance with RSA I2-O:14. J.

iJ IV. “0wtr ujeans the owner or owners of the affected sources.

V. “Scrubber technology” means a vet flub gas dcsuiphurizntion system.

16 125-0:13 Compliance.

17 1. The owner shall install and have operational scrubber technology to control mercury

Ia exnissOns at Merrimack Units I and 2 no later than ,July 1, 2013. The aehicveirwnt of this

19 requirement is contingent upon obtaining all necessary permits and approvals from federal, state,

20 and local regulatory agencies and bodies: however, all such regulatory agendes nd bodies are

21 encouraged to give due consideration to the general courts 1nding that, the installation and

22 operation of scrubber technology at, Merrimack Station is in the public irnerest. The owner shall

23 make appropriate initial filings with the department and the public utilities commission, if

24 applicable, within one year of the effective date of this cecijon. and with any other applicable

25 regulatory agency or body in a timely manner.

26 II. Total mercui-v ernss ions from the affected sources shall be at least 80 .p’ct’rtt less on an

27 annual tat’is ihn the buseline mercury input, as dcñned in RSA 325-0:12, lii, beginning on

28 Julyl,2013.

29 III. Prior to July 1. 2013. the owner shall test and implement, as practicable, mercury

30 reduction control technologies or methods to achieve early reductions in mercury emissions below the

31 baseline mercury emissions. The owner shall report the results of any testing It the depari.mcni and

2 shall submit a plan for department approval before commencing implementation.

33 IV. If the act power output tas measured in megawatts) from Mernmack Station is reduced.

i.’1 due to the power consumption requirements or operational inefficiencies of the installed scrubber

i5 technolo’. the owner may invest in capital im-provenwnts at Merrimack Station that mcrense its

6 act capnbi]iti’. within the requirements and regulations of pi’ora;ns mnforteohle b the state or

37 fede’ol overnrnent or
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V. Mercury reductions achieved through the operation of the scrubber technology greater

2 than 80 percent shall be sustained insofar as the proven operational capability of the system, as

3 installed, allows. The department, in consultation with the owner, shall determine the maximum

4 sustainable rate of mercury emissions reductions and incorporate such rate as a condition of

operational permits issued by the department for Merrimack Units I and 2. This requirement. in no

6 way affects the ability of the owner to earn over-compliance credits consistent with RSA l25-0:l. H,

7 V] The purchase of mercury emissions allowances or credits from any established emissions

allowance or credit program shall not be allowed for compliance with the mercury reduction

9 requirements of this chapter.

10 VI]. If the mercury reduction requirement of paragraph I] is not achieved in any year after

j the July 1, 2013 implementation date, and after full operation of the scrubber technology, then the

12 owner may utilize early emissions reduction credits or over-compliance credits, or both, to make up

13 any shortfall, and thereby be in compliance.

14 VIII. If the mercury reduction requirement of paragraph ii is not achieved by the owner in

15 any year after the July 1. 20]3 implementation date despite the owner’s installation and full

16 operation of scrubber technology, consistent with good operational practice, and the owner’s

17 exhaustion of any available early emissions reduction or over-compliance credits, then the owner

18 shall be deemed in violation of this section unless it submits a plan to the department, within

19 30 days of such noncompliance, and subsequently obtains approval of that plan for achieving

20 compliance within one year from the date of such noncompliance. The department may impose

21 conditions for approval of such plan.

22 125-0:14 Measurement of Baseline Mercury Input and Emissions.

23 1. Baseline mercury input shall be determined as follows:

24,
(a) No later than the first day of the second month following the effective date of this

25 section, and continuing for 12 months thereafter, a representative monthly sample of the coal used

26 traditionally (not to include trial or test coal blends) by each affected source shall be collected from

27 each of the units identified in subparagraph (b) and analyzed to determine the average mercury

28 content of the fuel for each unit expressed in pounds of mercury input per ton of coal combusted at

29 each affected source. The mercury content of the coal derived from these analyses for each affected

30 source shall be multiplied by the average annual throughput of coal for the period 2003, 2004. and

31 2005 (average tons of coal com busted per year) for each respective affected source to yield the

$2 average pounds of mercury input per rear into each affected source. The sum of these annual input

33 pound averages from each affected source shall equal the baseline mercury input.

34 (b) Determination of the mercury content of the coal shall follow appropriate ASTM

35 testing procedures i’ASTM D3684-0l). For purposes of baseline mercury input detrinination. coal

36 sampling shall occur at Merrimack Unit I and Unit 2, and at either Schiller Unit 4 or Unit 6. which

37 shall serve to represent all Schiller units At least 4 of the samples taken frnm each of these units

38 shall correspond with the stack testing done at each of these units und’ paragraph II.

2(1
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11. i3tseline incj’curv emissions shall be di’tei’rnined as follows:

2 ( A miminuin of 4 stack tests shall be conducted at each of the units specified in

3 su1iporarojih b) using appropriate testing protocols. to determine a statisticaU valid average

4 mE.’rcm’y missions rate br each unit expressed in pounds of mercury enJitIrd ton of coal

5 coin butcd at ouch affected snurec, The rate lbr each nuicted source ehali he multiplied by the

6 averac annual throughput of coal lr the period 2003, 200-). and 2005 average tons of coal

7 combuii,ud per year) for each respective affected source to yield the average pounds of mercury

S emitted per year from each affected source. The sum of these unnuai emitted pound averages from

9 each affected source shall equal the baseline mercury emissions.

(b) For purposes of the baseline mercury emisSions determination, stack tests shall be

1] conductd at Morrimock Unit. I and Unit 2, and at either Schiller Unit 4 or Unit 6. which shall serve

32 to represent all Shi)ler units. If mercury emissons improvements are made or are being made

13 during the tesi.ing period, the stnc:k teste shall be conducted without the improvements running at

14 the time of the tests.

S HI. The owner shall provide its plans to accomplish the tooting reqinrements ‘under paragraphs I

JO and 11 to the department for its approval. The owner shall provide w’,t1.cn reports to the dcpartmcnt. for

17 vcrifwtion tnd approvril that include the test rcsiills and calculations used to dcle’rnine:

Ia) ‘Phe baseline mercury input. The owner shall submit the report no later than

]) lii months followiiig the effective date of this section.

20 (hI The baseline nicrctirv emissions. The owner shall subniit the Ieport flu later than

2] 18 months following the effective date of this section.

22 125-0:15 Monitoring of Mz’cuiy Emissions. Prior to the availability and operation of

23 continuous omissions monitoring (CEM) rystcms. and subsequent to the baseline emissions testing

24 under RSA 125-0:14, II, stack tests or another methodology upprovcd by the department shall be

26 conducted twice per year to deterniine mercury emissions levels from the affected sources. Any stack

26 tests performed shall employ a federally reconizcd and approved methodology. proposed by the

27 owner and enip1oing a test px’utocol approved by the department. When a federal performance

2S specification takes effect. nd a mercury (‘EM system capable of meeting the federal specifications

) becomes ailable, a mercury CEM svsteni, approved by the department. shal.1 he installed at

30 Merrimack Units I and 2 and at other affected sources as deemed appropriate by the department.

31 125-0:16 Economic Porformance incentives.

32 l.a) The depnrtu’ieni shall issue to the owner ear]y emissions reduction credits in the form of

33 credits or fmctiona thereof for each pound of mercury or fraction thereof rcduced below the baseline

34 mercury eInisFmils. on an annual bai. in the period pitor to July 1, 2013. Raiio efeai’iy reductions

35 credits to pounds cii’ mercury reduced shli be aS follows: L,5 credits per pound reduced prior t.o July 1.

36 2005: 125 credits per jjr,uniJ for reductions between July 1 2(108 antI December 71. 2010: and 1.1

37 crethw pt’! peLiflet for reductions between January 1. 2011 ai July 1. 2017

21
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(b) Hcducnons shall be calculated based upon the reult,s ci stack tests conducted.

2 measurement by continuous emission olonitoririg. or other niethudulog approved l’ the department

to confirm emissions during the time of operation of mercury reductjo wchnolorv, Fnriv eruissicrir

. reduction credits may he banked by the owner or utiLized after lu]y 1, 2013 to niect the reduction

i requirement of RSA 125-0:13, II as allowed under RSA 125-0:13, Vii. Early emissions reduction

3 credits are not sellahie or transferoble to non-affected soui’ces: however, upon Ihe Juiy I 20J3

compliance date, the owner may request a oneJor-oxie CoflvCrtOfl of early emissions reduction credits

S to over-compliance credits,

9 c) Should a federal rule applicable to mercury emissioiw at one or more ctf the affected

10 rources be enacted with an iujpierucntntion date prior to lttly 1, 2013. then enrh’ rod ni’tion credits

jj ma’’ only be earned for omissions reductions that oicccod the level required by the federal rude of th

j affected sources in aggregate or the baseline mercury emissions level. which,evcr is lower, at the

13 same ratios listed in subparagraph (a).

1 4 (ci) Early emissions reduction credits shall not be used fur compliance with the

is requirement of RSA i25-0:i3 11 prior to the installation of scrubber technology, and thoU not he

IC used as a means to delay the installntion of the scrubber technology.

17 !L(a) The department shall issue to the owner over-compliance credits in the form of eredits

iS or fractions thereof for each pound of mercury or fraction thereof reduced in excess of the emissions

19 reduction requirement. of RSA 125-0:13, Ii, on an onnual basis, fo1luu’mt the cumpliarec’ date of

20 July], 2013. The ratios of over-compliance credits to excess pounds of mercury reduced shall be as

21 foUows: 0,5 credits per pound reduced for reductions between SO and 5 percent: I credit pet’ pound

22 reduced for reductions between 85 and 90 percent reduction: and L5 credits per pound reduced for

23 reductions of 90 percent or greater. Over-compliance credits xiay be han1ed ftir future use. The

24 requirements of RSA 125-0:13, V shall not alter the emissions lvel at which over-compliance

25 credits are earned.

26 (b) Should a federal rule applicable to mercury emissions at. one or wore of the affected

27 sources be enacted. then over-compliance credits may only be earned for emissions reductions tlmc

28 ecced the level required by the federal rule of the affected sources in nggreate or the reLjuireu]ent

2 ofRSA 125-0:13.11: whichever is lower, at the same ratios listed in subparagraph (a).

30 (c) t the request of the owner of an affected source. over-coiupbance credits max’ be

3] surrendered by the owner to the department and S02 allowances shall he transferred to the owner

32 at a rate of 55 tons S02 allowances for every one over-compliance credit, Transfer shall be hjciiwd to

33 a roarinium of 20,000 total tons 902 a)low&nces transferred in a given rear. defined ai the sum of all

34 802 allowances received by the affected sources under RSA 125-0’4. TVia,i2) anti IV(a)i3h and under

35 this subparagraph. 802 allowances shall he credited to the ofcwd ourcep accounts in the

36 fbilowing year in accordance with RSA 125-0:4, IV(a)(4).

37 125-0:] 7 Variances. The owner amy request a vOriance from the nmsl’curycioissmonr reduction

3 requirements of this subdjvtsion by subrtmfttjrig a written request to the department. The i’Qquost

22
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I shall provide sufilcient information concerning the conditions or special circumstances on which tho

2 variance request is based to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the department that variance from the

3 applicable requirements is necessary.
.1 1. Where an alternative schedule is sought. the owner shall submit a proposed schedule

5 which demonstrates reasonable further progress and contains a date for final compliance as soon as

6 practicable. If the department deems such a delay is reasonable under the cited circumstances, it

7 shall grant the requested variance.

8 11. Where an alternative reduction requirement is sought. the owner shaiJ submit

9 information to substantiate an energy supply crisis. a major fuel disruption, an unanticipated or

10 unavoidable disruption in the operations of the affected sources. or technological or economic

II infeasibi]ity. The department. after consultation with the public utilities commission, shall grant or

12 deny the requested variance. if requested by the owner, the department, shall provide the owner

13 with an opportunity for a hearing on the request.

14 125.0:18 Cost Recovery. If the owner is a regulated utility, the owner shall be allowed to

35 recover via regulated rates all prudent costs of cornpiying with the requirements of this subdivision

16 in a manner approved by the public utilities commission.

17 2 Repeal. The following repealed:

itt I, RSA 125-0:3, TJJ(c), relative to an annual cap applicable to total mercury emissions.

19 II. RSA 125-0:4, JV(d), relative to the use of future mercury allowances to meet a portion of

20 the emission cap for mercury.

21 3 Compliance Dates: Mercury Emissions EccJuded. Amend RSA 125-0:9 to rend as follows:

22 125-0:9 Compliance Dates. The owner or operator of each affected source shall comply with the

23 provisions of this chapter, excluding the subdivision on mercury emissions, RSA 125-0:11

24 through 125-0:18, by December 31. 2006.

25 4 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 30 days after passage.

23
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HB l.673-FN - FISCAL NOTE

AN ACT relative to the reduction of mercury emissions.

FISCAL IMPACT:

The Department of Environmental Services and the Public Utilities Commission stated this bill

will have an indeterminable impact on state, county and local expenditures in future years.

There will be no fiscal impact on state, county and local revenue.

METHODOLOGY:

The Department of Environmental Services (DES) and the Public Utilities Commiss)on WUC)

state this bill intends to reduce mercury emissions from Merrimack Station, a coal burning

electric generation plant in Bow, New Hampshire, currently owned by Public Service Company

of New Hampshire (PSNH). As required, PSNN would install a wet flue desuiphurization

scrubber system at the plant. The technology would significantly reduce the plant’s sulfur

dioxide emissions and is expected to reduce the plant’s mercury emissions by at least 80%. The

equipment is to be installed no later than July 1, 2013. PSNH estimates that the installation

will be at a cost not to exceed $250 million in 2013 dollars or $197 million in 2005 dollars. Any

rate impact, therefore, would most lthely he felt after the period of time identified in this fiscal

note. In assessing the rate impact for the control equipment, the $250 million would be offset to

some degree by savings resulting from PSNH’s reduced need to purchase sulfur dioxide

allowances, and additional revenues, as PSNH would be able to sell excess sulfur dioxide

allowances if it achieves greater than 80% mercury reduction. Based on PSNN’s estimates, the

cost charged to the state, counties and localities in the first year of operation of the scrubber

system would he approximately $1.9 million. After 10 years of operation, those entities would

experience a net savings of approximately $500,000 per year. PSNH analyzed 3 different cost

impact scenarios based on a low ($573/ton), moderate ($l,073iion), and high ($1,573/tori) S02

allowance price. DES states that the current price exceeds $l,400fton. At the current price.

over the 10-year time period, the project should result in net savings to PSNH.

a
24
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Certification Statement

Report: Public Service of New Hampshire (PSNH) — Merrimack Station

“Mercury (RSA 125-0:15), TSP/PM (Env-A 2300) and NH3 (Title V)
Emission Compliance Testing — MK1 and MK2 Common Stack”

I certify that to the best of my knowledge the information provided in this report is complete and
accurate.

Prepared by:

___________________________________________

03/21/14

David A. Caron, QSTI Date
Project Manager
Eastmount Environmental Services, LLC

0
Reviewed by:

EflFU

____________________________________________

03/21/14

Anthony M. Stratton, QSTI Date
Quality Manager
Eastmount Environmental Services, LLC

Approved by:

____________________________________________

03/21/14

Thomas G. Hopper, PE Date
President
Eastmount Environmental Services, LLC ()
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Overview

Eastmourlt Environmental Services, LLC of Newburyport, Massachusetts was retained by Public
Service Company of New Hampshire (PSNH) to conduct Mercury (Hg), Total Suspended Particulate
Matter/Particulate Matter (TSP/PM) and Ammonia (NH3) emission testing on the outlet (after all
emission controls) of the Unit Nos. 1 (MK1) and 2 (MK2) Common Stack at Merrimack Station in Bow,
NH. Compliance testing background as well as all related testing procedures are presented herein. A
summary of the primary parties involved in this test program is presented in Table 1-1.

Testing for Hg was conducted to fulfill the monitoring requirements of RSA 125-0:15. Under RSA 125-
0:15, PSNH is required to conduct semiannual Hg emission testing on MK1 and MK2 (now a common
exhaust stack), prior to the availability and operation of certified Hg Continuous Emission Monitoring
System (QEMS), and subsequent to the baseline testing under RSA 125-0:14, in order to determine
Hg emissions from MK1 and MK2. This test program served to fulfill the stations first of two annually
required Hg tests for MK1 and MK2 under 125-0:15 for the year 2014.

It should be noted that RSA 125-0:15 requires PSNH to conduct the Hg tests employing a federally
recognized and approved methodology. Current EPA approved test methods for Hg are M29, M3OB
and M1O1A. It should be noted that although all Hg tests prior to July of 2013 utilized M29, PSNH and
NHDES have agreed to now conduct semiannual mercury stack tests using EPA Method 30B, as it
has become the most accepted method to measure low level mercury stack emissions at coal fired
power plants.

Testing for TSP was conducted in order to satisfy the Performance Testing requirements specified in
Part Env-A 2304.01 under the New Hampshire Code of Administrative Rules Chapter Env-A 2300
(Mitigation of Regional Haze). Specifically, under Env-A 2302.01 the combined outlet of MK1 and MK2

must have demonstrated that TSP emission limits do not exceed 0.08 lb/MMBtu by July 1, 2013.

Lastly, testing for ammonia slip was conducted in order to satisfy Item 38 of Table 7 in the facility’s Title
V Permit TV-0055. As specified in Item 5 of Table 4 in the permit, ammonia slip shall not exceed
loppmvd corrected to 3% Oxygen (dry basis). It should also be noted that testing is required to be

conducted at an approximate N0 emission rate (lb/MMBtu) as specified by NHDES.

All testing was conducted in accordance with NHDES Env-A 802 (Compliance Stack Testing for

Stationary Sources) guidelines, as well as all applicable state and federal regulations.

Important Note 1: As both MK1 and MK2 are Subpart Db boilers whose emissions are controlled by

a wet flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system, PM testing was measured in accordance with Method 5,

except the probe and filter temperatures were maintained at 320F (±25F) rather than 248F (±25F).

Test Date: 02/10/14 . .
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Important Note: 2: A single sampling train was utilized to measure both PM and NH3. This was
accomplished by modifying Conditional Test Met!iod 027 to include the use of an out of stack filter
(rather than instack) and modifying Method 5 to use two impingers each initially loaded with 100ml
0.1 N Sulfuric Acid (H2S04) in lieu of deionized water. Additionally, the back half of the filter housing
and impingers were recovered according to CTM 027 rather than Method 5.

1.2 Test Program Summary

Hg emission testing during this test program was comprised of three 120-minute test runs conducted in
full accordance with EPA Method 30B while MK1 and MK2 were operated at full load. The Hg results
for this test program, calculated on a pound/trillion British Thermal Units (lb/TBtu), pound/hour (lb/hr),
pound/year (Ib/yr) and pound/ton of coal (lb/ton coal) basis, are presented in Table 1-2.

Method 30B employs a number of field and laboratory Quality Assurance (QA) tests that are used to
evaluate the quality of the data collected. Field test QA checks include a comparison of sample
volume collected between tubes, Paired Trap Agreement (RD), Sorbent Trap Breakthrough (B) and a
Field Recovery Test (R). A complete summary of QA parameters for all test runs and parameters are
presented in Table 1-3.

PM and NH3 emission testing during this test program was comprised of three 120-minute test runs
which utilized a shared sampling train. Testing for PM and NH3 was conducted in full accordance with
EPA Method 5 and CTMO27, respectively except as previously noted. All testing was conducted
concurrent with the Method 30B tests while MK1 and MK2 were operated at full load. Emission results
presented in units of applicable standard (lb/MMBtu for PM and ppmvd@3%02for NH3) are presented
in Table 1-4.

During the test program a composite fuel sample was collected for each source (MK1 and MK2). The
respective samples were split into two fractions and each fraction was subsequently analyzed for the
determination of a fuel specific F-factor (Fe). The results of these analyses were used to calculate a
weighted daily average F-factor (Fe) for each required test day. This weighted (based on the
respective MW outputs from MK1 and MK2) fuel specific F was subsequently used to calculate final
lb/MMBtu and lbrFBtu emission rates. The data used to calculate the weighted averages is presented
in Appendix B4.

1.3 Final Report Organization

The remainder of this Final Report is divided into four additional sections. Section 2 presents an in-
depth summary of each methods test results. Section 3 provides a facility/source and sampling
location description. Section 4 provides a description of the flue gas monitoring procedures, and
Section 5 addresses the quality assurance/quality control aspects of the program. Copies of all
supporting emission calculations and field data sheets are presented in Appendix A. All laboratory

Test Date: 02/10/14
P:\2013 Projects\13-121\REPORT\Final Report 13-121 (final).doc 1
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analyses are presented in Appendix B, while facility data and quality assurance documentation are
presented in Appendix C and D, respectively.

Table 1-1 Test Program Informational Summary

Station/Source Information

Facility Name: PSNH / Merrimack Station
Facility Address: 97 River Rd.

Bow, NH 03304

Facility Contact: Mr. Richard Faro
Phone: (603) 224-4081 x4144

Email: richard.faro@nu.com

PSNH Corporate Information

Faculty Name: PSNH Corporate Office
Facility Address: 780 No. Commercial Street

Manchester, NH 03101
Primary Contact: Mr. Leo W. Quinn/Senior Engineer

Phone: (603) 634-2821

Email: leo.quinnnu.com

Test Firm Information

Test Organization: Eastmount Environmental Services, LLC
Address: 2 New Pasture Rd., Unit 5

Newburyport, MA 01950
Contact: Mr. David Caron, QSTI Groups 1-4

Title: Vice President/Monitoring Services
Phone: (978) 499-9300 xli
Email: dcaron@eastmount.com

State Information

Organization: NHDES
Address: Air Resources Division

29 Hazen Drive
POBox95
Concord, NH 03302-0095

Contact: Mr. Mike O’Brien
Phone: (603) 271-6546
Email: michael.obriendes.nh.gov

0
Test Date: 02/10/14
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Table 1-2 Mercury Emission Summary

Run Times Hg Emtson Rate12
Run ID Date

Start Stop IbiTBb lblhr lb/yr lb/ton coal

CS-Ri 10-Feb-14 10:25 13:50 2.52E-01 i.17E-03 1024 7.04E-06

CS-R2 10-Feb-14 14:20 16:35 2.26E-01 1.04E-03 909 6.27E-06

CS-R3 10-Feb-14 17:08 19:20 2.57E-01 i.i7E-03 10.27 7.1OE-05

Averages: 2.45E-O1 1.13E-03 9.87 6.80E.06

- Hg emission rate represents the average of paired sorbent traps.
2_ lb/yr emission rates were calculated by extrapolating the lb/hr emission rates to a yearly basis using 8,760 hours/yr.

Table 1-3 Method 3DB QA Summary

Volume Sampled (dscm) Paired Trap Agreement (RD)
Run ID

Average R Vol. duff (%) Limit Abs duff. (ug/dscm) % Limit

CS-Ri / A-Side - 10% RD mass
0.02 3.50 for H n >1CS-Ri / B-Side -0.03 g co C.

ug/dscm: or
CS-R2 / A-Side

0 120
- 20% of field

0 02 4 30
2lJ% RD or

CS-R2 I B-Side 0.41 recoery test 0.2 ug/dscm
. abs. dilL for Hg

CS-R3 / A-Side -

0.03 459 conc..
CS-R3 I B-Side 0.56 ugldscm

Sorbent Trap Breakthrough (B) Field Recovery Te (R)
Run ID

% Limit C R ( by Run R (‘tQ by program Limit

CS-Ri / A-Side 2.33

CS-Ri / B-Side 1.05 10% of Section 1 0.395 94.65

Hg mass for Hg Average
CS-R2 / A-Side 1.41 conc. >1

0 395 94 11 9863
Recory,

CS-R2 / B-Side 0.73 ugldscm: or 20% . ‘ between 85 and
. jf Section 1 for H 115%

CS-R3 / A-SIde 1.64 conC._ ugiuscm 0.450 107.13
CS-R3 / B-Side 1.23

Table 1-4 Particulate and Ammonia Emission Summary

Run Times Emission Rates and Applicable Umits

Run ID Date PM (lblMMBtu) NH3 (ppmvd@3%Oz)
Start Stop

Result Limit Result Limit

CS-RI 10-Feb-14 10:25 13:50 0.006 - < 0.02 -

CS-R2 10-Feb-14 14:20 16:35 0.006 - < 0.02 -

CS-R3 10-Feb-14 17:08 19:20 0.005 - < 0.02 -

Averages 0.006 0.08 < 0.02 10

Test Date: 02/10/14
P:2013 Projects13-121\REPORT\Final Report 13-121 (final).doc 1-4
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2.0 EMISSION SUMMARY AND COAL COLLECTION PROCEDURES

2.1 Emission Summary — Hg, PM and NH3

As previously noted, this test program consisted of three 120-minute concurrently conducted test runs
utilizing two sampling trains. One train was operated solely for the determination of Hg in accordance
with Method 30B, while the remaining train was used to sample for both PM and NH3 in accordance
with Method 5 and CTM 027, respectively. Consistent with respective test methods, no blanks were
collected for Method 30B. Conversely, for Method 5 both a filter and acetone reagent blank were
collected, while a field blank was collected for CTMO27. All blanks were analyzed in accordance with
respective test methods. A summary of the test results as well as key monitoring parameters on a run
by run basis are presented in Table 2-1. All supporting emission calculations, laboratory analysis,
facility process data and quality assurance checks are presented in Appendices A through D,
respectively.

2.2 Facility Coal Collection and Handling Procedural Summary

Specific collection and handling procedures are as follows; coal samples are taken for MK1 and MK2
from the PM bunkering the day prior to stack testing and the AM and PM bunkering on the day of the
stack testing. The Operations Department initiates the sample collection at the end of each
bunkering from the Automatic Coal Sampling device. This device takes periodic swipe samples
during the time of the bunkering and collects it as a composite. A Chemist takes the plastic bag that

collects the composite sample, marks it with the date, time (AM or PM), unit # and leaves it in the
coal sampling processing building. They are stored there until the testing is done. The PSNH
Liaison in charge of the stack testing then aftaches a Chain of Custody form to each bag and then
transfers the sample to the stack test company.

Test Date: 02/10/14
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Table 2-1 Summary of Results and Key Test Parameters

- Summary of Compliance Parameters -

Parameter Units CS-RI CS-R2 CS-R3 Average

lb/TBtu 2.52E-01 2.26E-01 2.57E-01 2.45E-0I

lb/hr 1.17E-03 1.04E-03 1.17E-03 1.13E-03
Hg12

lb/yr 10.24 9.09 10.27 9.87

lb/ton coal 7.046-06 6.27E-06 7.1OE-06 6.80E-06

PM lb/MMBtu 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.006

NH3 ppmd@3%02 < 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

- General Run Information -

Parameter Units CS-RI CS-R2 CS-R3 Average

Test Date MM/DD/YY 2/10/2014 2/10/2014 2/10/2014 -

Start Time HH:MM 10:25 14:20 17:08 -

End Time HH:MM 13:50 16:35 19:20 -

Stack Flow dscTh 58,755,492 57,927,878 57,755,647 58,146,339

Stack Temp F 127.5 127.4 127.3 127.4

Stack Moist % 13.9 14.3 14.2 14.1

Stack Velocity ftlsec 58.6 58.1 58.0 58.2

Stack 02 % 4.94 4.80 4.91 4.88

Stack CO2 13.99 14.13 14.03

- ._14.05

Test Date: 02/10/14
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3.0 SOURCE AND TRAVERSE POINT SUMMARY

3.1 Facility Description

Merrimack Station is a fossil fuel fired electric generating facility located in Bow, New Hampshire.
Merrimack Station is PSNH’s prime base load plant, capable of generating 508 gross megawatts of
electricity. Merrimack Station is comprised of two coal-fired cyclone utility boilers (MK1 and MK2), two
21 MW gross combustion turbines presently operating as load shaving units (CT1 and CT2), an
emergency generator, primary and secondary coal crushers, and the necessary support equipment to
generate electricity.

3.2 Source Description — MK1

MK1 is a multiple cyclone (3) coal-fired utility boiler rated at 121 MW gross. The emissions controls for
the unit consist of two Electrostatic Precipitators (ESP5), operated in series, for reduction of particulate
emissions and a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system for reduction of NO emissions. MK1 is
equipped with a dilution based CEMS located in the flue gas duct work (prior to combining with MK2).
The MKI CEMS measures opacity, CC2, NOR, SO2 and flow rate in accordance with Part 75
requirements.

3.3 Source Description — MK2

MK2 is a multiple cyclone (7) coal-fired utility boiler rated at 345 MW gross. The emissions controls for
the unit consist of two Electrostatic Precipitators (ESP5), operated in series, for reduction of particulate
emissions and a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system for reduction of NO emissions. MK2 is
equipped with a dilution based CEMS located in the flue gas duct work (prior to combining with MK1).
The MK2 CEMS measures opacity, CC2, NON, SO2 and flow rate in accordance with Part 75
requirements.

3.4 Common Pollution Control Equipment Description

The flue gases from MK1 and MK2 are combined and then enter a common wet limestone flue gas
desulphurization system (FGD). The FGD was designed to reduce mercury and SC2 emissions from
both MK1 and MK2. A CEMS is located on the common stack to measure CC2, SC2, NO and gas
flow rate in accordance with Part 75 requirements. Emissions are exhausted through a 445’ tall
common stack.

0
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3.5 Sampling Configuration — Common Stack

The Common Stack is equipped with four sampling ports located 90 degrees to each other on a
vertical section of stack with an inside diameter of 258”. The ports are located 180.2’ downstream and
122.0’ upstream from the closest bend or expected pollution concentration change. Eastmount utilized
all four test ports during this test program. A summary of the traverse points is presented in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1 Sampling Configuration/Traverse Point Selection — Common Stack

Sampling Ports —#P[

Exit

Stack Configuration

Description Distance Equivalent Diameters

Upstream (A) 122.0’ 5.7

Downstream (B) 180.2’ 8.4

Diameter (C) 258” NA

Numberof Ports 4 NA

Port Elevation (ASL) 323’ NA

Methods 30B, 5, CTMO27 and CEMS Strat. Traverse Points (per diameter)1

Traverse Points % of diameter Distance (inches)

1 4.4 11.4

2 14.6 37.7

3 29.6 76.4

4 70.4 181.6

5 85.4 220.3

6 95.6 246.6

1 -Testing was conducted utilrzrng all four test ports (three points/port).

...

...
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4.0 TEST PROCEDURES

4.1 Overview

This section provides an in depth description of the test methodologies, equipment and test procedures
that as a whole comprised the test program. Each parameter was measured and analyzed in strict
accordance with EPA and NHDES approved procedures, as presented in the protocol.

4.2 Particulate Matter/Ammonia — EPA Methods 5 and CTM 027

4.2.1 Description of Methodology

Particulate matter and ammonia were measured using EPA Methods 1 through 5 modified to include the
collection and analysis of ammonia in accordance with CTM 027. The sampling train included the
determination of the proper number of sampling points and their locations in the stack (RM1), stack
velocity and volumetric flow rate (RM2), stack gas molecular weight (RM3A) and stack gas moisture
content (RM4). The train was an EPA Method 5 isokinetic sampling train. Sampling was conducted
isokinetically for a period of 120 minutes per run, collecting sample at a rate of 0.5 to 1.0 dry cubic feet
per minute. The sampling train consisted of a glass nozzle, glass lined probe, heated quartz glass filter
with thermocouple well and a series of impingers. The impinger condenser consisted of four impingers:
the first and second were of the standard Greenburg-Smith (GS) type, while the third and fourth were of
the modified Greenburg-Smith design. The first and second impingers each contained 100 ml of 0.1N
H2504. The third impinger was empty and the fourth contained a known amount of silica gel (200-300g).

Prior to sampling, cyclonic flow measurements were taken to verify that the location met Method 1
cyclonic flow requirements. The isokinetic correlation was then established, the train was carefully
assembled and then leak checked. After the probe and filter box reached the desired operating
temperature (320°F +1-25 °F) and the proper process conditions were attained, the probe was placed in
the stack at the initial traverse point, and isokinetic sampling was initiated.

At the completion of isokinetic sampling, the train was first leaked checked, then disassembled, and
sealed. Each train yielded the three sample fractions detailed below:

• Fraction A: The nozzle, probe, and filter holder front half were first rinsed and brushed with
acetone into a prepared 250m1 amber glass bottle.

• Fraction B: The filter was then carefully removed and placed in a labeled petri dish.

• Fraction C: The back half of the filter holder, first, second and third impingers, as well as any
connecting glassware were first measured for net condensate gain before being placed in a
1 000ml sample container. These impingers, filter support, filter holder back half and connecting
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glassware were subsequently rinsed three times each with DiH2O into the same sample
container.

The PM samples were analyzed gravimetrically at Eastmount’s laboratory in accordance with Method
5 procedures. The acetone rinses were evaporated to dryness in tared beakers. All filters and
beakers were desiccated prior to and following sampling for a period no less than 24-hours, and then
weighed at six-hour intervals until two consecutive weights were within ±0.5 mg. The impinger
contents and associated rinses were shipped under chain of custody to Maxxam analytical for analysis
of NH3 via ion chromatography. A Method 5ICTM 027 procedural summary is presented in Table 4-1.

4.2.2 Description of lsokinetic Sampling

4.2.2.1 lsokinetic Sampling Equipment

Clean Air Engineering (CAE) manufactured the specific trains that were used during these tests. The
design specifications of this train met all the requirements of EPA’s Reference Method 5 as found in the
Federal Regulations under Section 40 CFR 60 Appendix A, as amended. The following is a description
of the individual pieces of equipment that made up the train.

• Nozzle - The nozzle was constructed of borosilicate glass of the buttonhook design. A range of
sizes suitable for isokinetic sampling was available onsite. All nozzles were calibrated prior to
use.

• Probe — A heated stainless steel probe with heated borosilicate glass liner was used at the
stack.

• Heating System - The filter and probe temperatures were maintained at 320° + 25°F. This
temperature was constantly monitored by use of a thermocouple (located in the hot box and
probe sheath) and temperature readout. Once sampling commenced, the hot box temperature
was regulated using a thermocouple located at the outlet of the filter holder.

• Filter Holder - A borosilicate glass type filter holder with a Teflon support was used for all
isokinetic testing.

• Filter — A tared, quartz fiber filter was used to collect the particulate matter during the test.

• Filter Outlet Thermocouple — During sampling, the filter outlet gas temperature was
maintained at 320°F ± 25°F using a thermocouple positioned just after the filter holder back half.

• Condenser — Four impingers, connected in series with leak-free ground glass fittings, were
used as the condenser. The first and second impingers were of the standard Greenburg-Smith
(GS) design, while impinger 3 and 4 were of the GS design, modified by replacing the tip with a
1/2” diameter glass tube extending to approximately 1/2” from the bottom of the flask.

Test Date: 02/10/14
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• Pitot Tube - A S-type pitot tube was used to measure all gas velocities. The pitot tube met all
of the dimensional criteria set forth in Method 2, and therefore a coefficient of 0.84 was used.

• Pitot Lines - The pitot tube was connected to a manometer via leak free Tygon and/or Teflon
tubing.

• Manometer - An inclined manometer capable of measuring up to ten inches of water column
pressure drop was used.

• Thermocouple - A “K’ type thermocouple was used to monitor the stack temperature at each
traverse point.

• Umbilical - An umbilical consisting of a gas sample line, tygon pitot lines, K-type thermocouple
wire, and electrical cords was used to connect the sampling train to the metering console,

• Metering Console - A vacuum gauge, inclined manometer, leak-free pump, calibrated
thermocouples, and a calibrated dry gas meter were the basic components used to meter the
dry sample gas through the system.

• Gas Molecular Weight Determination — See EPA Method 3A description later in this section.

4 2 2 2 lsokinetic Sampling Procedures

All sampling procedures were conducted in strict accordance with the Methods prescribed in the Code of
FederalRegulations as found in 4OCFR6O as amended, where available. The following is the sequence
of events that occurred prior to and during the actual test.

1. Traverse Points - The traverse points were calculated in accordance with Method 1 and the
probe marked accordingly.

2. Preliminary Traverse - A preliminary traverse was conducted. Readings included the pressure
drops and gas temperatures.

3. Cyclonic Flow — The cyclonic flow check was conducted in accordance with Section 11.4 of

EPA Method 1. In summary, at each traverse point (See Figure 3-1) the probe was rotated

perpendicular to the cross sectional area of the stack (this is zero degrees). The probe was then

rotated (if necessary) until a null manometer reading was obtained. The protractor angle was

recorded for each point and then the absolute value of each ngle was used to calculate an

overall average cyclonic flow angle for this source. For the test location to be deemed

acceptable, this average absolute value was required to be less than or equal to 20 degrees.

4. Static Pressure — Static pressure was determined utilizing a S-type pitot tube. The probe was

rotated until a null reading was observed and then the negative or positive side was opened in

order to ascertain the static pressure of the stack If removing the negative pitot resulted in a
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positive deflection, then the static pressure was recorded as a positive. Conversely, if the
positive pitot was removed in order to ascertain a positive deflection then the static pressure was
recorded as a negative.

5. Barometric Pressure - The barometric pressure reported by the National Weather Service
(NWS) station in Concord, NH (call letters KCON) was used for determining barometric pressure
(Bp) during this test program. The hourly reading for Bp that most closely related to the actual
run times was used. The reported Bp at Sea Level Pressure (SLP) was adjusted to port
elevation at the site by subtracting 0.1” of Mercury (Hg) per 100’ of elevation. The hourly
readings are presented in Appendix D4.

6. Nomograph - Once the above information was obtained, a spreadsheet was utilized to
correlate the isokinetic relationships.

7. Sampling Train Set-Up:

(a) The filter was placed in the filter holder and visually checked. Filter number and tare weight
were recorded on the field data sheets.

(b) The impingers were loaded with the appropriate absorbing solution (lOOmI of 0.1N H2S04)in
impingers I and 2). Volumes were recorded on the field data sheets.

(c) Approximately 200 grams of silica gel was placed in the final impinger. Exact weights
were logged on the field data sheets.

(d) Crushed ice and water was placed around the impingers.

(e) Once the entire train was assembled, the probe and hot box heaters were turned on.

8. Pre-Test Leak Check — Metering System - Once the heater box reached the desired
temperature for testing, the system was leak checked at fifteen inches of vacuum (1 5’Hg). The
meter was observed for movement over a 60-second period. A leak rate of less than 0.02 CFM
was achieved prior to the start of sampling.

9. Pre-Test Leak Check — Pitot System - All pre and post-test pitot leak-checks were conducted
as follows: (1) blow through the pitot impact opening until at least 7.6 cm (3.0 in.) H20 velocity
head registered on the manometer; then, close off the impact opening. The pressure was
required to remain stable for at least 15 seconds to be considered valid; (2) do the same for
the static pressure side, except using suction to obtain the minimum of 7.6 cm (3.0 in.) H20.

10. Final Check — When sampling was ready to commence, plant operations were checked to
confirm that the facility was operating at the desired capacity.

11. Sampling — Sampling occurred isokinetically at an approximate rate of 0.75 dcfm. At least
once during each traverse point, the dry gas meter volume, system vacuum, dry gas meter
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temperatures (in and out), stack temperature, and filter outlet I probe temperatures were
recorded for the duration of each test run.

12. Post-Test Leak Check — At the completion of each test run, the metering system was leak
checked at the highest vacuum recorded during that run for a 60-second period. The actual leak
rate was recorded on the field data sheet. All leak checks less than 0.02 CFM were considered
acceptable. The pitot tube was also be leak checked as described above.

13. Sample Recovery - All samples were recovered according to the respective Reference Method
procedures. Additional recovery procedures may be found in Section 5.

14. Isokinetic Rate - Once all sample recovery was completed (including moisture determination),
calculations were conducted to determine the percent isokinetic sampling rate of the test run.

4.3 Mercury — EPA Method 30B (Vapor Phase Mercury)

4.3.1 Description of Methodology and Sampling Procedures

Mercury was measured in accordance with EPA Method 30B. During each Method 3DB sampling run,
a known volume of stack gas was drawn through paired in-stack sorbent media traps at a constant
sampling rate (—1.0 1pm) for equal periods of time at each of the sampling points required by EPA
Method 1 (See Figure 3-1). A synopsis of test procedures is presented below.

• First, a pretest calculation was conducted in order to choose a target volume which was
expected to yield a mass of Hg (based on prior Hg tests) that is within the chosen laboratory’s
analytical calibration capabilities (2Ong).

• For this test program, a target volume of 120 liters for a 120-minute test run at a sampling rate
of 1.0 liters per minute was selected. This volume was expected to yield an estimated Hg
mass of -50 ng based on historical plant data. Based on this mass, three of the test programs
sorbent traps were pre-spiked at 100% of the expected sample mass (50 ng). Tubes were
paired (one spiked and one not spiked) for each test run.

• On site, the equipment was physically setup in accordance with the method and a valid leak
check was obtained from the end of the sample probe with the sorbent traps in place. Each
train was leak checked at approximately 15” Hg. The measured leak rate was required to not
exceed 4 percent of the target sampling rate (in this case 0.04 liters per minute). Following a
successful preliminary leak check, the two sectioned permanently inscribed sorbent tubes were
re-sealed until testing commenced.

• Following verification of proper facility operating conditions, sampling was commenced by
collecting a sample at the predetermined rate for equal periods of time at each of the Method 1
sampling points (in this case 10 minutes per point.) The two sorbent tubes (one spiked and Q
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one not spiked) were sampled simultaneously. The mercury probe was placed at a total of 12
traverse points (10 minutes per point/5 minute readings) during each 120-minute sampling run.

• At the conclusion of testing, a final leak check was performed. If the leak check was valid, the
tubes were capped, labeled and shipped under chain of custody for analyses.

• Following receipt of the analytical data, emission rates and quality assurance objectives were
calculated in accordance with the test method. The test results were then used to evaluate the
acceptability of the test results for each test run and/or test program(s). Please refer to Section
5 for details on Method 30B quality assurance objectives.

4.3.2 Description of Mercury Method 30B Sampling Equipment

Apex Instruments manufactured the specific train that was used during these tests. The design
specifications of this train met all the requirements of EPA’s Reference Method 30B. The following is a
description of the individual components that as a whole comprised the sampling train.

• 30B Probe — An 8-foot heated stainless steel probe was used. The in-stack end of the probe
allows a leak-free installation of a pair of sorbent tubes. The sorbent tubes are heated to a
temperature which prevents moisture condensation. It should be noted that long tubes
(approximately 18”) were used during the current program in order to diminish the potential of
moisture condensation in the sorbent material.

• Moisture Removal Device — A gas sorbent dryer manufactured by Apex was used to remove
moisture from the sample stream. It does not allow for the quantification of moisture, rather it is
solely designed to dry the sample prior to the sampling console dry gas meters.

• Umbilical - An umbilical, consisting of two sample lines, tygon pitot lines, K-type thermocouple
wires, and electrical cords, was used to connect the sampling probe to the metering console.

• Metering Console — The metering console consists of a two independent sampling systems,
one for each sorbent tube. Each sampling system includes a digital dry gas meter, rotameter,
sampling pump, and flow rate control valves.

• Fixed Gases — EPA Method 3A (see full description previously presented in this section)
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4.4 CEMS PollutantlDiluent Monitoring (021C02)— EPA Method 3A

4.4.1 Description of Methodology

In general, the sample was extracted, analyzed, and recorded in accordance with the applicable
instrumental analyzer procedures. All calibrations were conducted utilizing EPA Protocol gases. The
results of calibrations were used to determine the acceptability of the test data. Each analyzer used
during this test program is detailed below.

Oxygen - During this test program, oxygen was monitored in accordance with EPA Method 3A, 40
CFR 60, Appendix A. Eastmount complied with instrumental analyzer procedure 3A utilizing a
California Analytical (CAl) Model 200P paramagnetic oxygen analyzer operated on a 0-25% range.

Carbon Dioxide - During this test program, carbon dioxide was monitored in accordance with EPA
Method 3A, 40 CFR 60, Appendix A. Eastmount complied with instrumental analyzer procedure 3A
utilizing a California Analytical (CAl) Model 200P non-dispersive infrared carbon dioxide analyzer
operated on a 0-20% range.

4.4.2 Description of Sampling

4.4.2.1 CEMS Sampling System Description

What follows is a description of the transportable continuous emissions monitor system that was used
to quantify each of the diluents/pollutants that comprised this test program.

Sample Delivery and Conditioning System

• Sample Probe - A heated stainless steel probe of sufficient length to reach the CEMS
stratification points identified in Table 3-1.

• Filter - A spun glass fiber filter contained in a heated sheath. The filter is located between
the sample probe and sample line, it is designed to remove particulate from the gas stream.

• Sample Line - 3/8” Teflon tubing in a heated sample line designed to transport the sample
gas from the probe to the sample conditioning system (in the CEMS trailer).

• Condensers — A thermo-electrically designed chiller was used to reduce the sample dew
point to four degrees Celsius. The chiller is located just prior to the main sample pump.

• Sample Pump - A diaphragm type vacuum pump to draw gas from the probe through the
conditioning system and to the analyzers. The pump head is made of stainless steel, the
valve disks are Viton and the diaphragm is Teflon coated.

9
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• Sample Distribution System - A series of flow meters, valves and backpressure regulators
allows the operator to maintain constant flow and pressure conditions during sampling and
calibration.

Calibration System

• Calibration Gases — EPA Protocol Gases certified in accordance with EPA Protocol
procedures.

• Calibration System - A series of manual valves designed to deliver a specified gas either
directly to an analyzer or through the entire sampling system by activating the appropriate
valve sequence.

• Calibration Line — Teflon line (1/4”) run in parallel to the sample line.

• Calibration Tee - Stainless steel tee (3/8”) located between the probe and the filter that
allows the operator to inject calibration gas through the entire sampling system. Excess
calibration gas exits the probe eliminating any potential over pressurization.

Data Acquisition System

• Computer — A Dell Inspiron 8500.

• Software — lotech data acquisition system (DAQ 56). This system is programmed to collect
data once per every two seconds, while reporting 1-minute averages. This software operates
in a Windows environment.

4.4.2.2 CEMS Sampling Procedures

During this test program fixed gases (02 and CC2) were determined in accordance with Method 3A.
Each of the reference method CEMS analyzers was calibrated through both a direct and system
calibration procedure in order to ensure the validity of all data collected. First, each instrument was
calibrated directly (not through the system) with zero and two upscale points, as follows:

1. Deliver zero gas to respective analyzers until stable response is obtained, then adjust each
analyzers zero potentiometer or equivalent to read as close to zero as possible.

2. Deliver span gas (highest value) gas to respective analyzers until stable response is obtained,
then adjust each instruments span potentiometer or equivalent to read as close to the cylinder
value as possible.

3. Deliver mid-level gas to respective analyzers until stable response is obtained, then calculate if
the observed value meets 2% linearity criteria specified by the method. If the calibration meets
the linearity criteria, then precede to system calibration procedures. Otherwise, take corrective
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action and repeat direct calibration procedures for analyzers not meeting the linearity criteria.

Following a successful direct calibration the instruments were subjected to a system calibration, as
follows:

4. Deliver zero gas through the entire sampling system, record the respective analyzer responses
and calculate the respective analyzers calibration biases.

5. Deliver a representative upscale calibration gas through the entire system, record the respective
analyzer responses and calculate the respective analyzers calibration biases.

If initial bias criteria were satisfactorily met, a sampling run was initiated following a sufficient purge of

the sampling line with stack gas (at least twice the system response time). Following the sampling run a
subsequent system calibration was conducted as follows:

6. Deliver zero gas through the entire sampling system, record the respective analyzer response

and calculate the respective analyzers calibration drift and biases.

7. Deliver a representative upscale (same gas cylinder as step 5) calibration gas through the entire
system, record the respective analyzer responses and calculate the respective analyzers

calibration drift and biases.

If all linearity, calibration drift, and calibration bias criteria were met then the collected data was

considered valid and subsequent runs were permitted to be conducted. Each run was required to be

bracketed by system calibrations. If calibration criteria were not met, the data collected were not

considered valid, corrective action would have been taken and all calibration steps would have been

repeated.

4.5 Moisture Determination — EPA Method 4

A moisture determination was made during each test run in accordance with Method 4. It should be

noted that the initial condensing liquid during this test program was 0.1N H2S04 rather than DiH2O.

This method modification was done with prior NHDES approval in order to combine NH3 sampling with

PM sampling train which includes moisture determination as part of the test method. A synopsis of the

procedure is presented below.

1. Sample Train Preparation — Sample train preparation consisted of the following:

• Place 100m1of0.IN H2SO4in impingersi and 2.

• Impinger 3 is initially empty.
• Place 200-300 grams of silica gel in the Impinger 4.

• Record Initial volumes and weights on the field data for each impinger.
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• Assemble entire sampling train.

2. Pre-Test Leak Check — The system was leak checked from the moisture probe tip at
fifteen inches of vacuum (15”Hg) prior to the initiation of testing. A leak rate of less
than 0.02 CFM was achieved prior to the start of sampling.

3. Sampling — A sample was collected at an approximate rate of 0.75 dscfm. The sample
gas volume, system vacuum and dry gas meter temperatures (in and out) were
recorded at 5-minute intervals. The moisture sample was collected at the points
identified in Table 3-1.

4. Post-Test Leak Check - Upon completion of each test run, the system was leak
checked from the moisture probe tip at or above the highest vacuum recorded during
that run. All leak checks were required to be less than 0.02 CFM to be considered
acceptable.

5. Sample Recovery - The impingers were recovered quantitatively for determination of
net condensate gain at the completion of each test set in accordance with Method 4
recovery procedures.
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5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCEIQUALITY CONTROL

5.1 Overview

Throughout all phases of the test program, including sampling, analysis and data reduction, strict quality
control procedures were adhered to. As such, sampling was conducted by personnel with extensive
experience in source sampling. All Hg, PM, NH3 and fuel samples were analyzed by Ohio Lumex,
Eastmount, Maxxam and PSC Analytical, respectively. Each laboratory is thoroughly familiar with the
the EPA test method(s) associated with their respective analytical requirements.

All sampling and analysis was conducted in strict accordance with EPA and NHDES requirements, as
well as the quality control procedures found in the EPA Quality Assurance Handbook for Air Pollution
Measurement Systems — Volume Ill. In addition, all chemical reagents used in sampling, recovery and
analysis were certified American Chemical Society grade (unless a higher purity is specified in the
Method), and all filters were specially prepared from quartz glass fiber.

Eastmount Environmental’s entire equipment inventory is on a schedule of routine maintenance and
calibration. This includes meter boxes, thermocouples, barometers, pitot tubes and sampling nozzles.

Meter boxes are calibrated over a full range of flow rates against a wet test meter or critical orifices every
six months. Thermocouples are calibrated as specified in the EPA Handbook against NIST-traceable

mercury in glass thermometer. Pitot tubes are visually inspected for conformance to the dimensional

criteria specified in EPA Method 2. All pitot tubes used by Eastmount meet these criteria and are

assigned a pitot tube coefficient of 0.84. Pitot tubes which do not meet the criteria are either repaired or

discarded.

All sampling was conducted following the procedures specified in respective test methods, including

the selection of the proper number and location of sampling points, collection of gaseous sample for

CEMS analysis, and maintenance of the designated flow rate. Sampling was conducted for the period

of time necessary in order to collect the desired mass of the respective pollutants. Field and/or reagent

blanks were collected and analyzed in accordance with the respective test methods. Please note that

EPA Method 30B does not require that field or reagent blanks be collected in the field.

Sample train recovery procedures were conducted in accordance with the specific methods. Chain of

custody documentation were initiated in the field and maintained on all samples from their recovery

through inter-laboratory transfer until their final analysis. Analysis was conducted in accordance with the

specific methods using proper laboratory procedures. Subcontracted laboratory work was conducted by

qualified analytical laboratories. Analytical results were used to calculate stack gas pollutant

concentrations and emission rates. All calculations were conducted in strict accordance with the

equations found in the individual methods. All calculations were conducted on a computer, and the input

data was checked by a person other than the original calculator to ensure that they are correct.

o
Test Date: 02/1 0/14 . .
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5.2 Method 30B QA Objectives

In order to meet the requirements of Method 30B, the following sampling quality assurance objectives
were evaluated during this test program.

5.2.1 Calculation of Test Run Total Sample Volume

— VUR,,,fl
Sample VolumeDevlatlonRU, = x 100

Vs avg

Where:

Vs,avg = Average volume of gas sampled in spiked traps for the three field recovery test
runs (dscm)

Vu,Runx = Volume of gas sampled, unspiked trap in field recovery test (dscm) for each
test run (Runx)

5.2.2 Calculation of Breakthrough

B =- x 100
In’

Where:

B = Breakthrough (%)
m1 = Mass of Hg measured on sorbent trap section 1 (pg)

m2 = Mass of Hg measured on sorbent trap section 2 (jig)

5.2.3 Calculation of Paired Trap Agreement

C
RD= ‘ xlOO

Ca +Ch

Where:

RD = Relative deviation between the Hg concentrations from traps “a” and ‘b” (%)
Ca = Concentration of Hg for the sample collection period, for sorbent trap “a”

(pg/dscm)

Cb = Concentration of Hg for the sample collection period, for sorbent trap ‘b”
(pg/dscm)

Teal Date: 02/1 0/14
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5.2.4 Spiked Hg Recovery

R=C< xlOO and Crec=!L_L
‘11spiked t’s V11

Where:

R = Percentage of spiked mass recovered (%)

C = Concentration of spiked compound recovered (pg/rn3)

mspiked = Mass of Hg spiked in analytical bias or field recovery test (jig)

m5 = Total mass of Hg measured on spiked trap in Field Recovery Test (jig)

v5 = Volume of gas sampled, spiked trap in field recovery test (dscm)

m = Total mass of Hg measured on unspiked trap in Field Recovery Test (jig)

v = Volume of gas sampled, unspiked trap in field recovery test (dscm)

5.3 Method 5! CTMO27 QA Objectives

5.3.1 Quality Control Procedures

As part of this test program, Methods 5 (PM) and CTM 027 (NH3)were combined into a single

isokinetic sampling train. A description of the QNQC procedures adhered to for each test run is

presented in Table 5-1.

Test Date: 02/10/14 .
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Table 5-1 QA!QC Procedures for Particulate and Ammonia Sampling

Task Procedure
1. Identify filters and beakers. Wash beakers in warm, soapy water, rinse with Dl water and allow to air dry.

. 2. Desiccate filters and beakers for 24 hours.
Filter/beaker . . .

. 3. Calibrate balance to within 0.5 mg of standard daily using 1 g. and 100g. NIST traceable weights.preparation .
. . .

4. Weigh filter and beakers to nearest 0.1 mg every six hours until two consecutive weight agree within +

0.5 mg

1. Wash all glassware and Teflon components in warrri, soapy water. Rinse clean with tap water. Rinse
Glassware! thoroughly with Dl water.

Teflon 2. Allow to air dry and seal with parafilm.

Preparation 3. Use only high purity quartz filters and glass or Teflon components.
Sampling Train 1. Load/assemble sampling train components in field lab. Re-seal components and send up to stack.

Set up 2. Finish assembling train on stack. Leak check train with Teflon tape on finger.
Sampling Train 1. Operate sampling train between 0.5 and 1.0 cfn, at a probe and filter temperature of 320F

Operation 2. Leak check train with Teflon tape on finger. Seal train components with parafllm/teflon.
1. Rinse and brush nozzle through front half of filter holder first with acetone (container A).
2. Return filter to petri dish (container B).

Sampling Train 3. Collect impinger contents into HDPE bottle(s) (container C). Note volumes of each impinger.
Recovery 4. Rinse filter holder back and support through impinger 3 with DiH2O and add Container(s) C.

5. Use Teflon squeeze bottles, spatulas for recovery.

6. Obtain reagent and filter blanks.

Sample 1. Identify all samples by stack, method, run no. fraction and contents.
Identification 2. Generate chain of custody form identifying all samples.
and Shipping 3. Ship samples to analytical laboratory.

1 Receive samples; verify chain of custody/contents.
Sample 2. Evaporate front half acetone rinse in tared beaker.

Analysis (PM) 3. Desiccate filters and beakers for 24 hours. Weigh at six hour intervals until two consecutive weights agree
by 0.5 mg.

1 Receive samples, verify chain of custody/contents.
Sample 2 Calibrate IC instrumentation with four standards prior to sample analysis.

Analysis (NH3) 3 Inject field emissions samples in duplicate to demonstrate reproducibility (20% agreement).
4 At_completion._a_final_four-point calibration_verification_is_performed_(5%_agreement).

Test Date: 02/10/14
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5.3.2 Methods 1-5 and CTMO27 Equipment Calibrations

Eastmount’s meter boxes, pitot tubes, thermocouples and barometers are maintained in accordance
with specifications set forth in EPA “Quality Assurance Handbook for Air Pollution Measurement
Systems - Volume Ill Stationary Source Specific Methods” Section 3.3.5 dated January 15, 1980 and
with manufactures suggested procedures. A summary is presented below:

• Dry Gas Meter and Orifice Meters (5 and 30B) - All dry gas meters are calibrated using
calibrated critical orifices, according to 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 5, Section 16.2. The
orifice meters in the meter control boxes are calibrated against the calibrated critical orifices
and checked against the dry gas meters to which they are attached.

• Balance - All analytical balances are calibrated against Class M weights. A daily onsite check
is also conducted using a Class S weight.

• Thermocouples - All type K thermocouples are calibrated against ASTM mercury in glass
thermometers at three points. The first point is in an ice bath (0°C), the second point is in
boiling water (1 00°C) and the third point is in heated oil (-220°C).

• Pitot Tubes - All Type “S” stainless steel pitot tubes are designed to meet the dimensional
criteria set forth in Method 2, therefore a coefficient of 0.84 (Type “S”) was used.

5.4 CEMS QA Objectives

Specific procedures were followed to ensure the validity of the CEMS data collected for this task. The

following subsections outline the specific procedures and performance criteria that were utilized to

maintain quality assurance throughout the program.

5.4.1 Leak Check

Prior to the initiation of testing, the reference method CEMS was leak checked from the end of the

sampling probe by ensuring that the system vacuum reached the capacity of the sampling pump

(—20”Hg) while all rotometers indicated no flow. If a leak were detected, it would have been traced,

fixed and the leak check procedure would have been repeated until successful.

5.4.2 System Response Time

Prior to the initiation of sampling, a Reference Method (RM) CEMS response time was determined by

taking the longer of the upscale and downscale response times. During the test program, the

reference method CEMS was allowed to sample a minimum of 2.0 times the RM CEMS response time

prior to the initiation of any sampling runs.

Test Date: 02/10/14
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5.4.3 Determination of Stratification

Prior to compliance testing, a determination of stratification was made in accordance with Section 8.1.2
of EPA Method 7E, 4OCFR 60, Appendix A. As such, a heated single opening probe was traversed for
3-minutes/point at 12 points selected in accordance with EPA Method 1. An average diluent
concentration was determined for each point and subsequently compared to the average diluent
concentration of all three points. If each point differed by no more than 5% or 0.3%absolute (for 02)
from the mean pollutant concentration (whichever is less restrictive) then the gas stream was not
considered stratified and sampling is conducted from the point which most closely matches the
average concentration. If this criterion were not met, but all points are within 10% or 0.5% (for 02 or
002) then the gas stream would be considered minimally stratified and testing would be conducted at
3 points during each test run (16.7, 50 and 83.3% of stack diameter). If neither of these criteria were
met, the gas stream is considered stratified and testing would be conducted in accordance with Table
1-1 or 1-2 of EPA Method 1 4OCFR 60, Appendix A.

During this test program, the stratification check met the most stringent criteria. Hence, a single point
sampling strategy was employed.

5.4.4 Calibration Gases

All calibration gases utilized were prepared according to EPA Protocol GI quality standards. The
cylinder gas certification sheets supplied by the vendor are presented in Appendix D3.

5.4.5 Calibration Criteria —02 and CO2

The following subsections present the CEMS criteria for 02 and 002 that were required to be adhered
to throughout the conduct of the test program.

Analyzer Calibration Error (ACE) — At the beginning of each test day an analyzer calibration
error (direct calibration) was conducted for each analyzer by introducing zero and an upscale
calibration gas upstream from the respective analyzers and calibrating the respective
analyzers to the corresponding calibration gas value. A mid-range gas was then injected to the
respective analyzers in order to demonstrate linearity. The maximum allowable calibration
error is 2% of instrument span. If this limit were not achieved, corrective action would have
been taken and the procedure would have been repeated until successful. Analyzer calibration
error is calculated as follows:

ACE= (CDIr —C,,)
xlOO

Cs

Where:

Test Date: 02/10/14
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CDir = Measured concentration of a calibration gas (low, mid, or high) when introduced
in direct calibration mode, %vd.

C,,, = Manufacturer certified concentration of a calibration gas (low, mid, or high), %vd.

CS = Calibration span, %vd.

Sampling System Bias (SB) — Following the performance of the analyzer calibration error a
system bias check was conducted by introducing sampling gas through the entire sampling
system (system calibration) and comparing the response of the analyzer calibration error with
that of the system calibration. The maximum allowable calibration error is 5% of instrument
span. If this limit were not achieved, the test run would have been voided and corrective action
would have been taken. If analyzer adjustments were made the analyzer calibration error and
system bias checks would have been repeated until the calibration met the EPA Method 7E
criteria. System bias is calculated as follows:

xlOO
Cs

Where:

C5 = Measured concentration of a calibration gas (low, mid, or high) when introduced in
system calibration mode, %vd.

• Calibration Drift (D) — Prior to and following each test run a system calibration was conducted
in order to determine calibration drift during each test period. The maximum allowable
calibration drift is 3% of instrument span. If the calibration drift were exceeded, corrective

action would have been taken. If any analyzer adjustments were made, a new analyzer

calibration error and system bias check would have been conducted. Calibration drift is

calculated as follows:

D SBfiuial — SB1,iiiiat x 100

5.4.6 Calibration Drift and System Bias Correction

Each instrumental analyzer method requires the correction of CEMS data for the system bias and

calibration drift observed over each test period. During this test program, all run averages were

corrected for system bias and calibration drift as follows:

CGas — (CA1,g - C0)I I

Test Date: 02/10/14
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Where:

Cas = Average effluent gas concentration adjusted for bias, %vd.

CA9 Average unadjusted gas concentration indicated by data recorder for test run.

C0 = Average of initial and final system calibration bias (or 2-point system calibration error)
check responses from the low-level (or zero) calibration gas, %vd.

CM = Average of initial and final system calibration bias (or 2-point system calibration error)
check responses for the upscale calibration gas, %vd.

CMA = Actual concentration of the upscale calibration gas, %vd.

Test Date. 02)10/14
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost Recovery

OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1

Date Received: January 16, 2014 Date of Response: February 7, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-3 Witness: Matthew Kahal

Request: Page 3, Line 9 — You testify, “My assignment is to evaluate the Company’s prudence
with respect to management’s decisions to proceed with and complete this project, given the
circumstances and market conditions confronting the Company.”

a. Is it your contention that the Scrubber Law did not require PSNH install and
have operational scrubber technology to control mercury emissions at
Merrimack Units I and 2 no later than July 1,2013?

b. If that is your contention, please explain in detail the basis for that contention.

Response:

a. No. Mr. Kahal is not expressing a legal opinion on PSNH’s obligations regarding
the scrubber. -

-

b Not applicable 2 ‘‘)

t
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Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost Recovery

OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1

Date Received: January 16, 2014 Date of Response: February 7, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-4 Witness: Matthew Kahal

Request: Page 3, Line 16—You testify, “My testimony is limited to the Company’s prudence
from a planning perspective, i.e., whether, given circumstances at the time, it was appropriate
to proceed with and complete this very expensive project.”

a. Is it your contention that PSNH had discretion whether or not scrubber
technology had to be installed and operational at Merrimack Station no later
than July 1,2013?

b. If that is your contention, please explain in detail the basis for that contention.

Response:

a. See response to question (3).

b. See response to question (3).

0

0
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DE 11-250
Public Service Company of New Hampshire

Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost Recovery
OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1

Date Received: January 16, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-5

Request: Page 4, Line 8 — You testify, “The Company’s obligation is to obtain for its
customers reliable electric service at the lowest reasonable cost, and this includes the cost of
the scrubber.”

a. Is it your contention that the Company has an obligation to ignore governing
law if such law raised the ultimate cost of service to customers?

b. If that is your contention, please explain in detail the basis for that contention.

Response:

a. No. Also see response to question (3).

b. Not applicable.

Rebuttal Testimony of
WIliam H. Smagula

Attachment WHS-R-06
Page 3o17

Date of Response: February 7, 2014
Witness: Matthew Kahal
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost Recovery

OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1

Date Received: January 16, 2014 Date of Response: February 7, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-9 Witness: Matthew Kahal

Request: Page 6, Line 16 — You testify that “PSNH’s management acted unreasonably by
failing.. .to give careful consideration to the logical alternatives.” Please identify all of the
‘logical alternatives” available to PSNH under the law.

Response: Some of the “logical alternatives” are discussed in Mr. Kahal’s testimony. Mr. Kahal
is not expressing a legal opinion on the feasibility of the options. That would be for the
Commission and/or New Hampshire legislature to determine.

C

C
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire

Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost Recovery
OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1

Date Received: January 16, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-11

Request: Page 7, Line 23 — You testify “1 have identified at least three potential alternative
actions by PSNH that could meet the required mercury emissions reduction target and
minimize the ratepayer burden objectives that could have been pursued if authorized by the
lawful authority”

a. Please explain what you mean by the phrase “if authorized by the lawful
authority.”

b. If any of the three potential alternative actions you identify were NOT
authorized by the lawful authority, would you agree that such alternative was
not available to PSNH?

c. If you respond that an “unauthorized” alternative was still available to PSNH,
please explain your response in detail.

Response:

a. This means that such actions could be considered as appropriate alternatives if it
is determined by the Commission and/or the New Hampshire legislature (or
possibly another legal authority) that the alternative is legally permissible. The
phrase is attempting to convey that Mr. Kahal is not expressing a legal opinion.

b. No.

c. Mr. Kahal is not taking a position on the legal feasibility of the options to the
scrubber construction. See response to question 11 (a).

Rebuttal Testimony of
William H. Smagula
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Date of Response: February 7, 2014
Witness: Matthew Kahal
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost Recovery

OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1

Date Received: January 16, 2014 Date of Response: February 7, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-12 Witness: Matthew Kahal

Request: Page 8, Line 4 — You testify that PSNH could have retired Merrimack Station. Upon
such retirement, do you agree PSNH would still be the owner of Merrimack Station absent a
sale or other transfer of the asset to some other party? jPSNH asks this question subject to
its pending Motions to Strike. If the Commission grants the relevant motion, PSNH will
withdraw this question.]

Response: Mr. Kahal is not expressing a legal opinion on this question. Notwithstanding this
caveat, he believes that post retirement (if permitted), PSNH might continue to own it, or it is
possible that PSNH could transfer ownership.

0
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DE 11-250
Public Service Company of New Hampshire

Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost Recovery
OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1

Date Received: January 16, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-42

Request: Page 27. line 2 — You refer to “a retirement scenario.”

a. in such a retirement scenario, who would be the owner of Merrimack Station?

b. if the scrubber law requires the owner of Merrimack Station to install and have
operational scrubber technology by July 1. 2013, how would the owner be able
to comply with this statutory requirement if it did nothing to install the scrubber
before July 1, 2013?

jPSNH asks this question subject to its pending Motions to Strike. If the
Commission grants the relevant motion, PSNH will withdraw this question.]

Response:

a. PSNH, unless the Company transferred ownership to another entity.

b. Mr. Kahal is not providing an opinion on PSNH’s legal obligations or what
compliance legally requires. Rather, this must be determined by those that
make legal determinations, i.e., the Commission, the New Hampshire
legislature. or other appropriate legal authorities.

Rebuttal Testimony of
William H. Smagula
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Witness: Matthew Kahal
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost Recovery

OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1

Date Received: January 16, 2014 Date of Response: February 7, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-34 Witness: Matthew Kahal

Request: Page 22, line 12 — Your testimony states ‘even though compliance is not required
until July 1,2013.”

a. What “compliance” are you referring to in this statement?

b. Is it your testimony that the law did not intend for emissions reductions to occur
as soon as possible?

c. What do you mean by “required” in this statement?

Response:

a. This refers to the required completion and in-service date for the Merrimack
scrubber so as to meet the 80 percent emissions reduction target.

b. Mr. Kahal cannot attest that the law “intended” compliance prior to July 1, 2013
or ‘as soon as possible.” Moreover, it is not even clear what “as soon as
possible” means. He also has seen no information indicating that the law
“intended” that PSNH achieve compliance prior to July 1, 2013 and “as soon as
possible” if doing so would be imprudent and/or unreasonably costly for
customers.

c. “Required” refers to Mr. Kahal’s understanding of the compliance deadline.

/2
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost Recovery

OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1

Date Received: January 16, 2014 Date of Response: February 7, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-9 Witness: Matthew Kahal

Request: Page 6, Line 16 — You testify that “PSNH’s management acted unreasonably by
failing.. .to give careful consideration to the logical alternatives.” Please identify all of the
“logical alternatives” available to PSNH under the law.

Response: Some of the “logical alternatives” are discussed in Mr. Kahal’s testimony. Mr. Kahal
is not expressing a legal opinion on the feasibility of the options. That would be for the
Commission and/or New Hampshire legislature to determine. —

-
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost RecoveryJt i _(__,

OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1
. J/;’ /J j7’;-/

Date Received: January 16, 2014 Date of Response: February7’2014c)M
Request No.: PSNH 1-59 Witness: Matthew Kahal

Request: Page 37. line 23 — You testify about a Louisiana project (Entergy Louisiana LLC’s
[“ELL’] Little Gypsy Project”) where, “That project ultimately was suspended and canceled,
with essentially all project abandonment costs recovered by the utility.”

a. Do you agree that ELLs Little Gypsy Project did not involve the installation of
a wet flue gas desulphurization system (scrubber) at an existing coal-fired
generating station?

b. Do you agree that ELL’s Little Gypsy Project did involve the conversion of an
existing natural gas-fired generating station to one that burned coal or coke?

c. Your résumé at Attachment MIX-i indicates that you have testified about
construction work in progress (CWIP) many times. Do you consider yourself to
have expertise regarding CWIP?

d. Does Louisiana have an anti-CWIP statute?

e. Are you aware of NH RSA 378:30-a. which reads:
• 378:30-a Public Utility Rate Base; Exclusions. — Public utility rates or

charges shall not in any manner be based on the cost of construction work
in progress. At no time shall any rates or charges be based upon any costs
associated with construction work if said construction work is not
completed. All costs of construction work in progress, including, but not
limited to, any costs associated with constructing, owning, maintaining or
financing construction work in progress, shall not be included in a utility’s
rate base nor be allowed as an expense for rate making purposes until, and
not before, said construction project is actually providing service to
consumers.

f. Did the canceled Louisiana project ever actually provid[ej service to
consumers”?

g. Is it your opinion that Entergy Louisiana, LLC would have taken the same
action as it did if it was legally unable to recoup “over $200 million in plant
investment which became abandonment costs? If so, please explain why in
detail.

h. You reference the results of a study conducted by Entergy Louisiana, for which
you were a participant. Please provide the detailed assumptions, methodology
and results underlying the referenced study.
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Investigation of Scrubber Costs & Cost Recovery

OCA’s Responses to PSNH’s Data Requests — Set #1

Date Received: January 16, 2014 Date of Response: February 7, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-59 Witness: Matthew Kahal

Response:

a. Yes.

b. Yes.

c. Yes, in a ratemaking and financial context.

d. Mr. Kahal is not aware of such a statute.

e. No.

f. No.

g. Mr. Kahal does not know what actions Entergy Louisiana management would
take under an entirely different set of factual circumstances.

h. The study results are presented in the testimony of Entergy Louisiana witness
Anthony Walz in Docket U-30 192, Phase 111. The details of the study are
confidential but the study is described generally in his testimony.

The study is a 40-year NPV analysis involving two scenarios. The first scenario
includes the “to-go” costs of the Little Gypsy Project, with the revenue
requirements calculated annually over the remaining life. Energy costs were
calculated at the Entergy System level using the Entergy production costing
model (“Prosym”). The Little Gypsy non-fuel costs and the Prosym fuel/energy
costs were summed for each year and the 40-year NPV value calculated. The
second scenario eliminates the Little Gypsy Project and replaces it with a
generic combined cycle unit. The same methodology is followed, with the
replacement combined cycle unit (non-fuel) revenue requirements calculated
each year of the study period and the Entergy System fuel/energy costs
calculated using Prosym. The 40-year NPV for the “No Little Gypsy Project”
scenario was then calculated. The NPVs of the two scenarios were compared to
determine the most economical alternative. It is Mr. Kahal’s understanding that
the updated study employed in the retirement decision showed a $94 million
NPV net loss for the Little Gypsy Project.
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Request: Page 46, line 18 - You also testify that “In mid-2008, ELL found itself in a
circumstance very similar to PSNI-I,” referring to Entergy Louisiana’s “Little Gypsy Project.”
Similarly, on page 9, line 12, you testify “Section V of my testimony describes similar
circumstances in another state jurisdiction (Louisiana) in which the electric utility chose to
cancel a major coal-fired project under development, thereby avoiding an imprudent and
uneconomic investment.”

a. Was the similar circumstance pursued by ELL pursuant to a state law directing
the installation of specific technology at a specific location?

b. Was ELL subject to felony criminal conviction and/or civil penalties for failing
to comply with a law mandating the project under consideration?

c. Did the state legislature enact statutory findings determining that the Little
Gypsy Project was in the public interest?

d. Did the state legislature enact a statutory finding that the Little Gypsy Project
should be completed “as soon as possible”?

e. Did the state legislature dictate the precise technology that had to be installed in
ELL’s Little Gypsy Project?

f. Did the state legislature dictate the precise location for the Little Gypsy Project?

g. Did the state legislature specify a date in law by which the Little Gypsy Project
had to be completed?

h. Did the state legislature provide statutory incentives to ELL for early
completion of the Little Gypsy Project?

i. Do you agree that when the Louisiana PSC approved the Little Gypsy Project, it
did so knowing that the cost of the Little Gypsy Repowering Project over its
useful life ultimately could exceed the cost of an alternative Combined Cycle
Gas Turbine?

j. Do you agree that the Louisiana PSC found, that the fuel diversity benefit
provided by the Little Gypsy Project was sufficiently important that the Project
should be certified despite the risk that the cost of the Project over its useful life
ultimately could exceed the cost of a CCGT?

k. Is it true that the Little Gypsy Project had been delayed in 2008 in order to
obtain additional environmental permitting?
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I. Is it true that the Little Gypsy Project faced increasing commodity prices?

m. Is it true that delays in the Little Gypsy Project created additional financing
costs and additional costs for AFUDC to ELL?

n. Is it true that at the same time ELL was pursuing the Little Gypsy Project, it was
engaged in other costly projects requiring the company’s capital, such as the
replacement of the steam generator at its Waterford Nuclear Plant at an
estimated cost of over $1/2 Billion and storm costs from hurricanes during 2008
of nearly $1/2 Billion?

o. Are you aware that ELL informed the Louisiana PSC that “the projects that
ELL needs to complete and ELL’s need to ensure that it has adequate liquidity
to address storm events counsel against undertaking an investment of the size of
the [Little Gypsy) Repowering Project at this time given its declining
economics.”?

p. Is it true that ELL reported to the Louisiana PSC that in 2008 “gas prices also
were increasing and reaching record high levels”?

q. Is it true that ELL reported to the Louisiana PSC that “Gas prices continued to
trend upward for the remainder of the Summer of 2008”?

r. Is It true that ELL reported to the Louisiana PSC that the Little Gypsy Project
would provide a physical hedge against high natural gas prices?

s. Is it true that ELL reported to the Louisiana PSC in 2009 that “Until very
recently, natural gas prices were expected to increase substantially in future
years.”?

t. Is it true that ELL reported to the Louisiana PSC that “The upward trend in
natural gas prices continued into the summer of 2008 when Henry Hub prices
reached a high of $13.32/mmBtu.”?

u. Is it true that ELL reported to the Louisiana PSC that, “it should be noted that it
is not possible to predict natural gas prices with any degree of certainty, and
ELL cannot know whether gas prices may rise again.”?

v. Are you aware that in its Order No. U-30192 issued on March 19, 2008, that the
Louisiana PSC noted “one cannot predict with certainty the ultimate cost of. .

natural gas prices over the next 30 years.”?
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Date Received: January 16, 2014
Request No.: PSNH 1-67

w. Is it true that when the Louisiana PSC made the statement in the prior question,
that it cited to your testimony as a Staff Witness for that proposition?

x. Is it true that ELL told the Louisiana PSC that “The portion of [Project
cancellation costs] attributable to contract cancellation costs is only an estimate,
as ELL must negotiate with many of the Project vendors in order to determine
the actual cancellation costs.”?

y. Is it true that ELL told the Louisiana PSC that if the Little Gypsy Project was
suspended, “if the Project were to be restarted.., there could be additional costs
beyond those contemplated by the current Project estimate such as, for example,
storage costs and costs to treat and protect fabricated materials so that they
would be available for use when the Project resumed.”?

z. is it true that ELL told the Louisiana PSC that “A suspension or multi-year
delay in the Project would affect the permits in other, more significant ways.
ELL would be required to seek renewal of existing permits, permit extensions,
or new permits for the Project, including new air permits. Moreover, it is
possible that any extensions, renewals, or new permits would contain new
provisions that would have a significant effect on the economics or
technological feasibility of the Project.”?

Response:

a. No.

b. Objection. The request seeks legal conclusions regarding criminal law and civil
penalties.

c. Objection. The request seeks legal conclusions regarding Louisiana statutes.

d. Objection. See response to question PSNH 1-67 (c).

e. Objection. See response to question PSNH 1-67 (c).

f. Objection. See response to question PSNH 1-67 (c).

g. Objection. See response to question PSNH 1-67 (c).

h. Objection. See response to question PSNH 1-67 (c).

Rebuttal Testimony of
William H. Smagula

Attachment WHS-R-1O
Page 3 of 4

Date of Response: February 7, 2014
Witness: Matthew Kahal
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i. Objection. The request asks for speculation regarding what the Louisiana PSC
knew. The Order speaks for itself.

j. Objection. See answer to (i).

k. Yes.

1. Yes.

m. Yes. Financing costs and AFUDC are the same.

n. Yes.

o. Since no citation is provided, Mr. Kahal cannot confirm the accuracy of the
quoted language.

p. See response to question PSNHI-67 (o).

q. See response to question PSNH 1-67 (o).

r. See response to question PSNH 1-67 (o)

s. See response to question PSNH 1-67 (o).

t. See response to question PSNH 1-67 (o).

u. See response to question PSNH 1-67 (o).

v. Objection. The Order speaks for itself.

w. Mr. Kahal does not dispute the assertion.

x. See response to question PSNH1- 67 (o).

y. See response to question PSNT-1 1-67 (o).

z. See response to question PSNI-1 1-67 (o).

0
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Request: Page 44, line 3 — You testify that the Louisiana PSC “issued an order on May 22,
2009 approving the long-term suspension” of the Entergy Louisiana project.

a. Are you aware that in the spring of 2009, the New Hampshire legislature
decided NOT to enact legislation that would have amended or changed the
Scrubber law?

b. Did the Louisiana legislature enact any legislation specifically impacting the
Entergy Louisiana project?

c. If the Louisiana PSC had determined that it did want “a pause in or
cancellation ofthe project” is it your opinion that Entergy Louisiana would
have terminated its project anyway?

d. Do you dispute that the New Hampshire House Committee on Science,
Technology and Energy on March 19, 2009, stated in its Majority Report
concerning House Bill 496 that The majority was also concerned that the
passage ofthis bill would lead to a pause in or cancellation ofthe project.
This would not only have signficant environmental ramWcations but also
would lead to the loss ofseveral hundred short term and long termjobs
related to the construction and operation ofthe scrubber.”?

e. If the Louisiana PSC had issued an order stating that cancellation of the Entergy
Louisiana project “would not only have significant environmental
ramjfications but also would lead to the loss ofseveral hundred short term
and long term jobs related to the construction and operation ofthe” project, is
it your opinion that Entergy Louisiana would still have terminated the project?

Response:

a. No. Mr. Kahal does not know whether the asserted statement is correct.

b. Yes. The legislature enacted legislation that would permit securitization
financing of cancelled plant costs, if permitted and approved by the
Commission.

c. No. Mr. Kahal does not know what actions Entergy Louisiana management
would take under an entirely different set of factual circumstances.

d. Mr. Kahal has no knowledge of the cited report.
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e. Mr. Kahal does not know what actions Entergy Louisiana management would
take under an entirely different set of factual circumstances.

0

0
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REGULAR CALENDAR
-‘

March 25, 2009

hOUSE OF REPRESENTAIIVES

REPORT OF COMMITTEE

The Majority of the Committee on SCIENCE,

TECHNOLOGY AND ENERGY to which was referred

HB496,

AN ACT establishing a limit on the amount of cost

recovery for the emissions reduction equipment

installed at the Merrimack Station. Having considered

the same, report the same with the following

Resolution: RESOLVED, That it is INEXPEDIENT TO

LEGISLATE.

Rep. Nickolas J Levasseur

FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE COMMITTEE

Original: House Clerk
Cc: Committee Bill File
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Committee:

Bill Number:

Title:

Consent Calendar:

Recommendation:

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND ENERGY

HB496

establishing a limit on the amount of cost
recovery for the emissions reduction equipment
installed at the Merrimack Station.
Marth 19. 2009

NO

INEXPEDIENT TO LEGISLATE

a

STATEMENT OF INTENT

While this bill is well intentioned, the committee received many hours of testimony
outlining the negative and unintended consequences associated with passing the
bill. The committee heard lengthy testimony from both sides and the majority
decided that since the legislature mandated in 2006 for PSNH to install the
scrubber without placing a limit on the costs, to choose to place a limit on the cost
nearly three years later would pose significant problems. While the committee
recognizes that the increase in projected cost for the scrubber is significant, there is
no evidence that PSNH has acted improperly in their costing or contracting process.
The majority believed that placing a cap on cost recovery for a legislatively
mandated project was not only arbitrary but could constitute.a taking and be
unconstitutional. The majority was also concerned that the passage of this bill
would lead to a pause in or cancellation of the project. This would not only have
significant environmental ramifications but also would lead to the loss of several
hundred short term and long term jobs related to the constrution and operation of
the scrubber. The committee also decided that an unofficial late amendment was too
far reaching, requiring more time to debate and receive public input. As a result,
the potential amendment was not considered by the committee and discussion was
focused on the bill as introduced.

Vote 15-4

Original: House Clerk
Cc: Committee 13111 File

a
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire cr 1-f. $, J_’Docket No. DE 11-250

Date Request Received: 0912712012 Date of Response: Dated: 0912712012
Data Request OCA-04 Page 1 of I
Request from: Office of Consumer Advocate

Witness: William H. Smagula

Request:
Reference Audit page 49 regarding payments to New Hampshire Fish & Game. The Audit states that
“[NH DES] required PSNH to reach an agreement with the NH Fish and Game Department.’ Please
specify what rule, regulation, or required permit this agreement is pursuant to or intended to be in
compliance with.

Response:
As part of construction related to PSNHs Clean Air Project, potential habitat for the New England
cottontail rabbit, which is listed as endangered under the Endangered Species Conservation Act
(RSA212-A), was impacted. To address these impacts in the permitting process, New Hampshire
Department of Environmental Services required that PSNH reach an agreement with New
Hampshire Fish and Game to adopt conservation strategies to benefit the species. NH Fish &
Game agreed to accept payments totaling $50,000 to fund New England cottontail habitat and
species conservation efforts.
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DISCLAIMER:
This document is published for information purposes only and does not constitute an authorization to conduct work.
Work in jurisdiction may not commence until the applicant has received a posting peñriil. -

Decisions are subject to appeal, and are reviewed by the federal agencies for compliance with Section 404 of the Federal
Clean Water Act.

APPEAL:
I. Any affected party may ask for reconsideration of a permit decision in accordance with RSA 482-A:10,II within 30 days of
the Department’s issuance of a decision. Requests for reconsideration should:

1) describe in detail each ground for complaint. Only grounds set forth in the request for reconsideration can be
considered at subsequent levels of appeal;

2) provide new evidence or information to support the requested action:
3) Parties other than the applicant, the town, or contiguous abutters must explain why they believe they are affected; and
4) Be mailed to the DES Wetlands Bureau, P0 Box 95, Concord, NH 03302-0095.

II. An appeal of a decision of the department after reconsideration may be filed with the Wetlands Council in accordance with
RSA 482-A: 10, IV within 30 days of the departments decision. Filing of the appeal must:

1) be made by certified mail to Lawrence E. Morse, Chairperson, Wetlands Council, P0 Box 95. Concord, NH 03302-0095
(a copy should also be sent to the DES Wetlands Bureau);

2) contain a detailed description of the land involved in the department’s decision; and
3) set forth every ground upon which it is claimed that the department’s decision is unlawful or unreasonable.
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MAJOR IMPACT PROJECT
***************************************************

2008-02312 PUBLIC SERVICE OF NB
BOW Unnamed Wetland

Requested Action:
Dredge and fill 29,155 square feet of wetlands for the installation of new air quality structures, and contractor parking. and roadway
improvements further described as follows: Temporarily impact 2250 square feet of palustrine forested wetlands, including 1,314
cubic yards of 100-year flood plain for a chimney fabrication area, and permanently impact 26,905 square feet of scrub shrub
wetlands for contractor parking and roadway improvements.
************************************

Conservation Commission/Staff Comments:
The project is proposing an in-lieu fee payment of $ 78,157.28, into the Merrimack River Watershed Account.

APPROVE PERMIT:
Dredge and fill 29,155 square feet of wetlands for the installation of new air quality structures, and contractor parking. and roadway

improvements further described as follows: Temporarily impact 2250 square feet of palustrine forested wetlands, including 1,314

cubic yards of 100-year flood plain for a chimney fabrication area, and permanently impact 26,905 square feet of scrub shrub

wetlands for contractor parking and roadway improvements.

With Conditions:
1. All work shall be in accordance with plans by TF Moran sheets 17, 20, 21, 49, 51, 75, of 83 dated June 12, 2008. and revised

through October 22, 2008, as received by the Department on October 27, 2008 and sheets 14, 27 and 52, of 83 dated June 12, 2008

and revised through December 11, 2008, as received by the Department on December 12, 2008.

2. This permit is contingent on approval by the DES Alteration of Terrain Program.

3. All activities shall be in accordance with the Comprehensive Shoreland Protection Act, per RSA 483-B. The owner is

responsible for obtaining any Shoreland Permit that may be required per RSA 483-B, for construction, excavation or fill that will

occur within the Protected Shoreland after July 1, 2008.
4. Removal of trees or saplings within 50 feet of the reference line must comply with RSA 483-B:9V(a).

5. The permittee shall notify the NH Division of Historic Resources of the proposed project prior to the commencement of

construction.
6. Any future work, on this property that is within the jurisdiction of the DES Wetlands Bureau as specified in RSA 482-A will

require a new application and approval by the Bureau.

7. Work shall be done during low flow.
8. Orange construction fencing shall be placed at the limits of construction to prevent accidental encroachment on wetlands.

9. Appropriate siltation/erosion controls shall be in place prior to construction, shall be maintained during construction, and remain

until the area is stabilized. Silt fence(s) must be removed once the area is stabilized.

10. Discharge from dewatering of work areas shall be to sediment basins that are: a) located in uplands; b) lined with hay bales or

other acceptable sediment trapping liners; c) set back as far as possible from wetlands and surface waters, in all cases with a

minimum of 20 feet of undisturbed vegetated buffer.

11. The applicant is to restore 35,485 square feet (1,314 cubic yards) of the 100-year flood plain impacted as part of this project by

the expiration date of the wetland permit.
12. Area of temporary impact shall be regraded to original contours following completion of work, and all materials shall be

removed from jurisdiction and from the 100-year flood plain.

13. All material removed during work activities shall be placed out of DES’s jurisdiction.

14. Mulch within the restoration of the temporary impact area that is also within wetlands shall be straw.

15. Seed mix within the restoration area shall be a seed mix appropriate to the area and shall be applied in accordance with

manufacturers specifications.
16. Within three days of final grading in an area that is in or adjacent to wetlands or surface waters, all exposed soil areas shall be

stabilized by seeding and mulching during the growing season or if not within the growing season by mulching with tack or netting 1j

and pinning on slopes steeper than 3:1.

17. Where construction activities have been temporarily suspended within the growing season, all exposed soil areas shall be
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stabilized within 14 days by seeding and mulching. Page 3 of 4
18. Where construction activities have been temporarily suspended outside the growing season, all exposed areas shall be stabilized
within 14 days by mulching and tack. Slopes steeper than 3:1 shall be stabilized by matting and pinning.
19. Silt fencing must be removed once the area is stabilized.
20. The contractor responsible for completion of the work shall utilize techniques described in the DES Best Management Practices
for Urban Stormwater Runoff Manual (January, 1996) and the Stormwater Management and Erosion and Sediment Control
Handbook for Urban and Developing Areas in New Hampshire (August, 1992).
21. This approval is contingent on receipt by DES of a one time payment of$ 78,157.28, to the DES Aquatic Resource Mitigation
(ARM) Fund. The payment shall be received by DES within 120 days of the date of the approval letter or the application will be
denied.
22. The applicant shall provide a report to NH DES Wetlands including those areas identified for potential New England Cottontail
Habitat enhancement. This report shall include the, locations, and status of the enhancements proposed.
23. The applicant shall provide receipts or alternate evidence, by January 1, of the next 5-years that they have contributed to the
5-year program designed to identify, manage and foster potential habitat for the New England Cottontail within existing PSNH
Right-of-Ways.
24. This permit is contingent upon the execution of a conservation easement on 10.3 acres as depicted on plans by TF Moran dated
September 15, 2008, as received by the Department on October 22, 2008.
25. The conservation easements to be placed on the preservation areas shall be written to run with the land, and both existing and
future property owners shall be subject to this easement.
26. The plan noting the conservation easement with a copy of the final easement language shall be recorded with the Registry of
Deeds Office. A copy of the recording from the County Registry of Deeds Office shall be submitted to the DES Wetlands Bureau
prior to the start of construction within wetland jurisdiction.
27. Signs to indicate the location of and restrictions on the area shall be posted every 150 feet along the boundary of the
conservation area prior to construction.
28. The conservation easement area shall be surveyed by a licensed surveyor, and marked by monuments [stakesi, by February 1,
2009.
29. There shall be no removal of the existing vegetative undergrowth within the easement area, except as overseen by the NH Fish
and Game Department for the enhancement or management of habitat for New England Cottontail.
30. The placement of fill, construction of structures, and storage of vehicles or hazardous materials is prohibited within the easement
area.
31. Activities in contravention of the conservation easement shall be construed as a violation of RSA 482-A, and those activities
shall be subject to the enforcement powers of the Department of Environmental Services (including remediation and fines).
32. The applicant shall install permanent signs every 50 feet establishing the 100 foot no-cut buffer from the existing vernal pool on
the site.
33. A post-construction report documenting the status of the restored temporary impact area, including photographs shall be
submitted to the Wetlands Bureau within 60 days of the completion of construction.

With Findings:
1. This is a major impact project per Administrative lule Env-Wt 303.02(c); Projects that involve alteration of nontidal wetlands,
nontidal surface waters, and banks adjacent to nontidal surface waters in excess of 20,000 square feet in the aggregate.
2. The proposed scrubber has been mandated to be installed by the NH Legislature per HR 1673.
3. The size and weight of the sections of the chimney require the fabrication area in close proximity to the installation location.
3. The need for the proposed impacts has been demonstrated by the applicant per Env-Wt 302.01. 4. The security requirements of
the plan and the safety of employees limits the location of the parking areas.
5. The applicant has provided evidence which demonstrates that this proposal is the alternative with the least adverse impact to areas
and environments under the department’s jurisdiction per Env-Wt 302.03.
6. The applicant has demonstrated by plan and example that each factor listed in Env-Wt 302.04(a), Requirements for Application
Evaluation, has been considered in the design of the project.
7. DES Staff conducted a field inspections of the proposed project on May 22, 2008 and October 6,2008. Field inspection
observed the wetlands to be impacted by the chimney fabrication area are within the 100-year flood plain, the wetlands proposed to
be impacted as part of the contractor parking area are scrub shrub and part of a larger wetland complex. The greatest area of impact

Os alongside the existing roadway and has been disturbed in the past.
8. In accordance with RSA 428-A:8, DES finds that the requirements for a public hearing do not apply as the permitted project is
not of substantial public interest, and will not have a significant impact on or adversely affect the values of the resources, as
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identified under RSA 482-A:1. Page 4 of

9. The applicant has conserved through a conservation easement 10.3 acres, to be held by the Town of Bow.
10. The applicant has reviewed on-site options for mitigation and the department has determined that this project is acceptable for
payment to the Aquatic Resource Mitigation (ARM) Fund.
11. The payment calculated for the proposed wetland loss equals $78,157.28.
12. The Department decision is issued in letter form and upon receipt of the ARIvI fund payment, the Department shall issue a

posting permit in accordance with Env-Wt 803.08(f).
13. The payment into the ARM fund shall be deposited in the DES fund for the Merrimack River watershed per RSA 482-A:29.

14. The applicant received an approval of the request for vested rights under the Comprehensive Shoreland Protection Act on

October 22, 2008.
15. The applicant received an approval, WPS-8261, from the Alteration of Terrain Program on November 13. 2008.

MINOR IMPACT PROJECT
***************************************************

2008-00384 CLARIDGE, JOHN
SANBORNTON Unnamed Wetland

Requested Action:
Dredge and fill 776 square feet to replace an existing 30-inch x 35 foot culvert with a 2.25 x 2-foot x 40 foot box culvert for road

access in the subdivision of approximately 34 acres into 6 single family residential lots.

APPROVE PERMIT:
Dredge and fill 776 square feet to replace an existing 30-inch x 35 foot culvert with a 2.25 x 2-foot x 40 foot box culvert for road

access in the subdivision of approximately 34 acres into 6 single family residential lots.

With Conditions:
1. All work shall be in accordance with plans by Eckman Engineering dated November 19, 2007, and revised through November 25.

2008, as received by the Department on December 1, 2008, and Subdivision Plans by Central Land Surveying dated September 16,

2008, as received by the Department on September 18, 2008.
2. This permit is contingent on approval by the DES Subsurface Systems Bureau.

3. There shall be no further alteration of wetlands for lot development, driveways, culverts, or for septic setback.

4. The deed which accompanies the sales transaction for each of the lots in this subdivision shall contain condition #3 of this

approval.
5. This permit shall not be effective until it has been recorded with the Registry of Deeds Office by the Permittee. A copy of the

recorded permit shall be submitted to the DES Wetlands Bureau.

6. This permit is contingent on review and approval, by the DES Wetlands Bureau, of final stream diversion/erosion control plans.

Those plans shall detail the timing and method of stream flow diversion during construction, and show temporary

siltation/erosion/turbidity control measures to be implemented.

7. Orange construction fencing shall be placed at the limits of construction to prevent accidental encroachment on wetlands.

8. Work shall be done during low flow.

9. Appropriate siltation/erosion controls shall be in place prior to construction, shall be maintained during construction, and remain

until the area is stabilized.
10. Appropriate turbidity controls shall be installed prior to construction, shall be maintained during construction such that no

turbidity escapes the immediate dredge area, and shall remain until suspended particles have settled and the water at the work site

has returned to normal clarity.
11. Native material removed from the streambed during culvert installation, shall be stockpiled separately and reused to emulate a

natural channel bottom within the culvert. Any new materials used must be similar to the natural stream substrate and shall not

include angular rip-rap.
12. Prior to commencing work on a substructure located within surface waters, a cofferdam shall be constructed to isolate the
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Conservation Law Foundation Responses to ) ç ‘H
PSNH Data Requests, Set I

-

Date of Request: January 16, 2014 Date of Response:

Q-PSNH-7. Page 3: Regarding your experience with coal plants:

a. Describe your experience working directly with coal plant operations and/or investment
decision-making.

b. Provide a detailed summary of your experience with large construction projects,
particularly at coal-fired power plants, identifying the type of project, the plant, the cost
of construction, the timeframe, and your role.

c. Please provide a summary of all other site-specific work you have been involved with at
coal-fired facilities.

Witness: Dr. Elizabeth Stanton

Objection: CLF objects to the extent that this request is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not
reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence.

Supplemental Response: Without waiving the objection, (a) Dr. Stanton has not worked directly
at coal-fired facilities, and therefore (b) has not worked on large construction projects at coal
fired plants or (c) done other site specific work at coal-fired plants.

2
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FINDINGS OF FACT AND DIRECTOR’S DECISION -

In the Matter of the Issuance of a Temporary Permit To
Public Service Company of New Hampshire, Merrimack Station

Located in Bow, New Hampshire

The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, Air Resources Division
(DES) implements a construction permit program for new stationary sources or stationary
sources making modifications. The permitting thresholds for this program are specified in New
Hampshire Code of Administrative Rules, Env-A 607.01, Specific Applicability for Temporary
Permits. Construction permits, also called “Temporary Permits” are issued for a period of 18
months. The Temporary Permit allows the facility to construct and operate a device based on
terms and conditions specified in the permit. In some cases, the Temporary Permit requires
certain testing to be completed in order to verify compliance with permit terms and conditions
once the device is constructed and operational.

There are typically four phases in the Temporary Permit process. They are as follows:

• First, an applicant files an application to obtain a Temporary Permit. Once the
application is received by DES, it undergoes an initial review to ensure that the necessary
information has been submitted.

• DES then undertakes an extensive technical review. This may include, but is not limited
to, facility site visits and an analysis of historical information. Once DES has completed
this technical review and is confident that the application accurately reflects the facility’s
operations, DES develops a “draft Temporary Permit.” The draft Temporary Permit
contains all applicable regulatory requirements (both state and federal) that pertain to the
facility. The draft Temporary Permit may also contain certain testing requirements to
verify compliance with permit terms and conditions.

• Once the draft Temporary Permit is prepared, a notice is published as required by Env-A
621, Permit Notice and Hearing Procedures: Temporary Permits and Permits to
Operate. The public, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and
any other interested parties are invited to submit comments on the draft Temporary
Permit. An opportunity for a public hearing is also provided.

• After all public comments have been received and evaluated by the DES, a final
determination regarding the permit is made by the Director of the Air Resources Division
(Director). If the determination is favorable, the draft Temporary Permit is finalized and
issued. A draft Temporary Permit may be modified as a result of comments received
during the public comment period. If modified, a formal document is generated to
address changes made to the draft Temporary Permit. This document is called the
“Findings of Fact and Director’s Decision.”
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Any person aggrieved by the Director’s decision can file a notice of appeal within 10
days of issuance of the final Temporary Permit, with the Air Resources Council in accordance
with the provisions of Env-A 621.10, Appeals, and Env-AC 200, Procedural Rules.

Background

Public Service Company of New Hampshire (PSNH) operates Merrimack Station, a
fossil-fired electric generating facility in Bow, New Hampshire. The two primary electric
generating units are utility boilers that combust coal to generate steam. The steam drives a
turbine generator to produce electricity for sale to the utility grid.

The two utility boilers (units MK1 and MK2) primarily burn bituminous coal. The
facility also operates two standby combustion turbines which burn No. 1 fuel oil or JP-4, in
addition to an emergency generator which bums No. 2 fuel oil or diesel fuel and an emergency
boiler which burns No. 2 fuel oil or diesel fuel.

Units MK1 and MK2 have maximum heat input ratings of 1,238 and 3,473 million
British thermal units per hour (MMBtufhr), respectively. The flue gas from these units passes
through pollution control equipment, including selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems to
control NOx emissions, and electrostatic precipitators (ESP) to control particulate matter
emissions.

On June 6, 2007, PSNH filed an application requesting to install and operate a flue gas
desulphurization (FGD) system to reduce mercury emissions. A co-benefit of the FGD system
will be significant reductions in sulfur dioxide. New Hampshire state law (RSA-125:O) requires
PSNH to undertake this project and to file an application for a Temporary Permit with DES no
later than June 8, 2007. Supplemental information was submitted on September 4, 2007, April
17, 2008, October 24, 2008, November 21, 2008 and December 11, 2008.

In accordance with Env-A 621, Permit Notice and Hearing Procedures: Temporary
Permits and Permits to Operate, a notice of request for public comments and a public hearing
was published in the Concord Monitor on December 11, 2008. The same notice was also placed
in the Union Leader on December 12, 2008. The notice invited public comment and indicated
that a public hearing for the Temporary Permit was scheduled on January 15, 2009 at the DES
offices in Concord, New Hampshire. The notice also stated that any comments received during
the public comment period or at the public hearing would be considered in making a final
decision. The notice stated that the deadline for written comments was January 23, 2009.

During the public hearing, several citizens offered testimony and comments both
supporting and opposing this Permit application. Written comments were also received by DES
prior to the January 23, 2009 deadline. The applicant was provided a copy of the written
comments in accordance with Env-A 621.08, Opportunity forResponse, but did not provide a
written response.
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Summary of RSA 125-0

This permit application was filed for the purpose of complying with RSA 125-0,
Multiple Pollutant Reduction Program. Some of the main requirements of RSA 125-0 are
summarized below.

RSA 125-0:13 requires PSNH to install a FGD system to control mercury emissions from
Merrimack Station Units MKI and MK2 no later than July 1,2013. It also encourages and
provides incentives for PSNH to achieve mercury reductions prior to the installation of the
FGD system.

• Mercury reductions achieved through the operation of the FGD system greater than 80
percent shall be sustained insofar as the proven operational capability of the system, as
installed, allows (RSA 125-0:13, V).

• RSA 125-0 prohibits the purchase of mercury credits or allowances to comply with the
mercury reduction requirements (RSA 125-0:13-VT).

• RSA 125-0: 14 and RSA 125-0:15 establish coal sampling, measurement, and emissions
monitoring requirements for periods prior to and following the installation and operation of
the FGD system.

Summary of Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) Requirements under the Regional
Haze Program

The Code of the Federal Regulations, 40 CFR Part 51, Subpart P (known as the Regional
Haze Rule) includes provisions to improve visibility in 156 national parks and wilderness areas
across the United States. These areas are known as Class I areas, two of which are located in
New Hampshire—the Great Gulf Wilderness area and the Presidential Range — Dry River
Wilderness area, both located in the White Mountain National Forest. The regional haze
provisions require New Hampshire to develop a state implementation plan (SIP) to establish
reasonable progress goals for visibility improvement and to develop a long-term strategy for
meeting these goals. To help attain these goals, the Regional Haze rule requires the
implementation of the Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) at certain existing sources
that began operation between 1962 and 1977. Many states may also need to develop specific
emission reduction programs to attain these visibility goals.

Since this program requires planning on a region-wide basis, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and states decided to develop regional planning
organizations across the United States. New Hampshire is part of MANE-VU — the Mid-
Atlantic/Northeast Visibility Union consisting of eleven mid-Atlantic and northeastern states1,
the District of Columbia and two Indian Tribes. MANE-VU conducted a study to determine
which sources contribute the most to visibility impairment. MANE-VU developed a list of 167
distinct emission units that are the top contributors. Units MK1 and MK2 at PSNH Merrimack
Station are on this list. Unit MK2 at Merrimack Station is also one of two New Hampshire

MANE-VU state members include Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont.
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Director’s Decision

After consideration of the Temporary Permit Application, supplements thereto, and all
public comments, the application is approved subject to the revisions to the draft permit noted
above, and a final Temporary Permit is hereby issued.

Pursuant to RSA 125-C:12, III and Env-A 621.10, Appeals, any person aggrieved by this
decision may file a petition for appeal with the Air Resources Council which shall be received
within 10 days of the date below. Such appeal and 15 copies shall be filed in accordance with
the provisions of Env-AC 200, Procedural Rules and forwarded to the Chair of the Air
Resources Council at the address below:

Chair of the Air Resources Council
do DES, Air Resources Division
29 Hazen Drive, P.O. Box 95
Concord, NH 03302-0095
ATTN: ARC Clerk

- March 9. 2009
Robert R. Scott Date
Director
Air Resources Division

cc: Town of Bow
Public Hearing Attendees/Public Commenters
David B. Conroy, EPA Region I
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Date Apnl 11, 2006 I f
Time: 3:40P.M.
Room: LOB RM 102 :

LL2/-

The Senate Committee on Energy and Economic Development held a
hearing on the following:

HB 1673-FN relative to the reduction of mercury emissions.

Members of Committee present: Senator Odell
Senator Letourneau
Senator Boyce
Senator Bragdon
Senator Burling

The Chair, Senator Bob Odell, opened the hearing on HB 1673.FN and
indicated that anyone who wishes to speak today to please make sure
you have signed up, because when we get done the sign up list, that will
be it. And the second part of it is that, I know people feel strongly about
this bill, both ways. I hope you’ll be collegial with everyone. And third, if
you could limit your comments to new information, not previously stated
by predecessors, speakers, I would appreciate it very much. With that I’ll
call on the sponsor of the bill, Representative Larry Ross to introduce the
bill.

Representative Larry Ross, Hilisborough, District 3: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman and members of the Committee.

Senator Sob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon Representative Ross.

Representative Ross: I’m glad to be here today and if you don’t mind I
would like to give you just a little background on how we got here today
with HB 1673-FN. And, first of all I would like to thank the members of
the Senate, that about one year ago sent SB 128 to the House was
insurance. That bill came over and as you know was retained by the
Science, Technology and Energy Committee for further study and I can
assure you that it received plenty of study and plenty of emphasis in the
Committee. A lot of work was going into it and primarily the outcome of
the Committee deliberations of SB 128 were that with everything that
was going on in the energy environment at that time, it makes sense to
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Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: When we get to a point where we have some
that aren’t speaking then ... so we’ve got

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: I don’t want to miss out on a single
thing. I’ll be back.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: How long do you think Senator Burling you’ll
be gone? (Laughter).

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: Literally five minutes. I’ll be right back

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: All right. Then I’m going to call on Sally
Davis, League of Women Voters New Hampshire. Good afternoon.

Sally Davis, League of Women Voters New Hampshire: Good afternoon.
As you’ll see at the end, I signed Jane Armstrong’s signature with my
initials after it because she couldn’t get to my house to sign.

My name is Sally Davis. I am a past President of League of Women
Voters and follow legislation here in Concord fairly frequently. I’ve been
a member of the League of Women Voters since 1966 in several states
and was a part of the original study on air quality back in the ‘70’s, and
feel pretty (inaudible) with what we have studied and worked on through
the years. So this is to the New Hampshire Senate Energy and Economic
Development Committee regarding HB 1673.

Please see prepared testimony of Jane Armstrong, President, League
of Women Voters of New Hampshire, dated April 11, 2006,
submitted and read to Committee by Sally Davis attached hereto
and referred to as Attachment #9.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you Ms. Davis. Any questions?
Seeing none, thank you very much. And I’ll call on Bob Scott,
Department of Environmental Services.

Mr. Bob Scott, Air Resources Division, Department of Environmental
Services: Mr. Chairman.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon Mr. Scott.

Mr. Scott: Good afternoon. I will attempt to be brief. Obviously the
main points have already been raised and I do not like to be repetitious.
First of all, I’ll hand out our testimony letter and also, if it helps the
Committee, a really, a one pager kind of outlining the major points of the
bill.
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Please see prepared testimony of Mr. Michael P. Noun,
Commissioner, the Department of Environmental Services,
submitted by Mr. Bob Scott and also an “Overview of HB 1673,”
attached hereto and referred to as Attachment #10.

Well, at least for me that works better. And finally, since it came up in
recent conversation, potential financial impacts to the ratepayers. Much
of what I was going to say again has been covered, so I’ll try not to be
repetitious. I do want to make the point that this is not a new thing for
DES; we’ve been working on this for well over two years. We originally
we had the Clean Power Act which required the DES to make a
recommendation to the legislature, which we did two years ago, and
we’ve been working on this issue every since. And why I say that is I
want to ... it’s been said that this bill certainly is a compromise, we’ve
vented this issue through many, many resources. I’m very fortunate to
have some very good engineers and scientists at the Department, and
frankly I have available to me through other venues, other state agencies
from other states, so we would avail ourselves to their knowledge also.

So having said that perhaps I could address more directly some of the
concerns raised, so at least you know as we debated this issue and came

this ... what you see in the bill, how we got there, perhaps that would
help you a little bit. On the time frame, can it be done sooner? I want to
point out, and PSNH alluded to it, but I want to drive it home a little bit
more, that plant as it is, Merrimack II, which again the control to be
required from Merrimack I and II. But Merrimack II, the largest plant
was built in 1968. It now has two ESP’s on it which are Electrostatic
Precipitators for DL control and its NOx controls. In order to add yet
another layer of control, what we’re talking about if you’ve been to the
plant, is putting a brand new stack in, reinforcing the boiler, redesigning
certain parts, moving the control equipment; we’re not talking just about
taking this box here and adding this box. We’re talking very major
installation changes to the facility, perhaps even depending on the water
discharge if there’s an issue there of maybe even a cooling tower. These
are all very significant. So I’m not here to say that you won’t see
something before 2013, what I do want to make sure is that this is not
an easy thing for the existing plant. In many ways it’s easier with a new
plant than an existing plant.

And having said that, I have a lot of faith in PSNH and frankly I hope to
see something installed sooner. In discussing this bill we planned
incentives to give PSNH a reason to do it as soon as possible. It works
out financially best for them the sooner they do this. I think that’s an
important point.
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Percentage, we heard some people talk about ... they said the eighty
percent and again I’ll caveat, the eighty percent is not at that particular
plant. The eighty percent is at, of all their coal units, there is three at
Schiller also on the seacoast. Those controls they put on Merrimack
need to meet the eighty percent for all of that, where I believe that we’ll
see a higher rate most likely. Can I guarantee you’ll see a higher rate?
Absolutely not. Again, this is a unique plant. So with that in mind,
again we built in incentives to make the company want to do the best
they can to get the highest rates possible. And again as it’s been
mentioned, once the scrubber technology is installed, and I will say
scrubber technology is not something you dial up and dial down it’s
you get your reductions. There may be some minor tweaks that can be
made to optimize it. For the most part, once that’s installed and that is
the best technology available today, once that’s installed we will get what
we get out of it to make it very simple. What we put in the bill is, “Gee, if
we get ninety-two point seven percent” or whatever it is, we can lock that
in and so we don’t need anything on the table environmentally. But
we’ve also provided again, economic incentives to provide the company a
reason to try to do the best that they can.

It’s also been raised, why are we being prescriptive? Why are we in this
regular ... in this law to PSNH to put in a scrubber? And I have to take
some personal responsibility for that; I advocated for that myself. Why
would I do that? Everybody, including myself I think agrees that we
want to see mercury reductions, a high level of mercury reductions
sooner than later. We know today that the installation of scrubbers
which have a wonderful benefit of SO2 reductions, also reduce mercury at
a high percentage. That is today the best technology, especially taking in
to account the multi-pollutant benefits that we know of. What we
wanted to avoid is extra time being given, another year, two years of a
selection process, what’s the best technology, the owner’s having to go to
PUC to convince them that this is the best technology, and then perhaps
having some other company come in and say, “Well, I had this new
alchemy and I can do something even better.” That’s all fine and dandy,
but what we’re concerned about is we don’t want to have this as a
method where we’re constantly delaying the installation. By calling out
scrubber technology in the bill, we’re signaling PSNH from the word go to
start to engineer, design and build scrubber technology right away. The
bill has in it, within one year of passage of the bill, they are required to
have all their applications in to us, which means there’s a lot of
engineering work they have to do. This is starting ... this is in the
ground writing for the plan, and this is why we did that.

Costs to the ratepayer, again this needs to be looked at in the context of
the existing New Hampshire law which puts a fairly stringent
requirement on the utility for SO2, again by having to buy SO2 credits.
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This is the same law under 125:0 that is being amended should this bill
pass. What this does is because of that existing requirement, again it’s
been mentioned PSNH and again I’ll mention it, 2007, when that kicks
in, they are required to buy, since they won’t have the scrubber’s
installed yet, roughly over twenty million dollars worth of SO2 credits to
comply with our state law, not the federal law. With that in place, that
makes installation of scrubbers very economical such that as you look at
the chart, ultimately it ends up being a cost savings to the ratepayer
because the facility no longer has to buy as many of these credits to meet
the current state law.

Please see “Mercury Compliance Cost — Annual Rate Impacts,”
submitted by Mr. Bob Scott, Air Resources Division, Department of
Environmental Services, attached hereto and referred to as
Attachment #11.

And finally Senator Letoumeau is not here, so I won’t go on to much.
Yes the state is very involved in legal action regarding mercury from
other places and cleaner mercury rule as many of you know that we’re
suing the federal government, franidy over, so that that is our attempt to
make sure, not only are we doing the right thing in the state, but to
make sure we are not receiving mercury, unnecessarily from outside.

And as a final note I will add this is a problem, again for Senator
Letourneau who is not here, the “hot spot” issue. Yes we’re getting
mercury pollution from outside sources, very definitely. But we’re also
because of the NOx technology that would be required beyond these
units; it had the impact of oxidizing the mercury that does come out of
the stack. Because of that, that exacerbates the local problem. And as I
said before, I call out that no good deed goes unpunished. PSNH was
doing the right thing to do that, but now we’ve had ... they have
unintended consequences. This is a way to fix that consequence also.
With that I’ll gladly take any questions.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Questions for Bob Scott? You are the top air
quality person in the State of New Hampshire in the state government.

Mr. Scott: I was a director there for Resource Community Health.
(Laughter).

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: I’ve heard some ... we’ve had some comments
made today that we’re falling behind the state, other states and we’re not
up to quality arid I, and yet from the consensus statements people have
made, in particularly the chart that Mr. Harrington gave, I would think
that this is, we’re the seventh state in the country to do this, that this is
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pretty progressive. I mean this is stepping up and building a consensus
that hopefully will get a strong vote here in the Senate?

Mr. Scott: I argue that characterization. And I, and again Ill remind
everybody that we’ll look at what other states are doing and it’s so
progressive, they’re requiring, for the most part, the installation of
scrubbers. That’s what we’re requiring.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much. Appreciate it.

Mr. Scott: Thank you.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Appreciate your efforts.

Mr. Scott: In final, I do want to say how pleased I am to be able to talk
on this bill.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good. Thank you.

Mr. Scott: Thank you.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: I’ll call on Catherine Corkery from New
Hampshire Sierra Club. Q
Ms. Catherine Corkery, New Hampshire Sierra Club: Sir, if I could
switch places with Georgia Murray from AMC?

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Okay.

Ms. Corkery: She’s got a lot further ride home than I do. (Laughter).

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: All right. So then do you want to speak
after?

Ms. Corkery: Or wherever she was, or whatever you’d prefer.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: All right. Consider yourself switched.

Ms. Corkery: Thank you. I appreciate that.

Ms. Georgia Murray, Appalachian Mountain Club IAMC): Okay, I have
a handout. For the record, I’m Georgia Murray. I’m the Appalachian
Mountain Club’s Air Qualities Staff Scientist and I appreciate this
opportunity to speak here at this hearing.

6:;
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Via E-mail and Re2ular Mail

_________________________

Arthur B. Cunningham, Esq.
P.O.Box5ll
Hopkinton, N}I 03229

Via E-mail and Re2ular Mail
Melissa A. Hoffer, Esq.
Conservation Law Foundation

_________________________

27 North Main Street
Concord, NH 03301

Re: Docket No. 09-10 ARC — New Hampshire Sierra Club, et al.
Docket No. 09-11 ARC — Conservation Law Foundation

Dear Attorneys Cunningham, Hoffer, Muiholland, Needleman, and Smith:

Enclosed you will find the NH Air Resources Council’s Decision and Order on Pending
Motions and Decision and Order On Appeals.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (603) 271-6072 or by e-mail at
s_my. samson@des.nh.gov.

Sincerely,

(iQlpxppeals Clerk
NH Air Resources Council

cc: NH Air Resources Council
Town of Bow

cc: Thomas S. Burack. Commissioner, DES
Robert R. Scott, Director, DES Air Resources Division
Craig Wright, Assistant Director, DES Air Resources Division
Pamela G. Monroe, Compliance Bureau Administrator, DES Air Resources Division
Barbara Hoffman. Enforcement Section Supervisor, DES Air Resources Division
K. Allen Brooks, NH DOJ
Anthony I. Blenkinsop, NH DOJ
Linda Landis, PSNH
Ida McDonnell, USEPA, Region I
DES Public Information Officer
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

Air Resources Council
P0 Box 95, 29 Hazen Drive, Concord, New Hampshire 03302-0095 -

Appeals Clerk Telephone (603) 271-6072 - TDD Access: Relay NH 1-800-735-2964 -

DES Website: www.des.nh.gov - Council Website: http:Ilwww.des.nh.gov/councils/ - -i..

—

Via E-mail and Re2ula a’i[ii1./L L) -L2t
Evan J. Mulholland, Assistant Attorney General
Office of AttorneyGeneral
Environmental Protection Bureau
33 Capitol Street
Concord, NH 03301

September 20, 2010

Via E-mail and Re2ular Mail
Barry Needleman, Esq.
Gregory Smith, Esq.
McLane, Graf’, Raulerson & Middleton
Professional Association
11 South Main Street, Suite 500
Concord, NH 03301
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Air Resources Council
P0 Box 95,29 Hazen Drive, Concord, New Hampshire 03302-0095 - -

Appeals Clerk Telephone (603) 271-6072 - TDD Access: Relay NH 1-800-735-2964
DES Website: www.des.nh.gov - Council Website: http:flwww.des.nh.gov/councilsl

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

AIR RESOURCES COUNCIL

Decision & Order

On Appeals

Docket Nos. 09-10 ARC and 09-11 ARC

Appeals of NH Sierra Club et al and Conservation Law Foundation

In Re: March 9, 2009 Temporary Permit TP-0008 PSNH Merrimack Station

Background and Burden of Proof:

On March 9, 2009, the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (“DES”) issued

Temporary Permit TP-0008 to the Public Service Company of New Hampshire (“PSNH”). On March

15, 2010 and July 2, 2010, the Air Resources Council1 convened in Room 110 of the Department of

Environmental Services for the hearing on the merits of appeals 09-10 and 09-11, flied by the New

Hampshire Sierra Club (“NHSC”) and the Conservation Law Foundation (“CLF”) respectively,

regarding Temporary Permit TP-0008. The respondents in these appeals are PSNH and DES. All of

parties to the appeals were represented by counsel.

The procedural history of these appeals is lengthy and voluminous, including extensive motion

practice by the parties, numerous meetings of the Council, and pre-hearing conferences. The Council

issued prior orders concerning the issues to be considered on appeal. Consistent with those orders, the

issues on appeal are:

A. Whether the MK2 turbine modifications should have been included with and/or aggregated

to the scrubber permit application.

Members sitting: Presiding Officer Raymond Donald, Steve Walker, Robert Hickey, Terry Callum, Ryan Bielagus.
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Docket No. 09-11 ARC — Conservation Law Foundation
Order
September 20, 2010
Page 7 of 8

C. Whether DES considered the proper baseline years in issuing the permit in guestion.

In considering and issuing the permit in question DES considered the baseline years of 2006

and 2007. In the notices of appeal, the appellants argued that baseline years preceding 2007 should

have been used. The Council finds and concludes that neither appellant has provided any evidence or

argument in support of the contention that DES considered improper baseline years in issuing the

permit in question, and/or should have utilized other baseline years. Alan Hekking, the only witness

called by either of the appellants, testified that he did not have an opinion on this issue. Gary Milbury

of DES testified regarding the reasons the baseline years in question were used. Specifically, Mr.

Milbury testified that the baseline years of 2006 and 2007 were used because they represented the

preceding 24-month period from when PSNH filed the demonstration in January of 2008.

In light of the evidence before tbe Council on this issue, and considering the appellant’s burden

on appeal, the Council finds and concludes that the appellants have not proved by a preponderance of

the evidence that DES considered the improper baseline years in issuing the permit in question.

Order:

Based on the foregoing, the Council finds and concludes that the appellants, N[ISC and CLF,

have failed to satisfy their burden on appeal.

Docket No. 09-10, Motion to Deny the Appeal ofNI{SC — GRANTED (5-0).

Docket No. 09-11, Motion to Deny the Appeal of CLF — GRANTED (5-0).

Both appeals are hereby DENIED.

RuIin2s on requests for tindins of fact and conclusions of law:

PSNH:

Requests 1-8, 83 (first sentence) are neither requests for findings of fact or rulings of law,

therefore, the Council makes no ruling on them.

Granted: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,

33, 34, 35 (with the exception of the “1” after April), 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48,

49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 67, 68 (first sentence), 69, 70, 71, 72, 75, 76, 77, 78,

79. 80, 81, 82, 83 (second sentence), 84 (second, third, and fourth sentences), 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91

(first sentence), 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 101, 103, 104, 105, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115,
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Docket No. 09-10 ARC — New Hampshire Sierra Club, et al.
Docket No. 09-11 ARC — Conservation Law Foundation
Order
September 20, 2010
Page 8 of 8

116 (to the extent Env-A requires NHDES to, within 60 days of receipt of an application, notify the

applicant that said application is deemed complete or request that the applicant submit information in

accordance with Env-A 607.03(b)), 117 (third and fourth sentences), 118, 120, 121 (first sentence)

Denied: 60 (as the Council only dismissed Issue D), 74 (the Council is unaware what specific

evidence was before the Site Evaluation Committee), 97 (see CLF appeal at p. 14), 121 (second

sentence as worded — however, the Council does find that the appellants failed to meet their burden on

Issue C due to their failure to offer any evidence on the issue).

Outside of the scope of issues decided by the Council: 21, 56, 57, 58, 65, 68 (second sentence),

73, 84 (first sentence), 91 (second sentence), 98, 99, 100, 102, 106, 117 (first and second sentences),

119.

Reconsideration:

Any party may file a Motion for Reconsideration or Rehearing with the Council consistent with

the requirements of Env-AC 205 16 within 20 days of the date of this written decision

So Ordered by the Council.

by: i( September 20, 2010

Almorinda Samson, Appeals Clerk
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4TED

DEr...HE D STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF EiTVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

AIR RESOURCES COUNCIL

.i DocketNos.:09-lOandO9-1I

,‘Jo R_t’i IN RE: Public Sen’icu of New Hampshire Flue Gas
V Desuiphurization System Temporary Permit No: TP-000X

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE’S
REQUESTS FOR FINDING OF FACTS AND

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire (‘PSN}{”) submits its Requests for Findings

of Fact and Conclusions of Law to be considered by the Council in resolution ofthis matter

pursuant to Env-AC 205.09.

Findings of Fact

Definitions

•. “Turbine Project” means the Merrimack Station Unit 2 High
Pressure/Intermediate Pressure (“I-IP/IP’) turbine module replacement completed during the
April/May 2008 outage.

‘2. “Scrubber Project” means the wet flue gas desuiphurization system (“FOD
System”) mandated by the New Hampshire Legislature to be installed by PSNH and operational
at Merrimack Station Units I and 2 no later than July 1.2013, under RSA 125-0:11 through
RSA 125-0:18, inclusive.

3. NHDES” means the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services.

. “ARD” means the NHDES Air Resources Division.

. The Counci1” or “ARC’ means theAir Resources Council.

. “[‘aulies” means, collectively, Conservation Law Foundation (“CLF”) New
Hampshire Sierra Club (NHSC”), NHDES, and Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire
(“PSNH”).

7. Appc1Iants” means, collectively, CLF and NHSC.
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iOL. The Council dismissed Issue 1) pertaining to whether the Turbine Project should
have undergone a New Source Review analysis, Sec Air Resources Council 0rder dated
October 24, 2009.

102. As a result of the CôunciPs dismissal of Issue D pertaining to the issue of New
Source Review applicability, Issue C is no longer relevant to the proceeding.

103.. NHSC did not produce any evidence in. its case in chief to satisfy its burden of
proof relative to Issue C NHSC’s expert witness testified that the purpose ofhis testimony did
not relate to Issue C. See Transcript ofMarch 15. 2010 Hearing before ARC at page 96, Lines
11-iS.

104. CLF did not produce a witness or any other evidence during its case in chiefm
order to satisfy its burden of proofrelative to Issue C See Transcnpt of Mardi 15 2010 Hearing
before ARC at page 126, Lines 7-10.

Applicable Legal Standards

105. The Appellants, NHSC and CLF, bear the burden ofproving, by a preponderance
of the evidence that the decision being appealed was: (1) contrary to case law, statute or rules; or
(2) arbitrary and capricious. See Env-AC 205.14.

106. The New Hampshire Supreme Court has ruled that, in general, agency fIndings
are deemed prima facie lawful and reasonable Appeal of Town of Rzndge 158 N H 21 24
(2008), V

Conclusions of Law

bR. As a matter of law, PSNH is required to install and operate the Scrubber system.
RSA 125-0:11-18.

108. Exclusive of any New Source Review issues, the HPIIP turbine replacement did
not require a state air permit. See generally Env-A 600,

109.. There isno requirement under state law requiring the HP/1P turbine replacement
to be included in the scrubber permit application. id.

110. The concept of”agegation”, as raised by the Appellants, pertains solely to a
determination ofwhether interrelated projects should be grouped together to determine New
Source Review applicability.

ill New Source Review applicability has no bearing on PSNII’s apph cation for the
installation and operation of the Scrubber system. See generally Env-A 600.

112 As a matter of law, Appellants failed to satisfy their burdens of proving th.it the
department’s dedsion relative to Issue A was unreasonable or contrary to law.

12
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Respectfiully Submitted,

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

By its Attorneys,

MoLANE, GRAF, RAULERSON & MIDDLETON
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION

Date: July 2 2010 By: Is! Barry Needleman
Barry Needleman (NH Bar No. 9446)
Gregory H. Smith (NH Bar No. 2372)
11 S. Main Street, Suite 500
Concord, NH 03301
Telephone: (603) 226-0400

Linda T. Landis (NH Bar No. 10557)
Senior Counsel, Legal Department
Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Energy Park
780 Commercial Street
Manchester, NH 03101
Telephone: (603) 634-2700

Certificate of Service

I hereby certify that the foregoing has been hand delivered on this date to the service list
in this matter.

1sf Barry Needleman
Barry Needleman

14
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Beforethe ,‘.j
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

h C
- -JJ ki1 y-. _,“t,r)

AIR RESOURCES COUNCIL

RE: DOCKET NO. 11-10 PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OFNH
APPEAL OF MERCURY BASELINE DETERMINATION

DECISION AND ORDER
ON

NOTICE OF APPEAL

BACKGROUND

On June 28, 201 I, the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services,
Air Resources Division (“DES”) issued its “Final Determination of the Baseline Mercury
Input” (the “Final Decision”) to Public Service Company of New Hampshire (“PSNH”).
Based on its calculations, DES concluded that this baseline mercury input amount is 228
pounds per year.

On July 28, 201 1, PSNH filed its Notice of Appeal of this Final Decision, arguing
that based on its own calculations, baseline mercury input amount should equal 308
pounds per year.

These disparate calculations of baseline mercury input arise from the New
Hampshire legislature’s 2006 amendments to RSA 125-0, the Mercury Emissions
Reduction Statute, to require statewide reductions in mercury emissions from PSNH’s
Merrimack Units 1 and 2 and Schiller Units 4 and 6. Pursuant to these amendments,
PSNH is required to reduce mercury emissions from these sources by at least 80% on an
annual basis from a baseline mercury input calculation starting in July, 2013. RSA 125-
0:13, II.

RSA 125-0:14, 1(a) provides that:

Baseline mercury input shall be determined as follows: (a) No later than the first
day of the second month following the effective date of this section, and
continuing for 12 months thereafter, a representative monthly sample of the coal
used traditionally (not to include trial or test coal blends) by each affected
source shall be collected from each of the units identified in subparagraph (b) and
analyzed to determine the average mercury content of the fuel for each unit
expressed in pounds ofmercury input per ton of coal combusted at each affected
source. The mercury content of the coal derived from these analyses for each
affected source shall be multiplied by the average annual throughput of coal for
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0
be regarded as “trial or test blends” and the technical evidence PSNH introduced tended
to support this conclusion. In fact, one of these test coals, known as “Pocahontas” was
used in the industry as a “metallurgical” coal, not in the energy production business.
Similarly, PSNH determined that it was not appropriate to include a “100% Loverage”
blend used in Units 1 and 2 prior to 1995 as the definition of “traditional” coals because
starting in 1995 the company realized that it was overly dependent on that one source and
needed to diversify in the future...hence the 2/1/1 blend used in subsequent years.

As noted above, DES appears to have initially agreed with PSNH’s approach, but
took a different path when issuing its Preliminary Decision, as affirmed by its Final
Decision. In those Decisions DES determined based on its statistical analysis of the
technical data, essentially that all coals burned at the two Units since inception, including
several low-mercury coal blends PSNH began using in varying percentages over different
periods of time in an effort to comply with air emissions standards predating the 2006
amendment to RSA 125-0:14, constituted “traditional” coals for purposes of the mercury
baseline input calculation of RSA 125-0: 14 1(a). The only excluded “trial or test” coal
was Russian coal, given the fact that it was burned only in small amounts over a brief
period of time. DES then determined what statistical percentage of all remaining coal
blends were used during the statutory testing period between August, 2006 and July,
2007 in its calculations.

As the attached rulings on the parties’ motions for findings of fact indicate, the
Council was not persuaded by the evidence it heard that either party had arrived at a
satisfactory interpretation of the statutory language. But it did have the opinion that

DES’s exclusion of only Russian coal as a trial or test coal in arriving at a baseline
mercury input calculation was arbitrary or capricious in light of its past dealings with
PSNH, as well as credible evidence that PSNH burned other coals in addition to Russian
coal-- most notably Pocahontas-- on a trial or test basis.

Given the technical nature of this inquiry, neither the Council nor the Hearing

Officer were comfortable with the notion that the Council should supply the “final”

interpretation of what the legislature meant by the words “coal used traditionally (not to

include trial or test coal blends)” based on the evidence submitted in this Appeal. Rather,

the Council believes, based on what it heard, that the parties should work in collaboration

to develop a mutually agreeable formula that will implement the purpose of this mercury

reduction legislation.

CONCLUSION

DES’s final determination regarding baseline mercury input was arbitrary or

capricious under the circumstances of this case.

ORDER

The Council remands this matter to DES for further administrative review consistent with

the Council’s opinion noted above.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

AIR RESOURCES COUNCIL

Docket No.: ARC 11-10

In Re: Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Appeal of Mercury Baseline Detennination

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OFNEWHAMPSJIIRE’S
REQUESTS FOR flNDINGS OF FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire (“PSNH”) submits its Requests for Findings

of Fact and Conclusions of Law pursuant to Env-AC 205.09 and RSA 541 -A;35.

Findians c Fact and Conclusions of Law

efinitions

1. “Appellant” means PSNH.

2. “Affected Sources,” as defined by the statute, means existing coal-burning power plant
units in the State, speciflcaUy Merrimack Units 1 and 2 in Bow and Schiller Units 4,5 and 6 in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire (RSA 125-0:12,1).

3. “ARt)” means the DES Air Resources Division.

4. The “Council” or “ARC” means the Air Resources Council.

5. “DES” means the New Hampshire Department of Envfronmental Services.

6. ‘Memmack Station” means the power plant located in Bow, New Hampshire and owned
and operated by PSNH.

7. “Schiller Station” means the power plant located in Portsmouth, New Hampshire and
owned and operated by PSNH.

8. The “Scn,bber” means the wet flue gas desulph’urization system that was consmicted at
Merrimack Station pursuant to RSA 125-0:1 3,L

9. “Unit 1” means the 114 MW Babcock & Wilcox cyclone-fired boiler at Merrimack
Station which uses coal as its fuel source.

10. “Unit 2” means the 337 MW Babcock & Wilcox cvlone-fired boiler at Mrimack

L Station which uses coal as its fuel source.

I
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Fadverse operational effects, and/or to achieve more economical operation. See Tr., Testimony of
Richard Scharfat pages 60-6 1.

21. It can take an extended period of time to determine whether a test blend of coal or a trial
blend of coal wifl have adverse operational effects on a coal-fired power plant Adverse operational
effects can mclude corrosion, freezing and low viscosity. See Tr., Testimony of Richard Scharf at
pages 60-61 and 63.

22. From August 2006 to September 2007, PSNH began to test coals to determine
compatibility with an activated carbon injection program funded by the U.S. Department of Energy.
The pwpose of this program was to determine whether carbon injection could reduce mercury
emissions. See Tr., Testimony ofElizabeth Lynn Tillotson at page 141, Lines 12-18. The coals that
were burned as part of this program were test blend coals.

New Ilampablre Mercnry Emissions Law

23. In 2006, the New Hampshire General Court enacted RSA 125-0:11-18. The statute
required the installation and operation of the Scrubber, established mercury emissions reduction
levels for Affected Sources, and created economic pertbrtnance incentives for PSNH in association
withearlymercuryemissionsreductions. See RSA 125-0:11-18.

24.

Under RSA 125-0:14, DES is required to establish the baseline mercury input and
baseline mercury emissions at the Affected Sources.

25. PSNH was required to submit plans to DES to accomplish baseline mercury input and
baseline mercury emissions testing required by the law. See RSA 125-0:14,111.

26. The baseline mercury input is based on the mercury content of the coal, while the
baseline mercury emissions is based on the amount ofmercury emitted from the Affected Source when
the coal is coxnbusted. See RSA 125-0: 14, land 11; Tr., Testimony of Elizabeth Lynn Tillotson at
pages 136-37.

27. On August 30, 2006, PSN}I submitted its plan for baseline mercury input testing to DES.
See PSNH Exhibit 1.

28. That plan, in accordance with RSA 125-0:14,1(a), provided that PSNH would collect a
representative monthly sample of “the coal used traditionally (not to include trial or test coal blends)”
from Meminack Units I and 2 and either Schiller Units 4 or 6 between August 1, 2006 and
continuing until July 31, 2007. See PSNH Exhibit 1.

29. RSA 125-0:14,11 required that PSNH conduct a minimum of four stack tests at
Merrimack Units I and 2 and either Schiller Units 4 or 6 to deteimine baseline mercury emissions.
The stack tests were required to be conducted without any mercury enissions improvements at the
time of the stack tests. See Tr., Testimony of Elizabeth Lynn Tillotson at pages 167-1 68, Lines 2-7;
PSNH Exhibit 13 at page 2; PSNH Exhibit 21 at 4.

3
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CoNsERvATIoN LAW FouNDATIoN

//—
i-:L1

February 26. 2009 ) /1! h-5
VIA CERTIFiED MAlI4
RETURN RICEIPT REQLJESTIfl

(rary A. Long, President and Chief Operating Officer
l’ubiic Service Compmy ulNew Hampshire
7() North Commercial Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101

Robert A. Bersak, lsq., Registered Agent
7() North Commercial Strect
Mui]iesicr, New I Iampshirc 03 I 01

Re: Notice of intent to File Clean Air Act Citizen Suit

Dear Messrs. I .ong and Rersak:

Conservation [nw Foundation (“CLI”) provides this Notice of lnterLt to file a citizen suit
against Public Service Company of New Hampshire (“PSNII”) pursuant to Clean Air Act
(“CAA”) § 304(a)(3), 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a)(3). Activities undertaken byI1SNH at its
Merrimack Station facility located at 97 River Road in Bow, New Ilanipshirc, constitute
pftpyjflg to construct and I or constructing a new or modified major emitting facility
without a permit required under CAA subchapter I part C relating to significant
deterioration of air quality) and / or part 1) (relating to ionattaimncnt) and violations of
the permitting requirements set forth in the New lIampshirc State Implementation Plan
(“NflSJP’), l’hcsc moditteations have resulted or will result in significant increases in air
pollutant emissions.

The CAA authorizes the court to issue uljUflCtiOflS and to apply appropriate civil
penultics. CAA § 304(a)(3), 42 tJ.S.C. § 7604(a)(3); Sierra Club v. &ankl,n County
Power ofillinois, 546 F.3d 91X, 935 (7’ Cir. 2O0). PSNII is liable for up to $25,000 for
each day of each violation. See CAA § 113, 42 U.S.C. § 7413(h)(1) (state
implementation plan violations) and 741 3(h)(3) (Pal lure to comply with new source
requirements).

North Main Street, Concord, New Hampshire 03301 -4930 ‘ 603-225-3060 • Fax: 603-225’3059’ www.clf.org

MASSACHUSETTS: 62 Summer Streat. Ao;1on, Msssachustts 021 10-1016 • Phone: 617-350-0990 Fax: 61 7-350-4030
MAINE: 14 Maine Street, Brurswick, Maine 0401 1-2026 • 201-7297733 • Fax: 207-729-7373
RHODE ISLAND: 55 Dorrance Street, Providence, 1hodo IIand 02903 • 401 -351 -1102 • Faa: 401-351 -1130
VERMONT: 15 East State StrLet. Suite 4, Moritpelier, Vermont 05602-3010 • 802-223-5992 • Fax: 802-223-0060
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CONSERVATION LAW FouNDATIoN

Background

Merrimack Station is among the most polluting power plants in New England. PSNII

reports that in 2007, the plant emitted 36, 485 tons of sulfur dioxide, 3,224 tons of

nitrogen oxide, over 137 pounds of mercury compounds, and nearly 4 million tons of

carbon dioxide.

PSNH is required under New Hampshire law to install by 2013 wet flu gas

desulphurization scrubbers that will reduce mercury emissions from the plant by eighty

percent (“Scrubber Project”). See RSA 125-0:11 • er seq. (“Scrubber Law”). When the
law was passed in 2006, the estimated cost of the scrubber installation was $251) million

dollars. In an August 7, 2008, quarterly earnings report (W-Q) filed with tile Securities

and Exchange Commission. PSNII’s parent company. Northeast Utilities, disclosed that

the estimated cost fhr the Scrubber Project is now $457 million dollars. PSNN has

represented that it has commenced construction on the project, and that the project “is

already half done.” See Gary A. Long, /VeL’d/öt flow S’cnthhe,’ I’rofect i. Rcol (Concord

Monitor. l’chniary 8, 2009.

Legal Framework

Preconstruction review is required for all major sources of air pollution before new source

construction or modification. The prevention of significant deterioration (“PSL)”)

program governs attainment pollutants, see CAA subchapter I, Pt C and 40 C,F.R.

52.21; the New Source Review (“NSR”) program governs iton-attainment pollutants. Set’

CAA subchapter I, part D; 40 C.F.R. 52.24. New Hampshire state implementing

regulations for these programs have been promulgated by the New I lampshirc

Department of Environ.mental Services (“DES”) and approved by the United States

Environmental Protection Agency. See New Hampshire Code of Administrative Rules

(“N.h. Admin. Rules”) Eiiv-A chapter 600 etseq.; 40 CFR 52,1520; 40 CFR 521525.

A temporary permit is required before construction of’ new or modified sources in certain

categories. See RSA 125-C:tT; N.H. Admin. Rules Env-A 607.01. Nothing in RSA 125-

0:13 disturbs that requirement. See RSA 125-0:13 (“l’hc achievement of this

requirement is contingent upon obtaining all necessary permits and approvals from

federal, state, and local regulatory agencies and bodies.”).

The term “construction” is defined under the CAA and New I Iampshire law to include

modifications, A modification is defined as “any physical change in, or change iii the

mcthodoC operation ot a stationary source which increases the amount of any air

pollutant emitted by such source or which results in the emission of any air pollutant not

previously emitted.” CAA § 169(2)(c), 42 U.S.C. § 7479(2)(c) (incorporating NSPS

definition of modification set forth at CAA 11 l(a)(4); 42 U.S.C. § 741 l(a)(4)) CAA

171(4), 42 U.S.C. § 7501t4); Nil. Admin. Rules Env-A 101.52.

0
CLF: ‘Protecting New England’s Environment

-2-
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CoNsERvATION LAW FOUNDATION

For preconstruction permitting purposes, interrelated activities must be aggregated and
treated as a single prolect. See I)rait EA NSR Workshop Manual § lll.H. 1 (October
1990); February 15, 1989 LPA WEPCO Applicability Detennination; see also LPA Final
Rule. PSI) / NA-NSR: Aggregation and Project Netting (Jan. 12, 200c) (“Our
aggregation policy’ aims to ensure the proper permitting olmoditications that involve
multiple physical and I or operational changes. thus, multiple, nominally separate
activities that arc sufficiently interrelated should bc grouped together and considered a
single project [hr the purpose of lithe NSR applicability test.”).

VmIalw,,s

During 2008, I’S NE! made substantial modifications to Merrimack Station iJuit 2
t”MK2”) to accommodate the scrubber that (i) increased the power output of that unit
somewhere in the range of 6 to I 3 megawatts, and possibly more; and (ii) have resulted or
will result, based on PSNIt’ own data, in significant net emissions increases from the
facility.

In April and May of 2008, PSNI1 removed a high pressure / intermediate pressure
(“lIP/Er”) turbine, and replaced it with a new I IP / IP turbine. See Testimony of PSNI I
lechnical Business Manager Lynn Tillotson, l)eccrnher 4, 2008, Redacted hearing
Iranscript, New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission (‘PUC”) Docket No. 1W 08-
113, p. 16, lines I 0—22 (hereinafter. “lillotsou Testimony”). Flue new turbine
CoroponenIS include the I hP/Il’ rotor with integral shroud rotating blading, integral shroud
stationary hiading, nozilc block, inner mid outer cylinder casings, associated seals and
piping, and inspection ports. Sec l’chruary 20, 2009, PNI-l Response to l)ata Request
TS-() 1. PVC Docket No. DE 08—145, attached hereto as Khibit 1.

PSNT I also icplaccd hie generator rotor; air heater lube; boiler floor; selective catalytic
reducer (“5CR”) catalyst; secondary superheater inlet bank; station batteries; excitation
switchgear voltage regulator; soothiowers: 5CR sub-grit, insulation, and lagging;
distributed control computer system; primary superheater bypass valve; secondary
superheater bypass valve; main boiler fccdpump control valve; 5CR expansion joints; and
coal hunker gates. 1L PSNI [installed ash conditioning equipment on an existing flyash
storage tank. Id. these projects were all treated as capital expenditures. Id Substantial
other work was peiformed on the unit during the outage, including “numerous other
corrective arid preventative tasks.” Id.

PSNH “worked to modify boiler combustion temperatures,” and “[tjube shields were
removed ftoni the boiler icheatcr to increase heat transfer and improve steam
temperatures,” in order to “accommodate the design and engineering of a scruhber
system.” See Septcinlier 2, 2008, PXNJ C Response to PVC Request for Tnformation, PVC
Dockm No. DE-08-1(J3 at 8.

1 he outage was longer than the routine annual scheduled maintenance outage, see
Ttllutson lestimony, p. 16, lines lu-I 5. beginning April I and ending on May 22. Sec

Cl I-: ‘Protucling New lingfoncis Environment”
-3-
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lcbniary 20, 2009, PSNI I Response to Data Request TS-t) 1, PUC I )ocket No. I )L 0-

145.

Ike purpose was to increase tuibme efficiency, increase output, and reduce tUaifltCHa,iCC

outages. See Tillotson ‘lestimony, p.l 7. lines 1—22. [iureascd output would provide

“additional megawatts to offset the scmubber installation.” !J 1 his work was jicuiuied
with the assistance ol’ outside turbine installation contractors. Se Id. r,. 1 8, lines 9—10: p.

19. lines 11—12. The turbine ultimately failed. See Id, pp. 1 —20. An additional three and

one-half week outage to accommodate ftwthcr work on the new turbine oceuned between
June20 arid July 14, 2fl08. See Id. at 19, line . The initial cost estimate for ibis
was in the range of$9 million to $15 million dotlats. See June 7, 2006, I .etter hum Mt.

William II. Smagmila, P.E. to NI I J)IZS AR!) l)itcctor Robert R. Scott at 3, attached hereto

at Erhibit 2.

As of February 20. 2009, the cust of the MK2 modifications was $11.4 million dollars.

See February 20. 2009, PXNI-I Response to Data Request TS-0 I in P1 1’ 1 )neket No. OF

08-145. PSNII contracted for “an expected base increase of about 6 ruegiwatts,” ir
addition to MK2’s pie—modification output. and the “coniract was also slriictiid ueh

that it was a pay—for—performance.” liltotson ‘testimony, i- 24. lines 8-1 2. Accordingly.

“to the extent that [PSNHI could find ways to operate the turbine more efficiently and get

additional output, the contractor would he providing more costs, they would be paid moic

money, amid the upper range of’ that was 12 megawatts.” Id at p. 24, lines 12- 13; p. 2,

lines 14-16.’

The MK2 work took place over the caurse of at least eleven and onc-haltE’weeks in 200,

flee years before July 2013, when the Scrubber Law re1,1ircs The scrubber to he

operational. [‘he new gemietation capacity of six to twelve megawatts or more enabled by

the work will not be offset in any amount by scrubber power re(lLIiI’cnlcn(s until (he

scrubber is operational, resulting in significant additional air pollution. iiiclucling global

warming pollution.

The physical changes made to MK2 to accommodate time scrubber did not constitute
routine maintenance, repair, or replacement. ‘[Rloutinc maintenance, tepair and
replacement occurs regularly, involves no permanent improvements, is typically limited

in expense, is usually perfomwd in large plants by in house employees, and is treated tbr

accounting purposes as an expense.” Sierra (‘lab v. Morgan, 2007 WI 3287851), No. 07-

C-251-S (WA). Wis. Nov. 7,2007) (citing itS. v. Ohio Edison (‘a., 27& FXupp.2d t29,

834 (S.J). Ohio 2003)). The facts here, including the project’s purpose ---to increase

output to accommodate the scrubber, reduce outages, arid enhance operational

PSNII’s counsel during this proceeding, Mr. (iciald M. haton, made clear his dispIcsurc that Mrs.

[illotson had been as forthcoming as she was with respect to the mew turbine’s anticipated capimciLy “1 wish

the last two answers could be part of the confidential record. Mrs. Tillouon is a very knowledgeable

person. and went into lar more detail than I wanted her to dc” Dccmhcr 4. 200R, ftedactcd I-leering

Traiiscript. PUC Docket No. DE OS-I 13, p. 25, lines 2 1-24.

OfF: “Protecting New EngI.nds Enviwrirnent’
-4-
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etilciencies cost, duration of outages, project capitalization, and use of outside
consultants, all demonstrate that the MK2 work does not constitute routine maintenance,
repair, and replacement. See generulIy. id.

MK2 4iodUicauionx Will Result in Significant Net increases in S02 and NOx

PSNII i ojects MK2 post -moditication emissions increases for NOx, SO2, GO, PM, and
VOCs. See January 31, 200, letter from Mr. SmaguLa to Director Scott at Attachment 1,
attached hereto at Fxhihit 3. For 2009, [‘SNFI has projected a 527 toil per year (“tpy”)
P0St10di1iC1t10fl increase in NON, and a 1,166 tpy post-modification increase tor S02.
See Id. lotli appear to be “signilicaiti” for PSI) and non—attainment NSR purposes. See
40 C.F.R. 52.21 (b)(23 &. (b)(40) (“significant means, in reference to a nat emissions
increase . . . a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following rates
Nitrogen oxides: 4Otpy, Sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy.

. .“); 4() CFR 52.2 L(b)(41) & (b)(48); 40
(:FR 51.1 65(a)( I )(x)(A) & (a)( l)(xxviii).

PSN[-1 has represented to DES that these projected increases are those attributable to the
irmudilication: “In accordance with [PA guidance, the projection of post-change
emissions does not include the portion of emissions that could have beemi accommodated
hcfoie the change and is unrelated to the change.” See January 3 1, 2008, Letter from Mr.
Smagula to Director Scott at 3. It thexefore appears that the projected increases ale net
increases.

Additional Planned Mod/ieations to MK2

PXNI I anticipates that further repair or replacement of the new turbine will be necessary.
ee January 16, 2009, Prchearing Confireticc Transcript, statements by PSNI I counsel
Robert A. Bersak, PUG Docket No, Dli 08-145. On January 21, 2009, PSNII made an
iritcrconneclinn. request to the Independent System Operator Administered Transmission
System to increase the winter oct capacity of MK2 to 353.3 megawatts (an increase of
31 .75 megawatts over its current 321 .75 winter claimed capacity) by the projected
commercial operation date of l)ecemher 14, 2009. It does mit appear that PSNII has
applied fur a permit for this work,

Aggregation

I1SNII was required to aggregate, for purposes of the preconstruction permit process, the
activities perfonned on MK2 to acconimodate the scrubber, any other non-routine
modifications made in connection with those activities, and the scrubber installation
work. EPA has long cautioned that ‘[aJ deliberate decision to split an otherwise
‘igtiiticanE’ project into twe or more smaller projects to avoid PSJ) review would be
viewed as circumvention and would subject the cutire project to enforcement action if
construction on any of the small projects commences without a valid PSI) permit.” Draft
EPA NSR Workshop Manual § t11,B.l (October 1990); February 15, 1989 EPA W[3PCO
Applicability Determination (“WRPCO cannot evade PSI) and NSPS applicability by

CL F. ‘Protec#ing New England’s En v(ronmcnt”
-5-
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carving out, and ceking separate treatment ot significant poiiuns of an othctwise
integrated renovation program. Such piecemeal actions, if allowed to go uiiehailcntcd,
could readily eviscerate the clear intcnt ol the Clean Air ALt’s new souece provisions.”);
see also HPA Final Rule, 1’SI) / NA-NSR: Aregation and Project Ncting (Jan. 1 2,
2009).

‘Ihat a company may take the position that projects were “undertaken as separate business
decistons,” and / or are “based oii independent economic1usttiicatwns does not
overcome the aggregation requiremeoL See .ILI[y 5. 2(J05, PPA Xouthwii-e Cu. PSD
Applicability Opinion.

PSNJT has represented in correspondence to [)LS regulators that the MK2 work is being
undertaken to comply with the Scrubber Law. See June 7, 2006, letter 1mm Mr.
Smagula to [)ircetor Scott (“[Tjo maintain the generation output and vkte to customers,
the large power consumption of a scrubber system as much as 6 to It) nea’vatts,
justified the need toJidiy assess balance ofplant improvements wces.wuy to O//stt (lie
additional load, . installation fn seruhher ivill require .. balance ofplunt WO4C,

MK2 high pressure / intermediate prerswe (lIP / 1?) turbine and le;ler(aor wi.’rk, in
addition to the installation of the scrubber vessel. . . Completion of the MK2 Ii P/IP
turbine and generator projects is expected to maintain the: reliability and output of MK2,
and allow for the operation ofa scrithlwr.”j (emphasis supplied); January 31, 2008. Lettcr
from Mr. Smagula to [)ircctor Scott (“. . . the balance of plant projects planned to he
completed during the 2008 MK2 outagc, including, tile I IP/IP project and associated
generator repair work, are necessary in order ía maintain th output of MK2 and cwtiplti
with RS4 125—0:13 which requires PSNH nistall a wet scrubber 01 Abrrin;uck tutirm

no eater than July 2(113.”) (emphasis supplied).

Ncvcrtheless, [SN1[ sought to exclude the MK2 capacity expansion work horn the
Scrubber Project construction permit application process, and thcrelhrc avoid any
transparent public review of all project elements.

‘Ihe activities undertaken by PSNH, as set forth above, including the replacenient of the
HP / Ii’ turbine and generator, constitute proposed construction and construction of a
modified major emitting facility without obtaining the permits required under CAA
subchapter I parts C (PSI)) and / or I) (nonattainruent) and a federally enlbrecable
violation of the NIISIP which requires that. a temporary permit be obtained prior to
commencement of construction of a new or modi tied stationary source.. N.l 1. Admin
Rules 1nv-A 600 et seq.

CLF reserves all rights to amend this notice, and identify additional claims as further facts
are developed, Ii you believe that any portion of this Notice is in error and / or ilyoti

wish to discuss any portion of this Notice, please contact me at the address arid lilione

0
CL F: ‘Piotectiny New England’s Eaviranmorir

-6-
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number listed below (L[ would be pleased to discuss altc.rnativcs for a cooperative
resolution of the violations identified in this Notice,

Si,ttjce1v.
,.

/ :

4ya.dI’bllu, Rsq.
Vee Irckin. Director
Conservation Law Foundation
New Hampshire Advocacy Cenler
27 North Main Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
(603) 225-3060

Cc:

Lisa Jackson, Administrator (by certified mail)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Arid Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington DC 20460

Ira W. Leighton, Acting Regional Administiator (by certified mail)
U.S. 1’nvi ronmental Protection Agency
I Congress Street, Suite 1100
Boston, Massachusetts 021 14-2023

Governor John Lynch (by certified mail)
State of New hampshire
Office of the Governor
I 07 North Main Street, Room 208
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Thomas Burack, Connnissionc.r (by certified mail)
New Hwnpshirc Department of [nvironmerital Services
29 hlazcn T)rive
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Robert Scott, Director, Air Resources Division (by certified mail)
New I lampshi re 1)epartment of Lnvi ronmentaL Services
29 1-lazen Drive
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

CLF: ‘Protecting New Cngland’s Crivironmcn”
-7-
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Re: Conservation Law Foundation’s Notice of Appeal of Temporary Permit Is sued to
Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire Permit No. TP-0008

Dear Council Clerk:

Enclosed pleasefind:

1. Conservation Law Foundation’s Notice of Appeal for filing in the above-
referenced matter;

2. A copy of Permit No. TP-0008 and accompanying materials, including
Findings of Fact and Director’s Decision.

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions, and thank you
for your assistance in this matter.

MAH/dlh

End.

New Hampshire Advocacy Center

O
27 North Main Street, Concord, New Hampshire 03301-4930 • 603-225-3060 • Fax: 603-225-3059 • www.clf.org

MASSACHUSETTS: 62 Summer Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02110-1016 Phone: 617-350-0990 Fax: 617-350-4030
MAINE: 14 Maine Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011-2026 • 207-729-7733 Fax: 207-729-7373
RHODE ISLAND: 55 Dorrance Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02903 • 401-351-1102 • Fax: 401-351-1130
VERMONT: 15 East State Street, Suite 4, Montpelier, Vermont 05602-3010 802-223-5992 Fax: 802-223-0060

CoNsERvATIoN LAW FouNDATIoN

Air Resources Council
c/o DES, Air Resources Division
29 Hazen Drive
P.O. Box 95
Concord, NH 03302-0095

Attn: Air Resources Council Clerk

March 19,2009

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2009

09-11 ARC
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STATE OF NEW I-IAMPSI-IIRE

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
AIR RESOURCES COUNCIL

2009 TERM

iN RE: TEMPORARY PERMIT IS SUED TO PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE (“PSNI-I”) MERRIMACK STATION, PERMIT NO. TP-0008

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Conservation Law Foundation (“CLF”) hereby notices its appeal of Temporary

Permit No. TP-0008, issued to PSNH on March 9, 2009, in connection with the proposed

installation of a wet flue gas desuiphurization system (“FGD System”) at PSNH’s coal-

fired Merrimack Station in Bow, New Hampshire (“Bow Plant”).

I. APPELLANT

Appellant CLF is a regional environmental advocacy organization with offices in

Concord, New Hampshire. Contact information for CLF is set forth on the signature

page of this notice.

II. JURISDICTION

The Air Resources Council (“ARC”) has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to

RSA 125-C: 12, III, which provides: “{a]ny person aggrieved by the decision of the

commissioner granting or denying a permit application may within 10 days of the

decision file an appeal with the air resources council. The air resources council shall hold

a hearing on any such appeal promptly, and shall thereafter issue a decision upholding,

modifying or abrogating the commissioner’s decision.”

1
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(iecognizmg that agency’s failure to abide by pioceduial lequilernent is sufficient to

establish standing provided that “the procedures in question are designed to protect some

threatened concrete interest of his that is the ultimate basis of his standing.”). This is

particularly true where, as here, an incomplete permit application failed to disclose to the

public related work that will effectively extend the life of the Bow Plant by decades,

resulting in tens of millions of tons of carbon dioxide emissions. See, e.g., Massachusetts

Environmental Protection Agency, 549 U.S. 497, 127 S. Ct. 1438, 1454-56 (2007).’

IV. RELIF REQUESTED AND SUPPORTING FACTS AN]) LEGAL
AUTHORITY

CLF requests that the ARC reverse and remand the pennit to remedy the

following deficiencies and stay the operation of the Temporary Permit until these issues

are resolved.

A. Background

PSNH is required under New Hampshire law to install by 2013 wet flu gas

desuiphurization scrubbers that will reduce mercury emissions from the plant by eighty

percent (“Scrubber Project”). See RSA 125-0:11, et seq. (“Scrubber Law”). When the

law was passed in 2006, PSNH’s estimated cost of the scrubber installation was $250

million dollars. In an August 7, 2008, quarterly earnings report (1 0-Q) filed with the

Securities and Exchange Commission, PSNH’s parent company, Northeast Utilities,

disclosed that the estimated cost for the Scrubber Project is now $457 million dollars.

There, the Supreme Court observed that the “harms associated with climate change are serious and
well recognized. The Governments own objective assessment of the relevant science and a strong
consensus among qualified experts indicate that global warming threatens, inter a/ia, a precipitate rise in
sea levels, severe and irreversible changes to natural ecosystems, a significant reduction in winter
snowpaclc with direct and important economic consequences, and increases in the spread of disease and the
ferocity of weather events. . . . According to petitioners’ uncontested affidavits, global sea levels rose
between 10 and 20 centimeters over the 20th century as a result of global warming “ See,
Massachusetts v. Environmental Protection Agencj 549 U.S. 497, 127 S. Ct. 1438, 1454-56 (2007),

3
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1ed

Melissa A. Hoffer. N.J-I. Bar No. 17849
Conservation Law Foundation
27 North Main Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
(603) 225-3060
nihoffercif. org

0
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that a copy of this Notice of Appeal was served on Robert A. Bersak, Esq.
Registered Agent, Public Service Company of New Hampshire, 780 North Commercial
Street, Manchester, New I-Iampshire, 03101 by e-mail and first class mail, postage
prepaid and Robert R. Scott, New Hampshire DES Air Resources Director, 29 Hazen
Drive, ,, by e-mail and by hand, this 19th day of March, 2009.

a

16
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conservation Law foundation

April 8, 2011

VIA CERTIFIED MAlL
RETURN RECEIPT REOUESTED

Gary A. Long, President and Chief Operating Officer
Public Service Company of New Hampshire
780 North Commercial Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101

Robert A. Bersak, Esq., Registered Agent
Public Service Company of New Hampshire
780 North Commercial Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101

Rebuttal Testimony of
William H. Smagula

Attachment WHS-R-23
. Pagelof5For a thriving New England

CLF New Hampshire 27 North Main Street

Concord, NH 03301

P: 603,225.3060

F: 603.225.3059

-

www.ctl.org

-

i1J ‘\

/c

jJ1fijpji

Re: Notice of Intent to File Clean Air Act Citizen Suit

Dear Messrs. Long and Bersak:

Conservation Law Foundation (CLF) provides this Notice of Intent to file a citizen suit against
Public Service Company of New Hampshire (PSN1-I) pursuant to Clean Air Act (CAA) § 3 04(a)
(1) & (3), 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a)(1) & (3). The activities undertaken by PSNH at its Merrimack
Station facility located at 97 River Road in Bow, New Hampshire described in this notice
constitute: (1) constructing and operating, without required permits, modifications that have
resulted or will result in increased air pollutant emissions as prohibited by CAA § 1 10(a)(2)(C),
42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(2)(C), and the New Hampshire State implementation Plan (N.H. SIP); (2)
constructing a new or modified major emitting facility that will result in significant emissions
increases without a permit as required under CAA subchapter 1, part C (relating to prevention of
significant deterioration of air quality) and/or part D (relating to requirements in nonattainment
areas) and the N.H. SIP; and/or (3) violations of existing permit terms and conditions.

The CAA authorizes federal courts to issue injunctions and to apply appropriate civil penalties.
CAA § 3O4(a 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a); Sierra Club v. Franklin County Power ofIllinois, 546 F.3d
91 8, 935 (7th Cir. 2008). PSNH is liable for up to $37,500 for each day of each violation. See
CAA § 1 13(b)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7413(b)(l) (state implementation plan violations); CAA
§ I 13(b)(3), 42 U.S.C. § 7413(b)(3) (failure to comply with new source requirements); 40 C.F.R.
§ 19.4.

Introduction

PSNH is a subsidiary of Northeast Utilities, a publicly-traded Fortune 500 energy company.
PSNH owns and operates Merrimack Station including its two coal-fired steam turbines.

CIF MAINE CLV MASSACHUSETTS CLE NEW HAMPSHIRE CLE RHODE ISLAND . CLE VER40NT
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Gary A. Long, President and Chief Operating Officer
Robert A. Bersak, Esq., Registered Agent
Public Service Company of New Hampshire
April 8, 2011
Page 6 of 20

applied for and been issued a temporary permit or a permit to operate for each device specified in
Env-A 603.02 and Env-A 603.03.” Env-A 603.01 (1990).

Merrimack Station is a major source subject to the foregoing permitting requirement. Specified
devices requiring such permits include: (i) devices “using coal, wood, number 6 fuel oil, waste
oil or any combination thereof with a designed rating greater than or equal to 2 million BTUs
per hour of gross heat input,” see Env-A 603.02(c) (1990); (ii) “a rock, coal, or stone crusher
with a throughput greater than or equal to 10,000 tons per year,” see Env-A 603.02@n) (1990);
and (iii) devices subject to the New Source Performance Standards set forth in 40 C.F.R. Part 60;
the National Emission Standards for 1-lazardous Air Pollutants set forth in 40 C.F.R. Part 61; the
PSD rules set forth in 40 C.F.R. Part 51; the rules governing nonattainment areas set forth in
Env-A 610 (1993); or the New Hampshire Hazardous Waste Rules promulgated under N.H. RSA
ch. 147-A, see Env-A 603.03 (a-(e) (1990).

Nothing in the state law mandating the Scrubber Project, N.H. RSA § 125-0:11-18, disturbs
those requirements. See N.H. RSA § 125-0:13 (“The achievement of this requirement is
contingent upon obtaining all necessary permits and approvals from federal, state, and local
regulatory agencies and bodies.”).

Preconstruction Permit Requirementsfor Major ModUications

The CAA and the N.H. SIP require new major sources and major modifications to major sources
to obtain an air pollution permit before commencing construction.

The PSD program specifies the minimum permit requirements for new major sources or major
modifications in areas that are in attaInment of the NAAQS. See CAA subchapter I, part C, and
40 C.F.R. § 52.21. The PSD program includes two major elements: “(1) provisions for an air
quality analysis that ensure new major sources or modifications do not violate NAAQS or
applicable air quality increments, and (2) provisions for BACT that require sources to install air
pollutant controls and/or implement pollution reduction operations.” 67 Fed. Reg. 65,710 (Oct.
28, 2002).

In areas that are in attainment of the NAAQS, a modification that will result in a significant net
increase of any pollutant regulated pursuant to the NAAQS will trigger the requirement to apply
BACT under the preconstruction review requirements of the PSD program. See 40 C.F.R.
52.21(b)(23) (2001); Env-A 623.01 & 623.03 (2001).8 A determination that preconstruction

As DES has repeatedly emphasized, a permit to operate is not a substitute for obtaining a temporary permit in
the first instance,

8 See 40 C.F.R. § 52.1520; 52.1525 (noting adoption by New Hampshire on July 23, 2001, and federal approval
effective December 27, 2002, see 67 Fed. Reg. 65,710 (Oct. 28, 2002)).
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Robert A. Bersak, Esq., Registered Agent
Public Service Company of New Hampshire
April8,2011
Page 10 of2O

2009 Response. The MK2 work took place over the course of at least eleven and one-half weeks
in 2008, five years before July 2013, when the Scrubber Law requires the scrubber to be
operational. The new generation capacity of 17.175 megawatts or more enabled by the work will
not be offset in any amount by scrubber power requirements until the scrubber is operational,
resulting in significant additional air pollution, including global warming pollution. At the time
of the MK2 modifications, PSNH did not have a permit authorizing either those modifications or
the Scrubber Project as a whole.

PSNH also “worked to modify boiler combustion temperatures,” and “[t]ube shields were
removed from the boiler reheater to increase heat transfer and improve steam temperatures,” in
order to “accommodate the design and engineering of a scrubber system.” See September 2,
2008, PSNH Response to Request for Information, N.H. PUC Docket No. DE-08-103, at 8,
attached hereto as Exhibit 12.

The physical changes made to MK2 to accommodate the scrubber did not constitute routine
maintenance, repair, or replacement. “[Rjoutine maintenance, repair and replacement occurs
regularly, involves no permanent improvements, is typically limited in expense, is usually
performed in large plants by in house employees, and is treated for accounting purposes as an
expense.” Sierra Club v. Morgan, 2007 WL 3287850, No. 07-C-251-S, at *12 (W.D. Wis. Nov.
7, 2007) (citing United States v. Ohio Edison C’o., 276 F. Supp. 2d at 834). The facts here,
including the project’s purpose—to increase output, reduce outages, and enhance operational
efficiencies—cost, duration of outages, project capitalization, and use of outside consultants, all
demonstrate that the MK2 work does not constitute routine maintenance, repair, and
replacement. See generally Id.; see also Detroit Edison NSR Applicability Determination (May
23, 2000), available at http://www.epa.gov/region07/air/nsr/nsrmemos/detedisn.pdf.

Indeed, DES found that the physical changes to MK2 were not “routine” for CAA purposes. See
March 31, 2008, Letter from DES ARD Chief Air Programs Manager Craig A. Wright to
William H. Sinagula, P.E., Director-Generation, PSNH (treating the proposed MK2
modifications as “non-routine”), attached hereto as Exhibit 13; March 9, 2009, Findings of Fact
and Director’s Decision, In the Matter of the Issuance of a Temporary Permit to Public Service
Company of New Hampshire, Merrimack Station Located in Bow, New l-Iampshire, at 9,
attached hereto as Exhibit 4 (“DES also agrees with the commeriters that the turbine
modifications were non-routine in nature and are therefore not covered under the NSR
exemption that typically applies to routine replacement, repair, or maintenance projects.”).’3

Where DES’s determinations are contrary to the requirements of the CAA and the N.H. SIP, however, they are
without force and cannot bar a citizen suit, such as this one, seeking to enforce those requirements. See Weller
v. Chathani Forest Prods,, Inc 392 F.3d 532 (2d Cir. 2004) (allowing CAA citizen suit challenging state
determination that no major source pennit was required).
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As set forth above, both the MKI Permit and MK2 Permits set forth recordkeepirig and reporting
requirements related to permit deviations in connection with air pollution control equipment.
Despite the permits’ express requirements to report exceedances, PSNH never told DES about
these violations until nearly a year after they occurred, on April 30, 2009, and only then in
response to a question from DES. See June 5, 2009, Letter from Pamela G. Monroe, DES
Compliance Bureau Administrator to William II. Smagula, P.E., Director-Generation, PSNH,
attached hereto as Exhibit 33.

PSNH’s multiple permit violations, including its failure to comply with the disclosure
obligations set forth in the permits, are federally enforceable pursuant to the CAA, as set forth
supra, at p. 7.

*

CLF reserves all rights to amend this notice and identify additional claims as further facts are
developed. If you believe that any portion of this Notice is in error and/or if you wish to discuss
any portion of this Notice, please contact me at the address and phone number listed below. CLF
welcomes the opportunity to discuss with you the violations identified in this Notice.

Sincerely,

Melissa A. Hoffer, Esq.
Conservation Law Foundation
New Hampshire Advocacy Center
27 North Main Street
Concord, New I-Jampshire 03301
(603) 225-3060

Cc:

N. Jonathan Peress, Esq.
Conservation Law Foundation
New Hampshire Advocacy Center
27 North Main Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
(603) 225-3060

Lisa Jackson, Administrator (by certified mail)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Arid Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20460

* *
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Curt Spalding, Regional Administrator (by certified mail)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
5 Post Office Square .- Suite 100
Boston, Massachusetts 02109-3912

Governor John Lynch (by certified mail)
State of New Hampshire
Office of the Governor
107 North Main Street, Room 208
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Thomas Burack; Commissioner (by certified mail)
New I-Iampshire Department of Environmental Services
29 Hazen Drive
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Robert Scott, 1)irector, Air Resources Division (by certified mail)
New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
29 Hazen Drive
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
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$457 Million + Cost For Merrimack Power Pland Deserves Extra Scrutiny:
Conservationists Say More Information, Transparency Needçd to Fully
Understand Long-Term Impacts 4

I
i/3’ //-D_2Contact

_______________________________________

Cohn Durrarrt, CLF Director of Commusications -; .,.. CL

-

617-850-1722 ) / — - -

if 5i1b
Concord, NH (Jassary 15, 2009)— At a public hearing this evening on the Merrimack Station power plant, conservationists witi urge state /
officials to ask for additional information and tut transparency in the air potuton permitting process so that decision makers and the public can

futy assess the pubhc health and environmental impacts of the mal plant’s ratepayer-funded mercury scrubber installation plans.

Merrimack Station is among the most pollubng power plants in New England and questions remain as to why the plant’s owners. Public

Service Company of New Hampshire )PSNH), have not opted to install more efficient mercury control equipment that would achieve much

greater mercury emissions reductions at a fraction of the scrubber protect cost. PSNH’s permit applicabon to instalt mercury pollution control

equipment does not include a full accounting of pollution emissions associated with all mails done in connection with the project, including

modifications made by PSNH to increase the capacity of one of its steam turbine generators. And, the costly planned mercury controls would

not achieve the level of mercury pollution reduction soon anticipated in be required by the federal govemment, a circumstance that likely will

lead to addihonal ratepayer costs in the future

“The $457 million dollar-plus quesbon is whether this is the nght decision for New Hampshire, from an environmental, economic and energy

security standpoint. To answer that question. New Hampshire citizens and ratepayers need to know the true costs of continued operation of

_____________________________________

this over forty-year old coal plant, and compare that to the cost of cleaner reliable altewativea,” said Melissa Hoffer, Dimctor of the

Conservation Law Foundation’s New Hampshire Advocacy Center. “The permitting process requires that PSNH provide a full picture of all
pollution emissions associated with all the modifications made as part of the scrubber project-including the turbine upgrades PSNH represents

are necessary to sabafy the additional power requimments of the scrubber. We lust don’t have a complete picture, and the protect should not
move forward until we do.”

PSNH is required under the New Hampshire Clean Power Act (CPA) to install by 2013 a wet flu gas desuiphuncation scrubber system that will

reduce mercury emissions from the plant by eighty percent PSNH failed to obtain necessary clean air permits before beginning construction

on aspects of the scrubber project last year.

Building A Cleen Energy
Future: Trensmisaioo ts One

DEC Piece of the Puzzle 3
2013

The Depars’sent of Environmental Services’ public hearing on Mewwacls Station’s “Flue Gas Desulphunzahon System” permit will be held

TODAY, Thursday. January 15. at 600PM in the Auditonum at New Hampshire Department of Environmental Service located at 2g Hazen
Deve. Concord, NH. Public comment must be received no later than Friday, January 23, 2009

The Conservation Law Foundation (www.clf.org) works to solve the most significant environmental challenges facing New England CLP”s
advocates use law, economica and science to create innovate strategies to conserve natural msources, protect public health and promote vital

comwunibes in our region. Founded, in 1966, CLF is a nonprofit, member-supported organization with offices in Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont
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CLP SCOOP

In 2007, Menimack Station was one of New England’s highest emitters of carbon dioside (3.7 million tons), a key global warming pollutant.

Addibonally, the coal plant released 36,464 tons of sulfur dioade. 3,227 tons nitrogen oside, and over 137 pounds of tosic mercury

compounds. Unlike most of Ihe power plants in New England, its owner is a regulated utility that receives full rate-based support for the costs

to operate and upgrade Merrimack station. As a consequence, the costs for scrubbers and environmental requirements will be boroe by the
ratepayers providing an incentive to PSNH to eatend the plant’s useful life
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New Hampshire PUC Docket DE 11-250 Data Request PSNH-SC-001
Dated: January 16, 2014
Q-PSNH-SC-030

Witness Catherine Corkery —i
Request from: Public Service Company of New Hampshire

Question 30: Ti
30. Please provide a copy of any document provided to any elected or appointed

government official in New Hampshire by SC related to “An ACT relative to the
reduction of mercury emissions” that took effect on June 8, 2006.

Response to Question 30:

Sierra Club objects to Question 30 on the grounds that it is not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of evidence relevant to any cause or claim in this docket, is unduly burdensome, is
overly broad in that it would seek production of information unrelated to any cause or claim in
this docket, fails to be limited as to time, and fails to be limited as to relevant subject matter.

Supplemental Response to Question 30:

Without waiving the above objections for the purpose of any potential reconsideration or
rehearing of a final order by the Commission, and consistent with the New Hampshire PUC’s
April 8, 2014 Order No. 25,646, the Sierra Club responds: please see the materials attached
hereto.
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RB 1673 Mercury Reductions
February 2, 2006 4:15 p.m.

Meeting with Governor Lynch and the Clean Power Coalition

We know that the Governor has indicated strong support for mercury legislation.
We also believe that the bill is a good start but it can be significantly improved.
Towards this end the Clean Power Coalition is seeking the following improvements
in the bill, to better meet the state’s prior commitment to “virtual elimination” of
mercury emissions:

1. Scrubber technology is well established and it will not take 7 years to install
on Merrimack Station. The bill should mandate a more reasonable
compliance date of 2010.

2. Interim technology dealing directly with mercury reductions is advancing
rapidly and is being mandated in several states already. PSNH has publicly
committed that it would put up to $5 million towards an interim fix: using
ACI (activated carbon injection) control technology. The bill should
memorialize this commitment and once the control technology has been
installed, tested and optimized, PSNH should be required to maintain this
level of reduction until such time as the scrubber technology comes on line.

3. 80% versus 90% mercury control (60% versus 80% reduction). Scrubber
technology has been demonstrated to be capable of better that 90% mercury
reduction.

4. The current bill allows for inter-pollutant trading; mercury credits for sulfur
dioxide credits. This will set a new environmentally-indefensible standard
and will establish a nationwide precedent for which NH does not want to be
responsible. We do not want to see any inter-pollutant trading, especially
when the toxin mercury is involved, and when it will erode existing
requirements for sulfur dioxide reduction.

PSNH’s first responsibility is to its shareholders, not the ratepayers and citizens of
New Hampshire. This state is responsible for the health and well being of its citizens
and future generations, and it is the steward of our natural resources. We must
make all efforts to uphold this fiduciary as well as moral responsibility.

a
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Speakers List for NH House Science, Technology and Energy CommTttee
RE: HB1673, Mercury Health Effects, Technology Options and Environmental Impact

Hubbard Brook Research Foundation (HBRF)
Kathy Fallon Lambert, Mercury Project Leader (802-457-9712, kfl)ecosysteminfo.com)
*Area of expertise: connecting mercury emissions w/deposition & accumulation in NH’s
fish/wildlife, new research has been focused on the local impacts of mercury emissions in NH

Biodiversity Research Institute (BRI)
Dr. David Evers, Executive Director (207-839-7600, x. 110, david.eversbriloon.org)
*Area of expertise: extent and impacts of mercury contamination in NH’s fish, wildlife - research
has found mercury hotspots in NH

** Given the connections between BRI & HBRFc research, it would make sense to
have them speak to the committee on the same day, ifat allpossible **

Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use Management (NESCAUM)
Praveen Amar, Science & Policy Director (617-259-2026, pamarnescaum.ora)
*Area of expertise: feasiblity/cost of mercury control technology for power plants, regional
perspective on progress being made by other states on mercury emissions, importance of strong
regulatory requirements for mercury controls, etc.

ADA Environmental Solutions
Michael Durham, 303-734-1727
Leading expert from a mercury control technology company

Institute of Clean Air Companies
Dave Foerter, 202-457-0911, htl:p :1/www.icac.com/
National association of companies that supply air pollution monitoring and control systems,
equipment, and services, well versed on the status of mercury control

New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (NHDES)
Pam Schnepper, Senior Toxicologist 271-3994, pschnepoer©des.state. nh. us
*Area of Expertise: Health affects from mercury in children and adults, state specific information
on exposure levels and effective education programs.

Clean Power Coalition
The NH Clean Power Coalition represents the interests of over 24,000 NH residents from the
combined group membership of Citizens for a Future NH, Conservation Law Foundation, Clean
Water Action, National Wildlife Federation, NH Medical Society, NH PIRG NH Rivers Council NH
Sierra Club, NH Wildlife Federation, NH Unitarian Universalist Social Responsibility Department,
Worldview, Ltd
TBA, Contact Catherine Corkery 224-8222, Catherine.corkervsierraclub.org
*Area of Expertise: The Coalition would like to examine and analyze the results from the scientific
mercury tests conducted this summer at Merrimack Station in Bow and present our findings to
the committee. THEREFORE, we request time in the committee’s agenda schedule after the
results are made public.
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Citizens for a Future NH • Clean Water Action • Conservation Law Foundation

Granite State Disability Coalition • National Wildlife Federation • NH Medical Society

NH Rivers Council • NH Public Interest Research Group • NH Sierra Club

Woridview, Ltd • NH Unitarian Universalist Social Responsibility Dept.

Senator Bob Odell, Chairman
Energy and Economic Development Committee
Legislative Office Building, Room 102
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Re: House Bill 1673

Dear Chairman Odell and Committee Members,

The NH Clean Power Coalition, a group of 11 organizations representing over 20,000 citizens and ratepayers in
New Hampshire, appreciates the opportunity to testify before your committee to offer our input on HB1673.
This bill does not go far enough in protecting the ratepayers, the health of New Hampshire citizens or our
environment of which we are all so proud. The Senate has an opportunity to improve this bill, in order to craft
a solution that better serves the interests of New Hampshire’s public health and economy — and we respectfully
request that you take this opportunity.

Specifically, the NH Clean Power Coalition supports a stronger bill that:

• Sets up a more reasonable timetable. 2013, the current deadline in the bill, is far too lenient and
places an unacceptably high financial burden on New Hampshire ratepayers. This bill should require
PSNH to install scrubber technology by 2011 - with opportunities for an extension, if needed.

• Requires near-term action to control mercury pollution. PSNH has verbally agreed to study and
implement mercury control technology with the assistance of a Department of Energy grant of $2.5
million. This bill should memorialize that commitment and require PSNH to keep this technology in
place to achieve the highest level of mercury reduction feasible - unless a higher level of mercury
reduction is achieved once the scrubber is installed.

• Calls for a higher level of mercury reduction. Other states have required 9O% mercury control,
and higher, rather than the 80% currently required in HB 1673. Results for the industry demonstrate
that reduction levels are commonly higher than 80% using existing technology and New Hampshire
should require nothing less.

• Eliminates the controversial inter-pollutant trading scheme. HB1673 currently creates a legally
questionable system of mercury credit banking and conversion to sulfur dioxide credits - making New
Hampshire the first in the nation to consider such an “apples to oranges” approach. Not only is this a
bad precedent, it weakens state law aimed at reducing the sulfur pollution.

The Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC) has proposed an alternative scenario that would similarly provide
economic incentives that commit to reducing mercury and sulfur dioxide without engaging in the controversial
and questionable practice of using mercury credits as sulfur dioxide credits. AMC’s proposal would save New
Hampshire ratepayers - both residential and commercial - more money. The faster PSNH moves to control their
mercury and sulfur dioxide pollution, the more money we save. This is a win/win for New Hampshire citizens
and our environment. While the proposal does not address all of the NH Clean Power Coalition’s concerns with
HB1673, we believe the approach deserves full consideration by this Committee as it appears to achieve the
environmental goals sooner, and more affordably, that the current bill. Anything less is a dereliction of
legislator responsibility to their constituents.

When this process is over, the people and businesses of New Hampshire will ask their Senators this question:
“what did you do to keep my electric rates down?” and “why can’t I consume the fish from our lakes?” They
deserve a better answer than “HB1673 was better than nothing”. They deserve to be told that “the NH Senate
improved the bill so that our local environment is safer and our ratepayers are protected from unnecessary
increases.”

NH’s Clean Power Coalition is asking for a smart solution - one that requires a thorough examination from the
NH Senate, with resolve to send this bill back to the House better for the environment, healthier for our children
and cheaper for the ratepayers. It is with perseverance, legacy and reason that this will be possible. We can do
this.

Sincerely,
New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition
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New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition
Citizens for a Future NH -Clean Water Action -Conservation Law Foundation

Granite State Disability Coalition -National Wildlife Federation —Nil Rivers Council
NHPIRG —Nil Sierra Club-NH Wildlife Federation- Woridview, Ltd. — NH UU Social

Responsibility Department

January 19, 2006

The Honorable Lawrence C. Ross, Chairman
House Science, Technology and Energy Committee
Legislative Office Building, Room 304
Concord, NH 03301

RE: FIB 1673

Dear Chairman Ross and Members of the Committee:

The New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition wishes to follow-up on comments and
questions raised during the previous hearing on HB 1673.’ The original Clean Power Act passed
in 2002, which FIB 1673 would amend, called for aggressive reductions in mercury emissions by
the imposition of an annual cap on mercury emissions from coal power plants, to be set by July
2005. RSA 125-0:3, 111(c). As discussed previously, however, what started out as legislation to
meet this goal, i.e. SB 128, has become legislation directed at reductions in sulfur dioxide
emissions. In fact, HB 1673 would sign/icantly undermine important economic incentives
created in 2002 under the original Clean Power Act, and unreasonably delay installation of
pollution controls.

The Committee’s consideration of HB 1673 must therefore start with a thorough
understanding of the mandates and economic incentives of the original Clean Power Act, and
address certain fundamental issues that require further exploration before final decisions can be
made about what is in the best interests ofNew Hampshire’s ratepayers and its citizens
downwind of the Bow power plant. The Coalition submits that these fundamental questions
must be answered during this Committee’s deliberative process:

1) What economic incentives provided by the current Clean Power Act would be
undermined by fiB 1673 to the detriment of New Hampshire ratepayers?

2) What is a reasonable deadline goal for the implementation of sulfur dioxide
scrubber controls at the Bow power plant?

3) In the meantime, what mercury control technology is economically and
technically feasible and should be installed in the near term?

‘The Coalition includes environmental, wildlife, consumer, health and faith-based organizations representing
thousands of citizens from all walks of life in New Hampshire
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The Coalition provides the following responses to each of these fundamental questions:

1) What economic incentives provided by the current Clean Power Act would be
undermined by HB 1673 to the detriment of New Hampshire ratepayers?

To begin with, the original Clean Power Act provided a carefully negotiated set of
economic incentives for the early implementation of sulfur dioxide (S02) scrubber controls at
PSNH’s coal plants. These economic incentives are structured on the federal S02 emission cap
and trade program. Under the federal CAA, PSNH currently has an S02 emissions cap of
approximately 29,000 tons. They emit on average 54,000 tons of S02 annually from 3 power
plants, and therefore are currentlypurchasing about 24,000 tons! credits per year. The costs of
these credits fluctuate, from $600 to over $1500 per credit currently, and PSNH has therefore
been paying about $15 million to potentially $24 million or more annually to meet its current
obligations (An accounting of these expenditures should be contained in filings by PSNH with
the PUC.)

Starting in January 2007, the current Clean Power Act (RSA 125-0:3, 111(a)) lowers the
S02 cap to 7289 tons, and PSNH will then need to purchase another 21,000 S02 credits per
year, at an additional cost of$13 million to $21 million or annually until scrubbers are installed.
The Clean Power Act therefore has an economic incentive provision, negotiated and agreed to by
PSNH in 2002, to help it meet the 2007 emission cap. For every ton PSNH reduces its S02
emissions, it will: 1) no longer need to buy a S02 allowance credit to meet the 7,289 cap, and 2)
receive an additional S02 allowance credit to use as it pleases. RSA 125-0:4,IV (a) (2). These
additional credits are capped at 20,000 per year and phase out over 3 years.

So, after PSNH installs scrubbers at the Bow plant to reduce its S02 emissions by 90%,
i.e from 29,800 tons to 1500 tons, PSNH will earn approximately 20,000 credits in the first 2
years, and about 10,000 credits in year 3. PSNH therefore would:

a. no longer need to purchase about 28,000 credits per year, saving about $28
million per year (assuming $1000 per ton), and

b. earn an additional 50,000 credits, or $50 million, over the next 3 years.2

The current economic incentives therefore work to the benefit ofNH ratepayers the sooner
scrubbers are installed And, HB 1673 will significantly undermine these economic incentives
by allowing PSNH to further delay installing scrubbersfor eight more years, until 2013. These
projections will of course vary with the market value of 502 credits, but it is clear that PSNH,
and therefore the ratepayers, will save $ millions by reducing S02 emissions as soon as
scrubbers are installed. The value ofthese economic incentives to ratepayers is clear, and this
Committee should request a thorough analysis ofthese economic impacts by the NHFUC.

In addition, a complete analysis of the ultimate benefit or impact to ratepayers from
installing scrubbers will require a realistic and accurate determination of the costs of scrubber
installation. At this point, the number argued by PSNH is $250 million; this number appears,

2 While some portion of the credits earned will likely be used by PSNH to meet its cap obligation, the $ value to
ratepayers is the same as PSNH will no longer need to purchase credits on the market.
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however, to be stated in $2013. A recent estimate by DES, in $2004, is $189 million. Moreover,
EPA has projected the average costs for scrubber installation to be nearly half of PSNH’s
estimates. This variation is clearly significant, and a thorough analysis ofa low and high range
ofprojected costs should be completed independently ofPSNH’c estimates.

Finally, HB 1673 contains a much-discussed provision allowing the conversion of
mercury credits to S02 credits, as an additional financial incentive to install controls. It is clear,
however, that the current economic incentives provide substantial value to PSNH, without the
additional issues these mercury conversion credits will raise, such as the legality of converting
mercury credits to S02 credits.

2) What s a reasonable deadline goal for the implementation of sulfur dioxide scrubber
controls at the Bow power plant?

Setting a reasonable deadline goal for implementing sulfur scrubber controls should be
based on a straightforward, objective determination of how long the design, permitting and
construction is likely to take. Scrubber controls have been in use for many years at numerous
large coal power plants across the U. S., and other industrial countries across the world.
Scrubber technology has significantly advanced, and numerous engineering designs are
available. In other words, PSNH would not be starting from scratch, and likely has already done
some pre-engineering work to reach its estimation of projected cost. As Director Scott projected
at the recent hearing, the state permitting should reasonably be completed by early2009 at the
latest, and construction completed in one to two years. The timefrarne for completing the
permitting process will depend to some degree on whether there is opposition from interest
groups - however a well-crafted bill with acceptable provisions will likely eliminate these types
of delays, allowing permitting to be completed well before 2009. A reasonable deadline goal for
the implementation of S02 controls is therefore 2010.

3) In the meantime, what mercury control technology is economically and technically
feasible and should be installed in the near term?

Among the current flaws in HB 1673 is the lack of a requirement to reduce mercury
emissions from Merrimack Station in the next few years. Emissions from Merrimack Station are
a maj or contributor to the hotspot of mercury contamination in southeast New Hampshire. As a
result, the Committee should focus on achieving the most significant reductions in mercury
pollution possible, as quickly as possible. To argie that HB1673 accomplishes this is
nlisinfonned at best, and misleading at worst.

The development of mercury emissions control technology is rapidly advancing, leading
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey — with Pennsylvania and Illinois — to conclude that 90%
control of mercury emissions by the end of this decade is a reasonable regulatory target for coal-
fired power plants. PSNH took a very brief, first look at Activated Carbon Injection (ACT) this
summer, and a report of this test has yet to appear before the Committee. PSNH has indicated, in
vague and nonspecific terms, that this test did not go as well as hoped and therefore the emission
targets and timelines in SB 128 have been proven infeasible. This Committee and the people of
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New Hampshire have a right to see a report on this test in order to understand what occurred,
why, and how any challenges encountered could be addressed.

Most importantly, the ACT test performed at PSNH last summer is just the tip of the
iceberg of the power of this technology. To draw from it the conclusion that ACT is not an
option for mercury control at Merrimack Station, and therefore the plan laid out in HB 1673 is the
best we can do for mercury reduction, overlooks the significant potential of this technology.
Experts in this field readily argue that 90% control of mercury is possible at all types of coal
plants, quickly and cheaply. The Coalition strongly urges the Committee to seek additional
testimonyfrom leading experts in this field. and not overlook the feasibility ofstrengthening
HB] 673 to require more mercury reduction, sooner, than is currently proposed.

In conclusion, it is time to go beyond only asking PSNI{ what’s possible for reducing
mercury pollution. The people of New Hampshire expect, and deserve, more from the
legislative process. The Committee must fulfill its role by taking a hard look at the numbers and
assumptions provided by PSNH, and reach its own independent determination as to what must be
done in the best interests ofNew Hampshire’s ratepayers and citizens. Scrubbers should have
been priority number one for PSNH as soon as the Clean Power Act passed in 2002; if scrubbers
were on line by 2007, PSNH would have saved ratepayers about $47 million in 2007 when the
new cap and these incentives kick in, At this point there should be no further delays, a target date
of 2010 for scrubbers, and interim controls for mercury should be incorporated into the bill.

Sincerely,

Brad Kuster
Conservation Law Foundation
New Hampshire Advocacy Center

For the: New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition:
Citizens for a Future New Hampshire
Clean Water Action
Conservation Law Foundation
Granite State Disability Coalition
New Hampshire PIRG
New Hampshire River Council
New Hampshire Sierra Club
National Wildlife Federation
New Hampshire Wildlife Federation
Woridview, LTD
New Hampshire UU Social Responsibility Department
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New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition
Citizens for a Future NH -Clean Water Action -Conservation Law Foundation

Granite State Disability Coalition -National Wildlife Federation —NH Rivers Council
NIIPIRG —NH Sierra Club-NH Wildlife Federation- Woridview, Ltd. — NH UU Social

Responsibility Department

January 12, 2006

The Honorable Lawrence C. Ross, Chairman
House Science, Technology and Energy Committee
Legislative Office Building, Room 304
Concord, NH 03301

RE: FIB 1673

Dear Chairman Ross and Members of the Committee:

Once again, the New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition, a group of environmental,
wildlife, consumer, health and thith-based organizations representing thousands of citizens from
all walks of life in New Hampshire, is before you to discuss HB 1673. I am Nancy Girard,
Director and Vice President of the Conservation Law Foundation’s New Hampshire Advocacy
Center, a member of the Clean Power Coalition. The Coalition has come together to advocate
for mercury reduction because of the high cost of mercury contamination to our environment and
to human health.

Since this topic of mercury reduction with respect to the Merrimack and Schiller coal
powered stations was introduced to the Senate and House last year, significant efforts have been
made to reach compromises on legislative proposals. SB128 as passed by the Senate reduced
mercury in two phases, first to 50 pounds by 2009 and then to 25 pounds by 2013. This bill was
clear and did not mandate the type of technology to the owner of the power plant. The proposal
currently before you was worked out for the most part without input from the environmental
community represented by our Coalition. Although we applaud certain aspects of this current
proposal, we urge this Committee to tighten deadlines, force greater air emissions reductions and
require PSNH to address a number of issues important in determining the best outcome for NH
ratepayers.

The New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition’s key concern is that FIB 1673 does not set a
strong enough standard to protect the people of New Hampshire, and our lakes, rivers, fish, and
wildlife from ongoing mercury pollution. This new proposal would weaken the requirements in
the Senate bill by allowing substantially more mercury to be released into the environment over a
longer period of time. And, it would create a new and legally untested policy of creating credits
from mercury reductions which can then be converted into S02 credits. In short, this new
proposal replaces the simple, timely and strong protections offered by Senate BIll 128 with a
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complex mix of compliance schedules, and credit formulas, resulting in weak standards and a lax
timeline for cleaning up mercury pollution.

Moreover, what started out in the Senate as a mercury control bill has now become a bill
based on technologies designed to reduce sulfur dioxide emissions. 1-113 1673 currently calls for
an 80% reduction of mercury, and requires that these reductions be achieved by sulfur dioxide
scrubber control technology, allowing 8 years -until 2013- before this scrubber technology must
be installed at Merrimack Station. In addition, it gives PSNH incentives to further reduce
emissions by allowing early mercury reductions to be converted to additional sulfur credits.

This Committee has been provided with scientific studies (see attached testimony
package from SB 128 hearing on April 12, 2005) showing that when local emissions are reduced,
mercury levels in fish and wildlife will also drop. The recent studies published in the science
journal Ecotoxicology show the high levels of mercury contamination found in numerous
waterbodies, and the fish and wildlife they support, in southeastern New Hampshire-
immediately downwind of PSNH’s Bow power plant. Local mercury emissions are therefore
significant, and every reduction in mercury emissions will provide a health and environment
benefit.

It is essential then that we take a strong position on controlling mercury emissions in our
own state. New Hampshire is surrounded by and downwind of other states calling for the 90%
control of mercury emissions from power plants. Illinois, a major Midwest contributor to
mercury in New England, announced just last week a proposed 90% reduction of mercury
emissions by 2009. New York is addressing a similar legislative proposaL Other states now
requiring major reductions in mercury emission from coal plants include Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and New Jersey. New Hampshire cannot thil back on the argument that our
mercury comes from the Midwest and from global sources when we have documented high
levels of mercury pollution that have come substantially from sources in this state. Every pound
reduced will make a difference in New Hampshire’s ecosystems.

Current economic incentives under the Clean Power Act provide greater benefit to NH rate
payers ifscrubber controls are installed sooner:

To begin with, the impact I-lB 1673 could have on New Hampshire’s ratepayers must be
assessed, and a number of important issues must be explored. The Committee’s analysis should
start with the CPA now in effect, as negotiated by PSNH and passed in 2002. RSA 125-0
acknowledges the need for “aggressive” and “substantial further” reductions in sulfur dioxide,
mercury and other pollutants. RSA 12-0: 1, III and V. To accomplish these reductions the CPA
set up a market-based approach and provides significant economic incentives to PSNH to reduce

the sulfur dioxide emissions from its power plants. In simple terms, the CPA provides a double
credit for each ton of sulfur dioxide removed on site, beyond previous years’ emission levels.
The value of these credits, and the economic benefit they provide to New Hampshire’s
ratepayers, is then equal to the market value of those credits under the federal sulfur dioxide
credit trading program.

2
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In short, the current CPA provides significant economic incentives to PSNH to install
sulfur dioxide scrubber control technology. These economic incentives have been in place since
2002, and will provide significant cost savings to ratepayers as soon as scrubber technology is
installed and the economic value of credits earned by sulfur reductions is credited back to the
rate payers. An economic analysis from last year by DES, assuming credit values ($500 to $600
per ton) that are much lower than current market values, shows how these credits can
significantly reduce the actual impacts to the rate payer of installing these control technologies.
(See ‘Mercury Control Cost Estimates” prepared by DES, dated Apnl 11, 2005, addressing costs
estimates for sulliir dioxide scrubber scenarios, attached hereto.) In làct, the current market value
of these sulfur dioxide credits (currently trading over $1500 per ton) would reduce the costs
borne by rate payers below current rates. (See Argus Air Daily, January 10, 2006 issue, attached
hereto.)

Given the importance of assessing the impact FIB 1673 will have on New Hampshire’s
ratepayers, a number of important issues must be explored. Only then can the actual costs, and
potentially reduced costs to ratepayers, be assessed. To begin with, a careful look should be
given to the projected cost of installing scrubber controls, and how those cost will be borne by
the rate payers. The economic benefit of the sulfur dioxide credits that will be earned by PSNH
should then be assessed based on projected market values of those incentives when earned.
Finally, a careful analysis should be performed of the economic benefit to rate payers of
installing scrubber technology as soon as possible, by 2009, as compared to delaying installation
until 2013.

Based on our preliminary analysis, signjficant benefit to New Hainpshires rate payers
will occur ([scrubber controls are installed by 2009 --2010, with potentially greater savings to
rate payers over the long term. A careful analysis must be performed to determine the cost
savings to ratepayers from installing scrubber controls as soon as practicable, so the true
economic costs and benefits can be assessed. This economic analysis should then be considered
along with the public health and environmental benefits from reducing mercury and sulfur
dioxide emissions.

PSNH’c public commitment to install interim Mercury control technologies should be
memorialized to begin reducing emissions as soon as practicable:

The commercial availability and benefits of interim mercury controls is rapidly evolving.
PSNH has applied for a grant from the US Department of Energy for up to $2.5 million toward a
pilot project at Merrimack Station using activated carbon injection (ACT) control technology to
reduce mercury emissions, and has pledged an additional $2.5 million toward this project. PSNH
should then have the flexibility to test and propose the best combination of the available current
technologies, with review and input by DES and interested stakeholders. Experts in this rapidly
advancing field are confident that expenditures in the $1 to $5 million range are likely to
accomplish up to 90% reductions in mercury emissions, and can be implemented in one year or
less. I-LB 1673 should therefore hold Merrimack Station to an interim reduction level, once the
pilot project testing shows the optimum control level achievable by these currently available
technologies, by 2007.
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Currently available scrubber control technologies support a 90% reduction goal:

Finally, the long term target for Mercury reductions should also reflect the demonstrated
commercial feasibility of reaching 90% control of mercury emissions. Current state-of-the-art
scrubber controls have been demonstrated, on the same plant configuration as the Bow plant, to
reduce mercury emissions by 90% or more. The target emissions control level should therefore
be increased from 80% to 90%.

In conclusion, implementation of the scrubber technology called for by HB 1673 is
afready called for by the significant economic incentives of the first Clean Power Act adopted in
2002. Needless to say, sulfur dioxide scrubber controls should be implemented with all due
speed for the benefit the ratepayers that are paying not only for electricity, but also for the huge
economic, public health and environmental costs of sulfur dioxide and mercury pollution. In
addition, interim Mercury controls should be implemented, as PSNH acknowledges it intends to
do, over the next six months to one year, and an interim target reduction be required once those
likely control levels are determined. Combined with a 90% control requirement once the
scrubber is installed, this approach will insure that our state’s coal plants are reducing their
mercury emissions as soon and as much as is practicable.

To do anything less is to shortchange the people ofNew Hampshire, and to perpetuate an
unfair and unnecessary “pollution subsidy” in our state’s power generation system. We can do
better, and must do better to fully protect our state’s public health and environment from the
ongoing threat posed by power plant mercury pollution.

Sincerely,

Nancy L. Girard
Vice President and Director
Conservation Law Foundation
New Hampshire Advocacy Center

For the: New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition:
Citizens for a Future New Hampshire
Clean Water Action
Conservation Law Foundation
Granite State Disability Coalition
New Hampshire PIRG
New Hampshire River Council
New Hampshire Sierra Club
National Wildlife Federation
New Hampshire Wildlife Federation
Worldview, LTD
New Hampshire UU Social Responsibility Department
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A concern for Drotecting NH
A diverse alliance of conservation, recreation,
faith-based and public health groups have come
together to advocate for passage of a mercury bill
because of the well-documented, continuing
contamination of our environment and the
resulting devastating impacts on human health
and wildlife, in addition to the heavy costs to
economic, educational and recreational interests
in the state of New Hampshire.

Coalition Platform
We support legislation to significantly reduce mercury
emissions from each of NH’s coal plants by the end of
this decade and ultimately require 90% or greater
control of the mercury emissions from the state’s
power plants.

We oppose legislation to reduce power plant mercury
emissions in NH that would allow emissions trading or
offsets that allow alternatives to smokestack
reductions.

Coalition Members & Profiles

Citizens for a Future NH, Hopkinton, NHis a citizens
environmental group that is concerned forthe protection of
the environment of New Hampshire and the public health of
its citizens. 225-2252

Clean Water Action, Po,tsmouth, NHis a citizens’
organization working for clean, safe and affordable water,
prevention of health-threatening pollution, creation of
environmentally safe jobs and businesses, and empowerment
of people—including our 5,000 NH members--to make
democracy work.
www.cleanwateraction.org I 430-9565

Conservation Law Foundation, Concord; f’IH, isa regional
organization that works to solve the most significant
environmental problems that threaten New England. cLF’s
advocates use law, economics and science to create
innovative strategies to conserve natural resources, protect
public health and promote vital communities in our region.
www.clf.org 1 225-3060

Granite State Disability Coalition, Plymouth, N/-i People
with every ability actively involved in enlightening people with
any ability on the need to look for better ways to sustain a
society that supports people of all abilities. 536-1884

National Wildlife Federation, Montpel/ei VT
NWF represents the power and commitment of nearly a
million members nationwide, over7,000 of which reside in

NH. NW F’s mission is to inspire Americans to protect
wildlife for our chikiren’s future.
www.nwf.org/mercury I 802-229-0650

NH Medical Society, Concord; N/-1 Represents over 2000
NH physicians (MD and DO) to advocate for patients and
physicians on matters of public health and medical policy.
Governed by member physicians who participate in all policy
and program decisions. Actively participates in the legislative
process to educate state and national elected officials and
promote its mission. www.nhms.org I 224-1909

NH PIRG, Concord; NHdelivers persistent, result-oriented
public interest activism that protects our environment,
encourages a fair, sustainable economy, and fosters
responsive, democratic government. NHPIRG has about
2000 members statewide. www.nhpirg.org I 229-3222

NH Rivers Council, Concord; NH, with 200 members, is
the only statewide conservation organization wholly
dedicated to the protection and conservation of New
Hampshire rivers, by educating the public about the value of
the state’s rivers, designating rivers in the state’s protection
program, and advocating for strong public policies and wise
management of New Hampshire’s river resources.
www.nhrivers.org I 228-6472

NH Sierra Club, Concord; NH
is a non-profit member-supported, public interest
organization with 6,000 NH members, that promotes
conservation of the natural environment by influencing public
policy decisions through legislative, administrative, legal, and
electoral means. Mission: To explore, enjoy, and protect the
wild places of the earth; To practice and promote the
responsible use of the earth’s ecosystems and resources; To
educate and enlist humanity to protect and restore the
quality of the natural and human environment; and to use all
lawful means to carry out these objectives.
www.nhsierraclub.org I 224-8222

NH Wildlife Federation, Concord; NHis a non-profit 7,500
member organization promoting conservation, environmental
education, sportsmanship, and the outdoor activities of
hunting, fishing and trapping.
www.nhwf.org I 224-5953

NH Unitarian Universalist Social Responsibility
Department, Concord; NH has 200,000 members
nationally and 3,500 members in NH. Seeking to make
democracy work, honoring the web of existence.
www.nhfaithfuldemocracy.org I 228-8704

Worldview, Ltd. Peterborough, NHis a nonprofit
organization that produces educational events linking
environmental, economic and social justice issues.
924-9750

The NH Clean Power Coalition represents
the interests ofover 24,000 NH residents.
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